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Abstract
This thesis investigates economic drivers in security decisions in the context of public Wi-Fi. Four sets of studies took place. The first set examined the risks of public
Wi-Fi today. An experimental rogue public Wi-Fi was set up for 150 hours first
in London, UK, in 2016, and then in Nara, Japan, in 2017. Sensitive data such as
emails and login credentials were found to have been transmitted insecurely. The
second set of studies examined decision-making and drivers influencing users to use
public Wi-Fi. Participants (106 - UK, 103 - Japan) took part in scenario-based questionnaires. Findings showed that the desire to save mobile data allowance — a form
of resource preservation heuristic tendency (RPHT) — significantly prompted participants who regularly face mobile data constraints to use public Wi-Fi. The next
study examined evidence in the wild. Participants (71 - UK only) were recruited for
three months to run My Wi-Fi Choices, an Android app developed to capture factors
driving the decisions to use public Wi-Fi. The results emphasised the importance
of RPHT in driving users to use public Wi-Fi. Therefore, advising an individual
trapped in mobile data RPHT to stop using public Wi-Fi entirely is futile. Alternative security advice is needed. This led to the last set of studies examining user
decision to adopt a Virtual Private Network (VPN) app which can help to mitigate
public Wi-Fi risks. Discrete choice experiments were run with 243 participants
(154 - UK, 94 - Japan) to examine attributes of a VPN app affecting user decision.
Various attributes of a VPN app were identified as drivers for the download and installation and the actual use of the app. Combining the knowledge gained from all
studies, this thesis proposes a RPHT-decision model explaining the effects of RPHT
on security decisions.

Impact Statement
From the scientific standpoint, the thesis contributes to the body of knowledge in
human factors in cyber security, especially in security decisions. First, it provides
empirical evidence that people still connected to rogue public Wi-Fi and sensitive
data are still being transmitted insecurely on such networks. This evidence is vital
for the research community to acknowledge that public Wi-Fi risks are still a problem despite growing public awareness of public Wi-Fi risks, mobile data becoming
cheaper and more reliable, and growing uses of data encryption at the application
layer. The thesis also provides evidence of economic drivers in the decisions to use
public Wi-Fi and to adopt a VPN app which can mitigate public Wi-Fi risks. The
proposed RPHT-decision model has an overarching benefit beyond the context of
public Wi-Fi. It helps us to understand the role of RPHT in security decisions better.
This area was previously poorly understood. The user decision to adopt a VPN app
studies make both substantive and methodological contributions. The identified key
attributes provide substantive evidence. Using discrete choice experiments to obtain such evidence is a methodological contribution; it demonstrates how studying
of security decisions benefits from the methodology used in economics literature.
In term of applying knowledge gained to real world problems, this thesis brings
several benefits to the cyber security stakeholders. Policy makers keen to promote
online safety would find proposed recommendations to address problems with public Wi-Fi useful. Knowledge about economic drivers in security decisions would
also enable security practitioners to design more workable and desirable security
products and systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Real-world problems

Technology brings various benefits to people’s lives. The convenience of online
banking, the sense of safety from Internet-connected CCTV, and the joy of staying
in touch with loved ones on messaging apps are just a few examples. However, there
are risks associated with using these technologies, such as security and privacy risks
which will continue to grow in the foreseeable future.
Addressing this problem is hard. Technical solutions alone cannot be a panacea
because one crucial part of the challenges lies in human factors. Individuals do not
always choose the course of action that would keep them secure online; whilst most
want to be secure, there are many factors that make secure behaviour difficult. Some
of these factors are internal to them such as their mental and physical capabilities
and limitations, their understanding of risks, their level of skill in operating technology. Others are external such as the demands of the main task the individuals
are trying to complete, the physical and social environment in which the interaction
takes place, or the economic resources needed to be secure.
In a number of security contexts, these factors, particularly the economic
drivers, and the associated decision-making are poorly understood, making it difficult to identify solutions which can address the root causes of security problems.
Public Wi-Fi is an example to which many people can relate. Despite mobile data
becoming more affordable and reliable and the public awareness of potential risks
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of using public Wi-Fi is increasingly becoming widespread, a rapid expansion of
commercial public Wi-Fi networks is a fair indicator that public Wi-Fi is still in demand [5]. However, the bad news from a security and privacy perspective is that not
all websites/applications encrypt the data they transmit [6]. Most users do not use
security tools such as a Virtual Private Network (VPN) app which can help them
to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks [7]. As a result, their sensitive data are exposed to
security and privacy risks such as eavesdropping. Understanding user decision to
use public Wi-Fi and to adopt security tools to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks is key to
addressing the problem with users continuing to use public Wi-Fi without security
measures. However, these areas of study are under-examined, leaving this problem
largely unresolved.

1.2

A threat model of public Wi-Fi

To pave the foundation for the security context which this thesis aims to investigate,
this section explains a threat model of public Wi-Fi.
Different components of public Wi-Fi can be exploited, using various attacking
techniques. In general, an adversary either sets up his/her own public Wi-Fi or
exploits an existing public Wi-Fi (Fig. 1.1). For the former, the adversary can set
up a rogue public Wi-Fi or an evil-twin public Wi-Fi network [8]. When the users
connect to these networks, the adversary can sniff the users’ traffic or trick them
into installing malware (e.g. through a captive portal). A rogue public Wi-Fi can
be set up and given any name but usually it will be a name that is likely to attract
users to connect to it e.g. ”London Free Wi-Fi” or a name that is very similar to
an existing public Wi-Fi e.g. ”Storbucks Wi-Fi” (with ‘o’ not ‘a’) (Fig. 1.1-A). An
evil-twin public Wi-Fi, on the other hand, has the exact same name as an existing
legitimate public Wi-Fi but the adversary fools the users’ devices into connecting to
it (e.g. by making a legitimate public Wi-Fi becoming unavailable for connection
using technique such as denial of service (DOS) attack) (Fig. 1.1-B).
Setting up a Wi-Fi hotspot is relatively easy today. Most laptops, operating on
Unix, Mac, or Windows, make it easy to create one. There are also penetrating test
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Figure 1.1: A summary of the public Wi-Fi threat model

tools such as Wi-Fi Pineapple1 that make it even easier to do so and anyone can buy
one for under £100. Unfortunately, this also means that an adversary can easily set
up a rogue or evil-twin public Wi-Fi.
Exploiting an existing public Wi-Fi is more complex. One method is to gain
access to the Wi-Fi router (Fig. 1.1-C) or captive portal (Fig. 1.1-D) first in order
to sniff the users’ traffic or plant malware. Another method is to use ARP (Address
Resolution Protocol) spoofing to send gratuitous ARP messages to the victims and
trick them into believing that they are communicating with the intended recipients2 ,
but the adversary was (virtually) sitting in the middle of the communication channel
and can observe (or potentially manipulate) the communication between the two
parties [9] (Fig. 1.1-E). An adversary can also sniff over-the-air traffic from the
existing public Wi-Fi network (Fig. 1.1-F). However, this method is tricky because
some of the packets may not be captured due to possible Wi-Fi signal interference
(e.g. magnetic fields) which make re-constructing the traffic difficult or impossible.

1.3

Research gaps

The threat model of public Wi-Fi discussed in the previous section demonstrates
how an adversary can undermine the security and privacy of user’s sensitive data
1 Available

at https://shop.hak5.org/
in this context also include servers or websites that the victims communicate to.

2 Recipients
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whilst using the network. Although a number of previous studies examined these
threats (e.g. [10, 11, 12]), a constant change in the technology landscape, particularly the availability and affordability of mobile data and the growing implementation of data encryption at the application layer, can affect the reality of public Wi-Fi
risks today. However, empirical evidence demonstrating this needs catching up.
Specifically, there is a lack of evidence that people still connect to rogue public WiFi (Fig. 1.1-A) and expose their sensitive data whilst using it. Since rogue public
Wi-Fi can be easily set up by an adversary with little technical skills, the possibility
of this threat becoming materialised is not far fetched. Therefore, this thesis focuses
on investigating the reality of this threat to public Wi-Fi in examining the reality of
public Wi-Fi risks today.
To identify workable solutions to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks, understanding
user decision to use public Wi-Fi and to adopt security tools to mitigate these
risks is the next important step. Previous studies have attempted to investigate
user decision-making and factors driving their decision to use public Wi-Fi (e.g.
[13, 14]). However, none have investigated decision-making from the expected utility theory perspective or examined economic drivers — factors pertaining to limited
resources — which are fundamental to human decision-making in general. Studies examining user decision to adopt a VPN app which can help to mitigate public
Wi-Fi risks were also largely under-examined. This thesis aims to bridge these gaps.

1.4

Research questions

To fill in the research gaps, the following research questions were established.
The reality of public Wi-Fi risks today
RQ1 : Do users still connect to rogue public Wi-Fi and are their sensitive
data being transmitted insecurely (with weak or without encryption) on such
networks today3 ?
This question is important because rogue public Wi-Fi may no longer pose security and privacy risks today for three reasons: i) public awareness of public Wi-Fi
3 2016

for UK study and 2017 for Japan study.
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risks is becoming increasingly common, ii) mobile data is becoming cheaper and
more reliable, and iii) websites and apps growingly encrypt the data they transmit.
Therefore, people may refrain from connecting to rogue public Wi-Fi or using it for
sensitive data (and turn to use mobile data), or sensitive data may be protected (by
encryption) even when being transmitted on public Wi-Fi.
User decision to use public Wi-Fi
RQ2.1 : Do individuals choose the action that maximises expected utility,
when deciding whether to connect to public Wi-Fi?
Understanding the user decision-making process when deciding whether to
connect or not to connect to public Wi-Fi is one important step in determining why
users use public Wi-Fi. The expected utility theory (EUT) can be used for this
purpose. The theory posits that people maximise expected utility — the unit of satisfaction or happiness — when they make decisions. In the context of public Wi-Fi,
it means that individuals decide to connect to public Wi-Fi because doing so maximises their expected utility. However, behavioural economics argue that human
beings are not perfectly rational agents who always maximise utility when making
decisions. Nonetheless, to date, there is no evidence to support such proposition
in the context of deciding whether to use public Wi-Fi. Therefore, investigating
whether users make such decisions in line with the EUT helps to understand user
decision-making in this context and, at the same time, fills the gap in the literature.
RQ2.2 : What factors, particularly economic drivers, influence the decisions
to use public Wi-Fi and to what extent do they play a role?
Understanding factors driving user decision to use public Wi-Fi is another key
step in determinig why users use public Wi-Fi. Previous research has attempted
to investigate factors driving users to do so (e.g. [15, 16]). However, none has
investigated the roles of economic drivers — factors pertaining limited resources
— which are fundamental to human decision-making in general. Determining what
these factors are and to what extent they exert influence on the users decisions to use
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public Wi-Fi helps to understand user decision-making in this context and brings us
closer to identifying workable solutions to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks.
User decision to adopt a VPN app
RQ3 : What attributes of a VPN app affect user decision in the uptake and the
actual uses of the app on mobile devices?
Public Wi-Fi providers, apps and website developers, and users can all help to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks. Public Wi-Fi providers can implement secured public WiFi. However, there is no regulation nor enough incentives to compel them to do so.
Application and web developers can help by encrypting data at the application layer.
This practice is growing. However, not all apps and websites have implemented encryption [6]. Even with encryption, data security and privacy are not guaranteed;
HTTPS or digital certificates can be misconfigured. Until public Wi-Fi providers
implement secure Wi-Fi access points, and all apps and websites sufficiently encrypt the data they transmit, encouraging users to protect themselves by using a
VPN app when using public Wi-Fi is a sound approach. However, this proposal
also has its own challenges. Despite a large number of VPN apps being available
today, the use of VPN to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks is low ([17, 7]). Many users
are not aware of a VPN app [17]. Some VPN apps also have security privacy flaws
(e.g. [18, 19]) that could undermine users’ trust. However, if these flaws are sufficiently addressed, which some VPN apps have done, a VPN app can be considered
a financially viable option to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks; they are generally more
affordable than mobile data or data roaming fees. Therefore, using a VPN app has
its own merit and identifying the attributes of a VPN app that affect user decision
will help to increase its adoption.

1.5
1.5.1

Research scope
Sets of studies

To answer the research questions, four sets of studies took place. All of them focused on the security decisions of the individual. Security decisions in an organisa-
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tional context where employees are subject to company policies and using company
equipment for business purposes are out of scope.
The first set of studies, the Wi-Fi honeypot studies (Chapter 3), laid the foundation for subsequent studies by investigating the risks of public Wi-Fi today, in the
UK and in Japan. By setting up a rogue public Wi-Fi, the studies examined whether
users still connected to rogue Wi-Fi and whether their sensitive data were still being
transmitted insecurely. The second set of studies, the user decision to use public
Wi-Fi studies (Chapter 4), investigated the root causes of the problem of users continuing to use public Wi-Fi by examining user decision-making process and drivers
influencing them to use public Wi-Fi. The third study, the user decision to use public Wi-Fi in the wild study (Chapter 5), also examined factors influencing users to
use public Wi-Fi. However, it sought evidence from the wild, bringing us closer to
understanding decision-making in real life. This study also investigated the role of
resource preservation heuristic tendency (RPHT), an important but largely underexamined factor in security decision, in more depth. The last set of studies, the user
decision to adopt a VPN app studies (Chapter 6), investigated attributes of a VPN
app that affect user decision to adopt it, using discrete choice experiments (DCEs),
in the UK and Japan.
A total of three studies took place in Japan. Japan was considered a good candidate and was chosen because of its similarities to the UK in terms of economic
setting and degree of technological advances4 . However, on the other hand, various
aspects of Japanese culture are vastly different from those of the UK. These dissimilarities may bring about different drivers in user decisions to use public Wi-Fi.

1.5.2

In-scope threats

In examining the reality of public Wi-Fi today, the thesis investigates one specific
of the overall threats of public Wi-Fi described in the threat model (Section 1.2).
Specifically, it examined the risks of rogue public Wi-Fi only. There are three reasons. First, setting up rogue public Wi-Fi does not require advanced technical skills;
therefore, examining its risks demonstrates how easy an adversary can pose a real
4 The

UK and Japan are both developed economies and are part of Group of Seven (G7).
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threat better than other type of threats. Second, re-creating other types of threat,
by attempting to disable or exploit existing public Wi-Fi, could cause significant
damages to its provider and the researcher and institutions could be liable for the
damages which may involve hefty financial penalties. Asking for their permissions
first is possible but it is likely to require a lengthy approval process and they may
not allow it. Third, the main objective of this thesis is to investigate drivers affecting
user decision to use public Wi-Fi and to mitigate the associated risks. Therefore, the
author of this thesis considers examining threats from rogue Wi-Fi only sufficient
for the purpose of demonstrating the reality of risks from public Wi-Fi today.
However, in investigating user decision to use public Wi-Fi or to adopt a VPN
app, the thesis examines the overall public Wi-Fi risks regardless of specific type
of threats to public Wi-Fi. The author of this thesis made an assumption that most
general users are unlikely to be able to or will not bother/attempt to differentiate
between different types of threats from the public Wi-Fi they connect to. Therefore,
factors driving their decisions to use public Wi-Fi would unlikely be significantly
affected by the different types of threat. Similarly, a VPN app can help to mitigate
public Wi-Fi risks from different type of threats. Therefore, factors driving users to
adopt it would unlikely be significantly affected by specific threats of public Wi-Fi
either.

1.6

Terminology used in this thesis

Throughout this thesis, four terms are frequently used and discussed: ‘economic
drivers’, ‘security decisions’, ‘bias’, and ‘resource preservation heuristic tendency
(RPHT)’. The term ‘economic drivers’ in this thesis is defined as factors pertaining
to limited resources. The term ‘security decisions’ is defined as decisions made
by an individual in a ‘personal’ context of security and privacy. Key to note here
is that ‘personal’ context excludes decisions made in an ‘organisational’ context
where factors such as information security policies and organisation culture also
affect individuals’ security decisions. The term ‘bias’ in decision-making refers to
a systematic error which affects security decisions and judgement of an individual.
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The term RPHT is defined as an inclination to conserve limited resources which
affect security decisions.
It is also important to distinguish the differences between an ‘individual’, ‘people’, ‘participant’, and ‘user’ in this thesis. An ‘individual’ is defined as a single
human being. The term ‘people’ is a generic term for a collective of human beings.
A ‘participant’ refers to an individual participating in a study. The term ‘user’ is
defined as an individual using a security or non-security technology or system. The
terms ‘driver’ and ‘factor’ are also used interchangeably, without any difference in
meaning. A complete list of terminology is in the Glossary section.

1.7

Contributions

The studies in this thesis make several substantive and methodological contributions
to the studies of human factors in security and security decisions.

1.7.1

Substantive contributions

First, the Wi-Fi honeypot studies provided evidence that people still connected to
rogue public Wi-Fi and their sensitive data were still being transmitted insecurely,
with weak encryption or without encryption, today in the UK and in Japan. It
may be tempting to assume that residents of these developed economies would rely
less on public Wi-Fi and more on mobile data to connect to the Internet; hence
the security and privacy associated with using public Wi-Fi should no longer be a
problem. The evidence, however, suggested otherwise.
Second, the user decision to use public Wi-Fi studies helped to advance the
understanding of the role of economic drivers in security decisions. The studies
showed that individuals did not always maximise their expected utility when deciding whether to connect to public Wi-Fi. This was a novel piece of evidence in
security context which supported the view posited by behavioural economics that
individuals did not make decisions like a homo economicus — a perfectly rational
agent [20, 21, 22, 23]. In addition, the studies provided evidence that mobile data
constraints led to the mobile data RPHT, which in turn prompted a risk-taking attitude and drove users to turn to public Wi-Fi. The subsequent user decision to use
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public Wi-Fi in the wild study also provided another piece of evidence of the mobile
data RPHT prompting a risk-taking attitude. However, data collected in the wild
were more closely matches to how security decisions were made in real life.
Third, the user decision to adopt a VPN app studies, were the first to provide
evidence that several attributes of a VPN app affect its adoption, providing insight
into designing a more desirable VPN app. The studies also showed that economic
drivers stemming from the herding effect and the battery RPHT exerted influences
in security risk-mitigating decisions.
Finally, the proposed RPHT-decision model which combined the knowledge
gained from the studies in this thesis has an overarching benefit beyond the context
of public Wi-Fi. It helps to advance the understanding of the role of RPHT in
security decisions, an area which previously lacked critical investigation.

1.7.2

Methodological contributions

The thesis demonstrated the use of interdisciplinary research, economic and computer security, to advance knowledge of human factors in security and in security
decisions. Examining both qualitative and quantitative data also allowed the research questions to be investigated thoroughly and produced compelling evidence.
Finally, this thesis demonstrated how studying of security decisions could benefit
from using a discrete choice experiment, a research methodology used widely in
economics literature, but to a lesser extent in cyber security literature.

1.8

Publications from this thesis

Below is a list of peer reviewed publications resulting from the studies in this thesis
and the contributions made by the author.
1. Sombatruang, N., Sasse, M. A., & Baddeley, M. (2016, December). Why do
people use unsecure public Wi-Fi? An investigation of behaviour and factors
driving decisions. In proceedings of the 6th Workshop on Socio-Technical
Aspects in Security and Trust (STAST 2016) (pp. 61-72). ACM [24].
This publication is the result of the Wi-Fi honeypot studies (Chapter 3) and
the user decision to use public Wi-Fi study (Chapter 4), but for data collected
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in the UK. The author of this thesis led the project and was responsible for
planning, data collection and data analysis. The manuscript was written by
the author of this thesis with edits and comments from co-authors.
2. Sombatruang, N., Kadobayashi, Y., Sasse, M. A., Baddeley, M., & Miyamoto,
D. (2018, August). The continued risks of unsecured public Wi-Fi and why
users keep using it: Evidence from Japan. In proceedings of the 16th Annual
Conference on Privacy, Security and Trust (PST 2018) (pp. 1-11). IEEE [25].
This publication is the result of the Wi-Fi honeypot studies (Chapter 3) and
the user decision to use public Wi-Fi study (Chapter 4), but for data collected
in Japan. The author of this thesis led the project and was responsible for
planning, data collection and data analysis. The manuscript was written by
the author of this thesis with edits and comments from co-authors.
3. Sombatruang, N., Onwuzurike, L., Sasse, M. A., & Baddeley, M. (2019,
May). Factors influencing users to use unsecured wi-fi networks: evidence
in the wild. In proceedings of the 12th Conference on Security and Privacy in
Wireless and Mobile Networks (WISEC 2019) (pp. 203-213). ACM [26].
This publication is the result of the user decision to use public Wi-Fi in the
wild study (Chapter 5). The author of this thesis led the project and was
responsible for planning and data analysis. Lucky Onwuzurike implemented
and maintained the My Wi-Fi Choice app used in the study. In writing up the
results, the author of this thesis led the task, except for the section about the
technical implementation of the My Wi-Fi Choice app which was written by
Lucky Onwuzurike. The manuscript was written by the author of this thesis
with edits and comments from co-authors.
4. Sombatruang, N., Omiya, T., Miyamoto, D., Sasse, M. A., Kadobayashi, Y.,
&Baddeley, M. (In Press). Attributes affecting user decision to adopt a Virtual
Private Network (VPN) app. In proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on Information and Communications Security (ICICS 2020). Springer
[27].
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This publication is the result of the user decision to adopt a VPN app study
(Chapter 6). The author of this thesis led the project and was responsible for
planning, data collection and data analysis. Tan Omiya, interviewed, transcribed, and translated the user interviews which took place in Japan. The
manuscript was written by the author of this thesis with edits and comments
from co-authors.

1.9

Peer review service and other publications

During her PhD, the author of this thesis acted as a reviewer for the Computer &
Security Journal (2018) and the International Conference on Information Systems
(2018). The author also co-authored two papers in IoT security and future crime.
1. Blythe, J. M., Sombatruang, N., & Johnson, S. D. (2019). What security features and crime prevention advice is communicated in consumer IoT device
manuals and support pages?. Journal of Cybersecurity, 5(1).
2. Johnson, S., Ekblom, P., Laycock, G., Frith, M., Sombatruang, N. and Rosas
Valdez, E. (2019). Future crime. In R. Worthley, A., Sidebottom, N. Tilley
and G. Laycock (eds). Routledge Handbook of Crime Science (428-446).
Milton Park: Routledge.

1.10

Overview of studies

Fig. 1.2 provides an overview of the four sets of studies in this thesis.

Figure 1.2: An overview of studies in the thesis
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Chapter 2

Literature review
This chapter reviews the relevant literature in the area of human factors in cyber security and economic drivers in decision-making in general and in security decisions.
It lays the foundation for further discussion by introducing the role of human factors in security. In particular, it discusses human capacities, limitations, goals and
tasks, and how these constraints affect human behaviour in security. The chapter
then moves on to discuss human decision-making in general and in security decisions as well as factors driving such decisions before narrowing down the focus to
security decisions in the context of public Wi-Fi. It sets the scene by reviewing
previous studies examining the uses of public Wi-Fi and associated security and
privacy risks before diving into factors driving the uses of public Wi-Fi. Finally, the
chapter discusses public Wi-Fi’s risk-mitigating strategies and drivers influencing
individuals’ decisions to mitigate the risks.

2.1

Human factors in security

To examine economic drivers in security decisions, it is necessary to first take a step
back and understand the role of human factors in security.
Security practitioners often question why users do not follow security advice
or use security tools to protect themselves from security and privacy risks. The
usability of security interventions is one key contributing factor. If it is not usable,
no one would choose to use it. Years ago, lack of adoption of a security measure due
to poor usability was once viewed as the users’ fault, almost entirely, rather than an
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indication of a problem with the measure itself. Although this view has increasingly
changed, thanks to the growing body of research in usable security, a number of
security interventions are still trying to fit the human to the task and blame any
mismatch on users. “Humans are the weakest link in security” is the phrase used
all too frequently but often without sufficient consideration of human nature —
their capacities and limitations, their goals and tasks, and the social context they
are in [4]. In the following sections, each of these three aspects of human nature is
discussed: what they are and how each affects human behaviour in security.

2.1.1

Human capacities and limitations

Human beings are not perfect. Our physical and mental capacities are limited.
These limitations have consequences. As Sasse and Rashid [4] best put it in the
Human Factors Knowledge Area of the Cybok “giving humans a task that exceeds
their capabilities means we set them up to fail”; this cannot be overstated. Therefore, understanding human capacities and limitations is an important first step to
understand why users do not always choose the best course of action in the eyes of
security practitioners.

2.1.1.1

Physical limitations

Human bodies have many physical limitations. We do not have perfect vision and
our eyes cannot zoom in or out indefinitely, nor can our fingers shrink to fit perfectly
on a smartphone keyboard. These limitations can vary from one person to another,
resulting in their varying capabilities to perform security-related tasks. Many security interventions fail, or are not usable, because they do not sufficiently factor in
these limitations in the design.
One example is the Completely Automated Public Turing tests to tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) on smartphones. Reynaga and Chiasson [28]
found that the use of CAPTCHA on smartphones faced a number of usability problems; one of them being small control buttons. A number of studies showed that
users are not fond of CAPTCHA (e.g. [29, 30, 31]). The screens of smartphones
are also smaller than PC or laptop screens; hence, most users find it harder to type
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on these devices; bear in mind that this could be even worse for those with large
fingers. Combining these two factors: CAPTCHA with small control buttons and a
smartphone’s small screen size, is a recipe for a usability nightmare.
There is an endless list of human physical limitations affecting human behaviour in security which goes beyond the scope of the literature review for this
thesis. Studies examining the usability of biometric authentications outline these in
more detail. It is important to note that the human body also ages overtime. What
was once not a limitation, can (or is likely to) be a limitation for a user in the future. Fingerprint authentication is one example. As we grow older, using fingerprint
authentication can become a problem; as fine motor control decreases, positioning
the fingers and keeping them sill on devices can be challenging [32]. The problem
is worse for those living with physically challenging conditions such as loss of finger(s) or living with adermatoglyphia (born without fingerprints). Other types of
biometric authentication also face similar issues. The key lesson is that not everyone has the motor skill, the vision, and the hearing to operate security tasks equally
and effectively [4], and that human physical limitations affect their behaviour in
relation to security tasks.

2.1.1.2

Mental limitations

Human mental capabilities also have limitations; even Albert Einstein faced this
limitation too, although probably less than most people do. Three aspects of mental
limitation are discussed in this section: focus, memory, and cognitive load.
Focus : Most humans cannot focus their attention on more than one task at a time
[4]. In their seminal work, the “invisible gorilla experiment”, Simons and Chabris
[33] showed that humans became blind to everything else around them apart from
what they were currently focused on. In the context of security, it means that when a
user focuses on one task — most often on a primary task which they want to achieve
such as transferring money or shopping online — they become blind to secondary
tasks, security-related tasks included, such as noticing changes in a passive security
indicator on a web browser [4]. The human brain also disregards information it
classifies as irrelevant. This explains the security alert fatigue; after experiencing
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too many false alarms, the human brain stops paying attention to them [4].
Memory : Human memory, both short and long term memory, is also limited. This
explains why most people struggle to remember highly complex and very long password combinations (unless they use them several times a day). Therefore, forcing
users to comply with such complex password policies is futile and most likely leads
to a decrease in productivity [4]. It also goes against one of Saltzer and Schroeder
[34]’s ten principles for designing security which stated that a security intervention
must be psychologically acceptable to be usable.
Cognitive load : Human cognitive load is closely linked to memory and focus.
Cognitive load is the amount of short term memory resource used. Since most
humans can focus on only one thing at a time and short term memory is limited,
humans are likely to make suboptimal decisions when demands for several tasks
happen all at once. Several studies showed how cognitive loads affect decisionmaking in general (e.g. [35, 36, 37, 38, 39], discussed in greater detail in section
2.3.2.2) and in security contexts (e.g. [40, 31]). Evidence gathered points toward
the same conclusion; most users do not perform well on security related tasks when
the demand on cognitive load is too great. Therefore, for security interventions and
advice to work, they need to place minimal cognitive load on users.

2.1.2

Goals and tasks

By nature, humans direct their attention to primary tasks [4]. There are many definitions to describe primary tasks but in this context it generally refers to the main
task that people want to achieve at a particular time. For example, sending messages
using instant messaging apps, using Google Maps to navigate, etc. Secondary tasks
are the remainder which are treated by the human brain as ‘second class citizens’;
they do not receive the same attention or the same level of treatment. The bad news
is most security-related tasks are secondary tasks. To illustrate using a simple example, Alice wants to buy a ticket to a popular Taylor Swift concert. Buying this
ticket is her primary task. It becomes a priority in her brain. Now imagine Alice
browsing through several websites to get the best deal for this ticket. Her brain will
be busy looking for the best deal, not for an indicator on her web browser showing
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whether the websites are secure. This is why it is important to fit security tasks into
primary tasks, and minimise the disruption to primary tasks as much as possible [4].

2.1.3

Social context

Human beings are social animals. They socialise and interact as part of their everyday lives. These social activities and interactions affect their individual behaviour,
often more than they realise. A large number of studies in behavioural economics
have shown that human decisions are influenced by social context. The herding
effect (which some may refer to as the copycat) is one well known bias in decisionmaking ([41, 21]). This is not always a bad thing. In the context of security decisions, it means that some people may blindly follow security policies or use security
interventions just because others around them are doing so. Studies examining social context on security decisions are few and is one area that is largely overlooked.
Section 2.2.2.2 discusses these studies in more detail.

2.1.4

Conclusion for this thesis

Human capacities and limitations, their goals and tasks, and the social context they
are in, affect their behaviour in security. These factors help to explain why users
do not always use security tools or follow security advice as security practitioners
expect them to. Understanding these constraints is an important first step in identifying interventions that work for users. However, vast areas of human factors in
security have not been explored or lack critical investigation. This thesis does not
attempt to address all of them. Rather, it focuses on decision-making in the security
context which mostly touches on human mental capacities. The next section discusses, in more depth, human decision-making in general and in security decisions.

2.2
2.2.1

Economic drivers in decision-making
Economic drivers in general decisions

To understand economic drivers in security decisions, understanding how human
decision-making works in general paves a good foundation. The following sections
discuss modes of thought, decision-making theory, and bounded rationality.
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2.2.1.1

Modes of thought: System 1 and System 2

Daniel Kahneman [42] described two modes of human thought in his book Thinking
Fast and Slow: System 1 for fast thinking and System 2 for slow thinking. System
1 is fast and intuitive — gut feeling or being on auto-pilot mode. However, System
2 is slow and deliberate — a manual pilot mode as one may call it. Human brains
use these two modes variously, depending on the situations. Sometimes both, or a
mixed mode is also used [4]. However, there are pros and cons to using each mode
of thought. System 1 may be fast but it tends to make us perform an action or jump
to a conclusion too quickly. System 2 may produce more accurate results but it may
take too much time — and time is not a luxury that we can always afford.
Each mode is also prone to errors. These errors affect human behaviour in
general and in security. Sasse and Rashid [4] provided easy to understand and
relatable examples of these errors in security contexts (Table 2.1). The key insight
about System 1 and System 2 relevant to this thesis is that, regardless of which
mode the brain is operating in, human decision-making can result in errors which
affect the security and privacy of users’ data.

2.2.1.2

Decision-making theory

Seeking to understand how an individual makes decisions under uncertainty has
long been an aim of economics research. One of the main theories which addresses
this is the expected utility theory, proposed by Von Neumann and Morgenstern [43],
which arguably is the major paradigm in the study of decision-making [44]. The
theory helps to explain how an individual makes decisions (normative) as well as
predict what decisions an individual would make (predictive) [45].
According to this theory, an individual’s decisions are made to ensure that they
Mode

Example of security error

System 1

I forgot to check for the padlock before I entered my credit card details.

Mixed mode

I did not check for the padlock because websites on my iPhone are safe.

System 2

I did not know to check for the padlock before entering my credit card details.

Table 2.1: Examples of human errors in security context by modes of thought from Sasse
and Rashid [4]
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maximise their expected utility [43]. The expected utility is the concept used to
describe the unit of satisfaction or happiness an individual expects to derive from
consuming goods or services. For example, an individual deciding whether to buy
a property would do so if the perceived expected utility of buying is higher than the
perceived expected utility of not buying, assuming there are only two choices: to
buy or not to buy. In the context of public Wi-Fi pertaining to this thesis, it means
that a user wishing to use the Internet would decide to connect to public Wi-Fi
should the user perceive that doing so would yield the highest utility among other
choices (e.g. using mobile data or not using Internet at all).
To illustrate the concept of the expected utility theory using a model, suppose
in a given decision, there are two choices: A and B. An individual would choose
choice A over B (A  B) if and only if V(A) ≥ V(B), where V(A) and V(B) is the
real-valued function (eq. 2.1) of choice A and B, respectively.

V (P) = ∑(pi u(xi ))

(2.1)

i

where P is a prospect (or choice set) and u(·) is a von Neumann and Morgenstern
utility function [45].
However, the expected utility theory is not without criticisms; one of these
criticisms being, in real life, an individual does not make decisions in line with the
theory [45, 46, 47, 23]. The theory’s underlying assumptions are also flawed; it
assumes that an individual is a homo economicus, an ideal agent who is perfectly
rational, has all the relevant information about the decisions s/he makes, and is
completely self-interested [20, 21, 22, 23]. No one behaves that way. In real life,
an individual does not optimally calculate all the factors every time when making
a decision. Neither does the individual have all the relevant information needed to
make a decision; and even if all the information is available, an individual does not
process such information perfectly as assumed by the expected utility theory. Moreover, as selfish as any individual can be, there are times when they do care about
others and are not always completely self-absorbed as assumed by the expected
utility theory [21].
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2.2.1.3

Bounded rationality

Behavioural economics seeks to address these shortcomings [23]. It does not assume that an individual is a homo economicus with super-rational ability [21].
Rather, one of the core concepts in behavioural economics is that an individual
makes decisions based on bounded rationality.
The idea of bounded rationality, introduced by Herbert Simon [48], is that rationality is bounded by various constraints including an individual’s cognitive capability, and available time and information when making decisions [49]. Therefore,
an individual tends to use heuristics — a rule of thumb, or shortcuts when making
decisions — which could lead to suboptimal decisions being made or errors [21, 50].
However, using heuristics is not necessarily a bad thing; it might be the best strategy
an individual can afford at the time when the decision was made. For example, in an
emergency situation under time pressure, such as a nuclear engine failure or computer systems under live attack, using heuristics to swiftly evaluate the situation
and identify the best course of action is wiser than evaluating all the information
and performing extensive analysis over a longer period. Gigerenzer also argued and
showed evidence that using heuristics in decision-making can improve accuracy
(e.g. [51, 52]).
Individuals are also prone to biases which affect their decision-making [53,
20, 50]. Therefore, the narrative of bounded rationality reflects how an individual
makes decisions in real life more accurately, allowing us to understand the decisionmaking process and predict the outcome of the decisions more successfully. Accordingly, insight from behavioural economics enables us to design policies or interventions more effectively. ‘The Nudge Unit’ [54], also known by alternative
names such as ‘Behavioural Insights Teams’ in the UK, is a good example of how
insights from behavioural economics make an impact on solving real world problems, e.g. by encouraging people to make small changes to their behaviour to save
energy and money1 .

1 www.bi.team/our-work
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Economic drivers in security decisions

Insight from behavioural economics can be applied to tackle problems in cyber security today, particularly on the human factors. Specifically, behavioural economics
can help us to see how users make security decisions, understand the factors influencing their decisions, and predict the outcome of the decisions more accurately.
This would allow us to design more effective and workable security policies and
interventions [55]. Previous studies have investigated the security decision-making
process and various cognitive biases affecting security decisions.

2.2.2.1

Security decision-making process

A pioneering work in the security decision-making process is a model of rationality
in privacy decision-making (eq. 2.2)2 proposed by Acquisti [56].

max Ut = δ (vE (a), pd (a)) + γ(vE (t), pd (t)) − ctd
d

(2.2)

The model shows the decision-making process that an individual goes through
when completing a certain transaction faced with privacy-trade-offs [56]. It provides a starting point for conceptualising the decision-making process from the economics perspective. However, this generic model may not apply to every context
of security decisions, including the public Wi-Fi context (see Section 2.3.2.1 for
previous studies examining the decision-making specifically in this context).
Privacy models from the study of usability are also helpful in helping us understand the decision-making process in security decisions. Adam and Sasse [1]
proposed a triad model of user perceptions of privacy in multimedia environments
(Fig. 2.1). The model illustrates the trade-offs which users are willing to make
when making transactions which could have privacy implications.
2 Acquisti

[56] defined the variables in this model as δ and γ being unspecified functional forms
that describe weighted relations between expected payoffs from a set of events v and the associated probabilities of occurrence of those events p, the utility U of completing a transaction t is
equal to some function of the expected payoff vE (a) from maintaining (or not) certain information
private during that transaction, and the probability of maintaining (or not maintaining) that information private when using technology d, pd (a)[1 − pd (a)]; plus some function of the expected payoff
vE (t) from completing (or not completing) the transaction (possibly revealing personal information),
and the probability of completing (or not completing) that transaction with a certain technology d,
pd (t)[1 − pd (t)]; minus the cost of using the technology t: ctd
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Figure 2.1: Adams and Sassse [1] model of user perceptions of privacy

In Adam and Sasse’s [1] model, three main factors affecting users’ decisions
are information sensitivity, information receiver, and information usage. Information sensitivity in this model is defined as the perceived sensitivity [1]. This could
vary greatly from one user to another. For example, whilst many millennials do not
perceive their photos uploaded on social media to be sensitive, many older generations may perceive otherwise. This may explain the increasing trend of social media
use among the millennials [57].
The information receiver in Adam and Sasse’s [1] model is defined as the recipient of the user’s information. Whether users decide to share their data or not
depends on who the receivers are (teenagers may not want to share their social media activities with their parents, for example) based on trust. However, this concept
can be ambiguous in security decisions at the network level, such as deciding to use
public Wi-Fi. That is, public Wi-Fi is not really the information receiver but rather
a medium or information messenger.
The third element in Adam and Sasse’s [1] model is information usage. Users
weight the cost and benefit of sharing their information based on how they expect
their information to be used. That is, users would deny giving out information if
they perceive the benefit of doing so is less than the cost [58].
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Biases in security decisions

A. Loss aversion and endowment effect: Loss aversion is an essential element of
prospect theory, which was proposed by Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman [53].
In contrast to rational choice theory which treats gain and loss as equal, losses have
a greater impact on an individual’s perceptions of value than gains in prospect theory [2, 59]. Fig. 2.2 shows an example of a schematic value function of loss aversion having a disproportionate gain and loss ration of 2:1 (based on the empirical
evidence for small or moderate gains and losses of money) [2].
Loss aversion is closely linked to the ‘endowment effect’ which Kahneman
et al. [2] describe as the fact that individuals expect to receive more to give up a
good or service they already own than they would be willing to pay to acquire it
at the first place. The differences in an individual’s willingness to pay (WTP) for
goods/services and the willingness to accept (WTA) a reward to forgo it is due to
loss aversion. In most cases, individuals value a good or service they have more
highly than they value it when they do not have it.
Previous studies have examined the loss aversion and endowment effect in security decisions. Grossklags and Acquisti [60] conducted the first study in 2005.

Figure 2.2: A value function of loss and gain proposed by Tversky and Kahneman [2]
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They investigated the disparity between an individual’s willingness to sell or protect personal information about exam performance, weight, favourite holiday destination, and number of sex partners by asking participants to specify the WTA and
WTP. The study showed a clear disparity between the two values. They found that
participants demanded more compensation to sell their data than they were willing
to pay to protect the data in the first place.
These findings of the endowment effect in security decisions suggest a positive
application. Settings in security tools should be activated by default instead of users
having to initiate the service themselves, because the disadvantages of losing the
service appear larger than the benefits of activating them in the first place.
B. Optimism bias: Optimism bias is an individual tendency to overestimate the
likelihood of positive events whilst underestimating the likelihood of negative
events [61]. This can be applied to events in cyber security such as falling victim to
phishing, or identity theft. Acquisti [56] found that individuals are likely to underprotect themselves against privacy risks and over-provide private information. This
feeling of invincibility may explain why many people ignore security advice such as
applying security patches/software updates [61] or using a VPN when using public
Wi-Fi, even though this advice can mitigate security and privacy risks.
C. Framing effect: The framing effect explains how the decisions of individuals
are affected by the way the context in which questions or problems or situations are
framed [62, 49, 61]. This bias may play a role in security decisions too. However,
studies of the framing effect in this area show mixed results. Adjerid et al. [63]
found that framing privacy notices differently can make the policy more or less
desirable to users. Rodriguez-Priego and van Bavel [64] also found that using negative framing by warning users about potential losses encourages people to behave
more securely online. Similarly, Rosoff et. al [65] investigated how framing of the
loss and gain messages of a security related event affect how participants respond
negatively or positively to the event.
These findings may help to explain the current trend by which organisations
trying to improve the usability of security policies and interventions by framing
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the messages in term of risks rather than compliance [66]. However, Sharma [67]
observed no significant difference in the effect of using negative or positive framing
on users’ security practice. The differences in the observed effect could stem from
different experimental design. More studies are needed to conclude that the framing
effect has an impact on security decisions in a personal context.
D. Herding effect: The herding effect is the individual’s tendency to follow the
crowd when making decisions ([41, 21]). Acquisti et al. [68] observed the herding
effect on the decisions to disclose sensitive information. Their participants were
more likely to disclose such information if they were told that other participants also
had done so. This finding can have significant positive and negative implications.
It suggests that individuals are likely to adopt security tools such as a VPN app if
their friends are using it (or vice versa).
Das et al. [69] provided empirical evidence to support such a hypothesis.
Through interviews with 19 participants, one key finding from their study was that
the observability of the security feature — how easy it is to observe that other people
also use such a feature — was key to promoting behaviour changes. Their subsequent study examining Facebook security features adoption among Facebook users
also showed that users were more likely to adopt the features if they were shown the
number of their friends who also used the features [70]. These studies showed that
social nudging can be effective in influencing individuals toward desired behaviour.
However, two questions remain outstanding: i) can social nudging influence individuals to really change the essence of their security habits?, and ii) can the social
nudging technique work in other contexts of security such as encouraging the use
of a VPN app to mitigate the risks of using public Wi-Fi? More evidence is needed
to draw a conclusion.
E. Present bias: There are many definitions for present bias. In a nutshell, it is
the individual’s tendency to prefer smaller rewards ‘now’ than a larger reward in a
distant future [21]. Acquisti [56] proposed a theoretical mathematical model which
demonstrates that this bias exists in security decisions. The model shows that an
individual tends not to fully appreciate future security risks even if they are aware
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of those risks. A subsequent work by Acquisti and Grossklags [71] which surveyed
participants about their online privacy attitudes, past behaviour related to privacy
risks, and knowledge about the risks, provided empirical evidence to support the
theoretical claim. They found that participants are likely to trade off long-term
privacy for short-term benefits [71], the nature of the present bias. This bias may
help to explain why many users connect to the Internet via public Wi-Fi ‘then and
there’ and take the risks of having their data exposed, rather than doing so later
using a more secured home Wi-Fi.
These previous studies have paved the foundation for understanding how individuals make security decisions and the factors influencing their decisions. They are
also good examples of how interdisciplinary research between cyber security and
behavioural economics enable us to address cyber security problems more effectively. However, security decisions are far from fully understood; it can vary vastly
from one context to another. For example, the decision-making process that one has
to go through and the factors influencing the decisions when deciding whether to
back up the data vs. deciding whether to use public Wi-Fi are likely to be different.
To increase our understanding of security decisions, in-depth investigations
of security decisions in various contexts in cyber security are needed. With the
growing expansion and uses of public Wi-Fi networks, as well as the lack of through
understanding of individuals’ decisions to both take and mitigate the risks of using
these networks, this thesis aims to address this gap in the literature.

2.2.3

Conclusion for this thesis

Insights from behavioural economics help us to understand human decision-making
and factors influencing the decisions; hence, there are several useful applications
such as designing policies and interventions to solve real world problems in many
areas including cyber security.
Previous studies seeking to apply behavioural economics to increase our understanding of security decisions are growing (e.g. [63, 66, 68]). However, security
decisions are far from completely understood; they can vary from one context to
another. Many contexts of cyber security lack critical investigation, including user
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decisions to use public Wi-Fi and to adopt a security tool to mitigate potential risks
associated with using such networks. This thesis aims to address this gap in the
literature.

2.3

Economic drivers in decision-making in public
Wi-Fi context

The chapter now shifts the focus to public Wi-Fi, the context in which this thesis
uses as a proxy to investigate economic drivers in security decisions.

2.3.1

The uses of public Wi-Fi and associated risks

Before discussing drivers influencing users to use public Wi-Fi, understanding the
uses of public Wi-Fi and the associated risks is a good starting point.

2.3.1.1

The uses of public Wi-Fi

Public Wi-Fi provides convenient access to the Internet for many users when
needed, mostly at little to no cost. The number of public Wi-Fi networks have grown
substantively over the years. In the UK, there are nearly 500,000 commercial Wi-Fi
hotspots in 2018, a rapid growth of almost 200% from 2013 [5]. A similar trend
can also be observed in other countries. For example, in Japan, there were about
500,000 public Wi-Fi hotspots in 2016 [72], 800,000 in 2018 [5], and are expected
to expand further, especially in the anticipation of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics [73].
In the UK, according to Action Fraud [74], the national fraud and cyber-crime
reporting centre, 76% of people in the UK with a mobile data subscription in 2016
still use public Wi-Fi. Ofcom [75], the regulator for the communications services,
reported a smaller percentage, 67%, in 2017, still considerably high given two in
three people could have had their data compromised when using public Wi-Fi. Similar observations are noted outside the UK too. In Canada, Powell and Shade [76]
analysed the use of public Wi-Fi hotspots in 2005. They found that emailing and
using search engines are the most common activities. A more recent study in 2019
by Ali et al. [77], which collected 18.5 GB of data traffic from 80 public Wi-Fi
hotspots, is another evidence showing the continuing uses of public Wi-Fi.
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Empirical evidence from the United States resonates similar stories. Back in

2008, Hamton and Gupta [78] ran an exploratory study about how public Wi-Fi was
used in Seattle and Boston. Based on the self-reported behaviour, participants reported that they use public Wi-Fi for email and for instant messaging their friends
and families. Data collected from the wild provide additional evidence. Balachandran et al. [79] setup an experimental Wi-Fi network at the ACM conference in
San Diego in 2002 and found 95 distinct devices connected to their networks; more
than 50% of generated traffic was Web and SSH traffic. This is surprising because
it is tempted to hypothesise that participants attending an ACM conference would
be security conscious; hence, abstain from using public Wi-Fi. However, the study
took place in 2002. It is plausible that the privacy and security risks of public Wi-Fi
were not very well-known back then.
In a similar experiment a decade later in 2012, Hare et al. [80] set up an experimental Wi-Fi network on public transit buses in the northern Midwest of the US,
and found that people are still using public Wi-Fi and mainly to access entertainment content. From the security and privacy standpoint, the finding is comforting
because these data tend to be less sensitive in nature. However, a more recent experiment gives a less comforting message. Avast [81], a security company, setup
a fake open insecure public Wi-Fi at a political convention in the US in 2016 and
found 1,200 users connected to it, of which 44.5% used the networks for emails and
instant messaging. These transactions are likely to contain private and/or sensitive
information. Therefore, the potential impact should these data leak whilst being
transmitted on public Wi-Fi can be severe.
Previous studies examining the uses of public Wi-Fi in the East echo the findings from the West. In Japan, Kaspersky [17] reported earlier in 2019 that 63% of
their 624 survey participants used public Wi-Fi. In Australia, Lambert et al. [16]
ran an ethnographic research into six Wi-Fi equipped spaces in 2014. They found
that users used public Wi-Fi for interpersonal support, emails and social media such
as Facebook to communicate with friends and family, but also to kill time by surfing
the Internet [16]. McShane et al. [15] ran a survey study investigating practices of
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using public Wi-Fi in Australia. Their findings are worrying; 58% of their participants admitted to have used free open insecure networks in the past three months
prior to the survey. This means more than half of the participants could have had
their data exposed when using these networks for sensitive data. More concerning is
that about two-third of their participants viewed public Wi-Fi networks as insecure,
yet they continue to use these networks.
There is also a cross-continent study which shows many users are still using
public Wi-Fi. Norton [7], a security company, ran a survey with 15,532 survey
participants from 15 countries to examine the uses and user practices on public
Wi-Fi. Their findings highlighted that more than half of survey participants were
unable to resist using free public Wi-Fi. More concerning is that 80% of these
participants also admitted having used public Wi-Fi for email and online banking,
the types of transactions sought after by cyber criminals. The majority (75%) of
these participants also stated that they did not use a virtual Private Network (VPN)
when using public Wi-Fi [7], which is concerning because such practice makes it
easier for a malicious actor to sniff the traffic.

2.3.1.2

Public Wi-Fi risks

Despite the convenience the public Wi-Fi networks offer, these networks harbour
security and privacy risks. The broadcast nature of public Wi-Fi increases the risk
of data being intercepted and potentially read by anyone within the range of the
Wi-Fi network [82]. A malicious actor could also setup a rogue public Wi-Fi or
an evil-twin public Wi-Fi and trick users into connecting to them (explained in
the threat model in Chapter 1). The wireless transmission nature of Wi-Fi makes
the data travelling through these networks vulnerable to various types of man-inthe-middle (MTM) attacks such as packet sniffing ([11], [10], [12], [83]) or — a
more active in nature — implanting malware/spyware on user devices [84]. The
risk of eavesdropping is particularly increased on the networks which do not use
encryption. The bad news is many free public Wi-Fi networks available today fall
into this category [85]. Even with the use of an encryption standard such as Wi-Fi
Protected Access II (WPA2), the wireless network is not completely immune from
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vulnerabilities either [86].
A number of previous studies provide real life evidence of these risks. Cheng
et al.[10] conducted a large-scale study conducted at 15 airports across the US,
Germany, Australia, and India and found leaked private information of travellers
while using public Wi-Fi at these airports — worrying given that many travellers
use and rely on public Wi-Fi at airports. Chen et al. [11] also found sensitive data
such as medical history, family income, personal investment information, leaking
from a public Wi-Fi side channel. In a more recent study in Canada in 2019, Ali
et al. [77] analysed 67 public Wi-Fi hotspots and found a large amount of privacysensitive personal data (e.g. user’s full name, email address, phone number, address,
and date of birth) being collected and leaked by the Wi-Fi’s captive portals3 . Some
of these portals collect such data prior to users accepting the terms and conditions
of using the hotspots [77]. This is particularly concerning. Not only could such
actions be considered a breach to data protection law but it could also undermines
the trust between the Wi-Fi providers and the users of the networks.
The evidence specifically from the UK is limited, but does exist. F-Secure
[12], a security company, captured a username and password pair being transmitted in clear text during a free Wi-Fi experiment in central London (UK) in 2014.
Although their experiment lasted only 30 minutes, the finding was worrying. Such
data, if captured by a malicious actor, can cause significant potential damage. For
example, the actor may use the stolen credentials to log in and make unauthorised
transactions or spy on the legitimate account holder’s activities, undermining the
integrity and/or confidentiality of the data. The malicious actor could also reset the
password and deny the legitimate account holder to access the system/service, impairing the availability of access, another element in the confidentiality, integrity,
and availability (CIA) triad for information security. Since many people reuse the
same login credentials for multiple systems/online services [87], the malicious actor
could also cause further damage to other of these systems.
The risks of public Wi-Fi have also been widely reported in the media. For
3A

web page displayed to users before being granted access to the networks
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example, the Evening Standard [88] reports that City of London Police warned that
criminals use public Wi-Fi to intercept credit card details by setting up evil twin
(spoof) networks or using other MTM attacking techniques. The Independent [89]
also reports various dangers of using public Wi-Fi. DigitalTrend [90] writes about
Russian hackers hacking into hotels’ public Wi-Fi and targeting travellers to hotels
throughout Europe and the Middle East. Zdnet [91] also reports criminals hijacking
public Wi-Fi users’ browsing sessions for cryptocurrency mining. Public Wi-Fi
risks also appear in non-English media (e.g. CNet [92] and Ascii [93] in Japan,
LCI [94] in France, and RTL News [95] in the Netherlands). This shows that public
Wi-Fi risks receive media coverage in non-English speaking countries too.
The mounting evidence of public Wi-Fi risks from research studies and media
reports are worrying for three reasons. First, these risks undermine the security
and privacy objectives of not only the individuals to whom the data belong, but
also the organisations responsible for safeguarding such data. Some of these data
found to be leaked on public Wi-Fi are highly sensitive and may be subject to data
protection laws such as the European Union General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). Under the GDPR, data breach could impose a fine as high as C20 million
or up to 4% of its total global turnover of the preceding fiscal year, whichever is
higher, to the organisation acting as a data controller [96]. Therefore, public Wi-Fi
risks could pose a serious threat to organisations should personal data be transmitted
through these networks and not being sufficiently secured.
Second, the findings show that many applications and websites today have not
encrypted the data they transmit. Whilst users may be aware of the risks of entering
private information on unencrypted webpages (i.e., those served over HTTP) on a
browser and may abstain from doing so, the same cue is not visible to the users on
non-browser-based applications (apps). Hence, their use of these apps may expose
them to additional risks they may not be aware of. Prior work has shown that some
non-browser apps transmit sensitive user information in clear text [97, 98]. Hence,
this information can be easily retrieved by a malicious actor listening on the public
Wi-Fi to which the users connect.
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Third, despite the mounting evidence and media reports of public Wi-Fi risks

which help to increase the awareness of these risks, many users continue to use
public Wi-Fi despite having mobile data — which is puzzling. Mobile data today
are also becoming faster, reliable, and cheaper. Accordingly, the need for or reliance on public Wi-Fi should be significantly less. However, the evidence suggests
otherwise; public Wi-Fi is still in demand. One of the possible reasons for people
continuing to use public Wi-Fi is habit. Changing our habits is also hard. A number
of studies in psychology and behavioural economics have provided plenty of evidence about how hard it is to create a new habit (e.g. [99]). In the field of security
studies, this is also known as the problem with habituation which drives a number
of undesirable behaviours such as ignoring security warnings [100] (e.g. [101]).

2.3.2

User decision to use public Wi-Fi

Understanding why many users continue to use public Wi-Fi despite the associated risks is an important first step to identify appropriate risk mitigating strategies.
Previous studies have examined the decision-making process leading users to use
public Wi-Fi, and proximal factor and distal factor factors influencing the decisions.

2.3.2.1

Decision-making leading to public Wi-Fi uses

Studies investigating the decision-making process that leads users to use public WiFi are few. Ferreira et al. [14] used the UML sequence diagram to explain the
steps that user undertakes when connecting to public Wi-Fi networks. However,
their models focused on pay-per-use hotspots and Internet Service Provider (ISP)’s
homespot (i.e. a residential router provided by the ISP that makes available part of
its capacity to other customers who may be within range of the Wi-Fi network), and
did not include scenarios for users connecting to free public Wi-Fi which are widely
offered today, leaving this gap in the literature unexplored.
Jeske et al. [13] investigated factors that drive users to choose one Wi-Fi network over others, and found that the absence or presence of the padlock icon drove
decision-making. This study assumed that users committed to connecting to public Wi-Fi, and have no alternative method to connect to the Internet such as using
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mobile data, the option which most people do have today. The same gap in the literature is also noted in Yevseyeva et al.’s work [102] which proposed a model of the
trade-offs involved in choosing between different Wi-Fi networks. Although these
studies lay the foundation for the understanding of decision-making leading users
to use public Wi-Fi, one missing element is obvious: would the decision-making be
different if mobile data, a more secure alternative, is available to users?
General decision-making theory such as the expected utility theory discussed
in section 2.2.1 can help to answer this question. According to this theory, individuals maximise their expected utility when making decisions [45]. In the context
of public Wi-Fi, it means that users decide to connect – or not – to public Wi-Fi
networks to maximise expected utility. That is, users would decide to connect to
the network if the expected utility of doing so, taking account of the associated risk
the users perceived, is higher than the expected utility of not using it. However, no
previous studies have examined whether users actually make such decisions in line
with the expected utility theory. Hence, this thesis aims to address this gap in the
literature and, in doing so, studies the decision-making process of economic drivers
in security decisions from the context of public Wi-Fi.

2.3.2.2

Drivers influencing the use of public Wi-Fi

A. Proximal factors
Proximal factors affect decision-making in immediate situations. Several proximal
factors were identified as influencing users to use public Wi-Fi. Ferreira et al. [103]
investigated factors at the moment when a user chooses to connect to a particular
public Wi-Fi networks by examining the effects of trust and context when choosing
the network’s names. They found that adding security or words alluding to the
‘free’ or ‘no-cost’ nature of a network in the names does not bias user’s preference
in familiar environments, but the opposite behaviour was observed in unfamiliar
contexts. This suggests that users are more concerned about security when outside
their comfort zone.
Ferreira et al. [104] also examined whether the graphical cues (specifically,
a security padlock and signal strength bars) convey their intended messages in in-
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forming users of the security of a given public Wi-Fi network. They found that the
understanding of the cues and the circumstances are the real motivators behind the
users’ choices. However, the design of these studies are based on the assumption
that users are committed to connect to public Wi-Fi which is not always the case
today when many people have mobile data to connect to the Internet. Therefore,
findings from this study could not fully explain the actual scenarios which most
users are facing today, leaving the question of why users continuing to use the networks unanswered.
The closest study not assuming that users are committed to connect to public
Wi-Fi is by Klasnja et al. [82]. They examine the users’ perceived trust of public
Wi-Fi and how it affected their decisions to use the networks. They interviewed 11
participants and found that they did not understand the risks of using public WiFi. This was not a surprise, considering the study was conducted in 2008 when the
risks of insecure Wi-Fi networks were less publicised. Users of public Wi-Fi back
then, the author of this thesis included, were less likely to know much about how
information was sent on these networks. In addition, mobile data were slower and
much more expensive than they are today. Even if the users understand the risks,
there is no better alternative to deter them from using public Wi-Fi.
More recent studies have showed that users are becoming more knowledgeable.
McShane et al. [15] found that about two-thirds of their participants viewed public
Wi-Fi networks as insecure. Seigneur et al. [105] also found that only 10% of their
1,743 survey participants did not know about the risks and the existence of fake
public Wi-Fi. Similarly, in Japan, Kaspersky [17] reported in 2019 that 78% of
their 394 survey participants claiming to have used public Wi-Fi, know about the
risks of doing so. These findings all point in the same direction; most users are
aware of the risks. However, why they still use the networks is hard to comprehend.
Optimism bias (see section 2.2.2.2) may help to explain why users continually
use insecure Wi-Fi even when they are aware of the risks. Symantec [7] reported
that 60% of survey participants felt that their personal data were safe when using
public Wi-Fi, of which 15% said they felt very safe. Klasnja et al. [82] found
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that participants relied on the security of their devices, specifically the firewall and
antivirus software on their laptops, to mitigate the risks when using public Wi-Fi.
Swanson et al. [106] also found that users of public Wi-Fi did not believe the risks
would be realised. The false sense of security observed here is discouraging; this
“it won’t happen to me” mentality could lead to other careless online behaviour
which make users vulnerable to many other cyber threats. This particular finding
resonated the findings from other studies [56, 61] which also showed how optimism
biases lead to undesired behaviour in security.
Another factor affecting the decisions to use public Wi-Fi but had largely been
under-examined is mobile data constraints. McShane et al. [15] found that only one
in ten of their survey participants preferred to use mobile data over public Wi-Fi;
however, their study did not explore this factor in depth. Specifically, they did not
investigate the extent to which user preferences change as mobile data allowance
depleted. Therefore, how the desire to preserve mobile data — a form of resource
preservation heuristic — plays a role in decision-making in the context of public Wi-Fi usage is not well understood. This heuristic is not well studied in other
contexts in security decisions either.
The closest study which shed some light in this area is by Vaniea and
Rashidi [107]. They showed that some users were reluctant to update software
because they believe it would drain the battery even though the update could mitigate security risks. The finding suggests that the desire to save battery triggered the
risk-taking decisions. However, the extent to and the point at which such heuristic prompts risk-taking decisions is unknown. An in-depth investigation is needed.
This thesis seeks to achieve this objective.
The effects of resource preservation on decision-making has its root in psychology and economic literature. Previous studies showed that the constraints of
resource — be it financial related or time — taxed cognitive bandwidth needed to
think clearly and make optimal decisions [35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. Shah et al. [37]
showed how the lack of money influenced poor participants4 to make riskier sub4 Randomly

assigned as poor or rich as part of the experiment.
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optimal financial decisions; it introduced cognitive load and interfered with participants’ ability to judge a situation effectively.
Findings from Mani et al. [36]’s lab and fieldwork experiment echoed the findings from Shah et al. [37]. In the lab experiment, they observed poor cognitive performance among the poor but not the rich participants5 after asking them to think
about situations of financial difficulty. Their experiment in India also supported the
theory, showing that the cognitive performance of the same sugarcane farmers before the harvest season — when most farmers experienced financial difficulties —
was worse than their performance after the harvest season — when farmers started
earning. They concluded that, before the harvest, the farmers’ attention was diverted toward concern about financial difficulties. Similar behaviour was observed
in another study which found that participants assigned to choose 1-2 household
items for free prior to taking cognitive tests did worse than participants assigned
to choose more free items [38]. Having a small budget appeared to tax cognitive
bandwidth and impede cognitive performance.
The evidence clearly shows that resource constraints triggered intrusive
thoughts and tax cognitive bandwidth, leading to impeded cognitive performance
and sub-optimal decision-making [35, 39]. This theory may apply to decisionmaking in security decisions too. An intrusive thought about running out of resources — be it mobile data or battery on mobile device, for example — could tax
people’s mind and blind them from potential ramifications of cyber risks such as
using public Wi-Fi or using an outdated software.
B. Distal factors
Unlike proximal factors which affect decision-making in immediate situations, distal factors exert an influence from a greater distance. Previous studies, although
limited to only a few studies, found gender and age affected the use of public WiFi. Ofcom [75] reported more males than females in the UK used public Wi-Fi networks. This contradicts the general perception and the numbers of studies observing
greater risk-taking tendencies in males ([108, 109, 110, 65]). Possible explanations
5 Poor

participants classified as having real life earnings in the lower quartile of the U.S. income
distribution.
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might be that females have lower levels of digital literacy and/or are less obsessive
in their adoption of digital ‘hygiene’ guidelines.
For age factors, young people (18-24 years old) in the UK and in Australia used
public Wi-Fi more frequently than other age groups [75, 15], which is unsurprising
given the influence of social media among this group nowadays. A similar trend
is observed in Japan. Kaspersky [17] reported in 2019 that 83% and 82% of their
survey participants in the age group of 18-29 and 30-39 years old admitted to have
used public Wi-Fi.
The effect of distal factors on the preferences for public Wi-Fi is arguably inconclusive. There can be several confounding factors, causing the findings from one
study to differ from another. However, the insight can still be useful; for example,
proposing a security awareness campaign targeting at specific groups.

2.3.3
2.3.3.1

Mitigating public Wi-Fi risks
Risk mitigating strategies

There is more than one ways to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks. First, public Wi-Fi
providers can implement secure connections at the access point. However, this
solution lacks the incentives for the providers to absorb the cost of implementation.
To demonstrate, as an example, public Wi-Fi providers in Japan can apply for a
certified Secured Wi-Fi badge from the Safe Security ISP6 , aiming to promote the
security of Internet Service Providers (ISP). However, the initiative has not seen
much participation. As of 2018, only 4 companies with a total of 70,000 hotspots in
Japan have signed up7 . There is no regulation in place today either to force public
Wi-Fi providers to secure connections — making this risk mitigating strategy even
more difficult to achieve. Even if such regulation may become a reality one day, it
could take a long time to come into effect, as one can expect from passing any new
law and regulation.
Second, applications (apps) or website providers can encrypt data in transit.
The good news is many big brands have started to act in this direction. Apple, for
6 www.isp-ss.jp
7 Information

obtained directly from a representative from ISP-SS
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instance, encourages all iOS apps to use App Transport Security (ATS)8 . Google
Chrome, a web browser, also flags non-secured web sites — not only to warn users
but also to encourage developers to implement HTTPS [111]. Google also published a Transparency Report which showed the percentage of pages loaded over
HTTPS in Chrome by country [6]. However, the bad news is not all apps and
websites have implemented such encryption. This means that users’ data were still
exposed to risks when using these services on public Wi-Fi. Even with encryption at
the application layer, security and privacy are not completely and always guarantee;
there are possible factors that could fail the apps or websites to establish a secure
connection e.g. expired certificates, misconfiguration of encryption keys, etc.
Third, users of public Wi-Fi can use a Virtual Private Network (VPN) app.
VPN provides an encrypted channel for data transmission; hence, using a VPN
increases the privacy and security of user data when connecting to insecure public Wi-Fi. In the early years of VPN, the technology was predominantly used on
personal computers and laptops. Today, VPN also works on mobile devices such
as smartphones and tablets. Whilst waiting for the vast numbers of public Wi-Fi
providers to implement secure connections at the Wi-Fi access points, and/or for
all the apps/websites to secure sensitive data in transit, encouraging users of public
Wi-Fi to use a VPN app is a sound strategy.

2.3.3.2

The uses of VPN

Despite the VPN being in existence for many years and more than 200 apps being
available on Google Play and Apple App Stores each9 , VPN uptake is relatively
low, particularly for personal security and privacy reasons. Various sources reported
varying statistics of the current state of VPN uptake and usage. Norton [112], a
cyber security company, reported in 2016 that 16% of people in the UK used a VPN
when using public Wi-Fi. From the security and privacy of user data perspective,
this number is rather worrying; 16% is quite low, suggesting that more than eight in
ten were at risk of having their data exposed.
8 forums.developer.apple.com/thread/6767
9 As

of Aug 2019, subject to change at any time.
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Another survey in 2017, by YouGov [113], reported that 16% of British adults
have used either a VPN or proxy server, mostly for accessing content not available
to them locally (48%) but also for extra security (44%) and for extra privacy (37%).
The reported 16% was approximately the same as that previously reported by Norton in 2016 [112] which gave us some comfort about the credibility of the statistics
as the numbers are very similar. However, from the security and privacy of user
data perspective, the state of VPN uptake has not improved.
Reports about VPN usage outside the UK are also available. Overall, they show
similar low uptake statistics as those being reported in the UK. In 2017, the Norton
Wi-Fi Risk Report examining consumers’ public Wi-Fi practices showed that 25%
of 15,532 survey respondents from 15 countries mentioned they used VPN [7]. The
25% was relatively low, given that three-fourths of these participants put their data
at risk and that 80% of them admitted having used public Wi-Fi for email and online
banking [7].
A 2018 survey by Statistica.com showed that 26% of 109,780 survey respondents said they use VPN [114]. However, this 26% was still relatively low. It is
barely improved from the 25% reported by Norton back in 2017. BestVPN [115],
a website dedicated to VPN app reviews, reported a much higher level of VPN
usage in March 2019: one quarter of Internet users globally used VPN. However,
only 15% of these users use VPN on mobile phones and 7% on tablets [115]. This
suggests the need to promote VPN uptake on these two platforms because most
people carry these devices when out and about; hence being more likely to connect
to insecure public Wi-Fi using these devices.
Overall, accessing content or services not available locally was the main reason
for using VPN. However, security and privacy were also the driving force. Of the
number of VPN users reported by BestVPN, 31% used VPN for keeping anonymity,
18% for hiding browsing activities, and another 17% for accessing the Tor Internet
browser [115]. VPNmentor [116] reported that Japan, Australia, Poland, Canada,
Netherlands, and France are among countries with the lowest use of VPN. This is
surprising given that they are developed economies; hence, awareness and concern
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about privacy and security among the residents in these countries should be a norm.
However, on the other hand, it is also possible that residents in these countries do
not feel the need to use VPN because they trust the Internet infrastructure or because
there is no need to access contents outside their home countries.

2.3.3.3

Factors affecting VPN adoption

Previous studies investigating factors influencing VPN uptake and usage for personal use are few. None obtained first-hand evidence from actual users or potential
users, either in the UK, Japan, or elsewhere. The most closely related work is the
2016 study of policy strategies for VPN for consumers in the Netherlands. Using
desk research and an interview with a technical expert from the Dutch National Cyber Security Centre, Ghaoui [117] identified obstacles that had led to low adoption
in the country including the lack of awareness of VPN, difficulties in comparing
among VPN apps, and distrust of VPN providers. This is worrying. If these obstacles were found in the Netherlands, the country ranked 6th in the ITU Global
Security Index in term of cyber security readiness [118] and with high levels of national cyber security commitment [119], the same obstacles are likely to be found
elsewhere and plausibly with higher magnitude.
There is already some evidence to support this prediction. Kaspersky Japan
[17] reported earlier in 2019 a lack of awareness of VPN in the country. Of the 624
survey participants, approximately 35% know about VPN, but 65% do not. The
issue about the difficulties in comparing VPN apps identified in the Netherlands
[117] is also likely to apply elsewhere. There are more than 200 VPN apps on
Google Play and Apple App Store10 — comparing among these combinations is
challenging even for someone with a technical background.
One reason for the low VPN uptake may lie in the security and privacy flaws
of the app. Previous studies have shown several issues with VPN in this regard.
An earlier study back in 2012 found that many popular VPN products are prone to
user de-anonymisation attacks, undermining the purpose of VPN [18]. More recent
studies echo a similar message. Perta et al. [19] analysed the 14 most popular VPN
10 As

of Aug 2019, subject to change at any time.
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apps in 2015 and found that the majority of them suffer from IPv6 traffic leakage.
Ikram et al. [120] found that several Android apps use VPN permissions and expose
users to privacy and security risks including insecure VPN tunnelling protocols and
DNS traffic leakage. Zhang et al. [121] analysed 84 popular VPN apps on Google
Play store and showed many misconfigurations in the apps which could lead to
attacks such as VPN traffic de-encryption and Man-in-the-Middle attack. Khan
et al. [122] also analysed the commercial VPN ecosystem in 2018 and highlight
the lack of transparency of VPN services, and the problems with some VPN apps
leaking user traffic. These findings are concerning because they could undermine
the overall credibility of the VPN market, and possibly lead to distrust in VPN
providers as identified in the Netherlands [117].

2.3.4

Conclusion for this thesis

Public Wi-Fi allows users to connect to the Internet conveniently, mostly at little
to no cost. However, data transmitted on public Wi-Fi are exposed to a number of
privacy and security risks. Despite growing empirical evidence, media reports, and
awareness about these risks, and mobile data becoming faster and cheaper, a rapid
growth of commercial public Wi-Fi networks indicates that public Wi-Fi is still in
demand [5]. At the same time, an increasing number of apps have started to encrypt
data they transmitted; hence, the use of public Wi-Fi today may not be as risky as it
once was. In addition, many people have mobile data today. They may not connect
their devices to unfamiliar public Wi-Fi which can be a rogue public Wi-Fi or use
public Wi-Fi to transmit sensitive data either. All of these changing in technology
landscape make it difficult to understand the reality of public Wi-Fi risks today.
However, empirical evidence to demonstrate such reality is lagging.
Understanding why and what factors influence these users to make such decisions is the next important step. Previous studies examined the decision making
process that leads users to connect to public Wi-Fi, and proximal factor and distal factor influencing such decisions. Their findings provide a good starting point
but there are still questions that are left unanswered which include whether user
make decisions in line with the expected utility theory and what economic drivers
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influence users to use public Wi-Fi.
From the risk mitigating perspective, public Wi-Fi risks can be mitigated by
securing Wi-Fi access points, apps and websites encrypting data-in-transit, and/or
using a VPN app. The lack of incentives to absorb the cost and of regulation are
the main obstacle to securing Wi-Fi access points. Although an increasing number of apps and websites are encrypting data-in-transit, not all of them have done
so. Hence, encouraging users to use a VPN app is a sound strategy whilst waiting
for the other two solutions to be fully implemented. However, VPN adoption for
personal use, especially when users are using public Wi-Fi, is low. Findings from
previous studies shed light on possible reasons for not using VPN. However, none
have examined the attributes of a VPN app that could increase its adoption.
The literature reviews discussed in this chapter shows that there are gaps in the
literature that need addressing. These include the reality of public Wi-Fi risks today,
the decision-making and factors leading users to use it, and the decisions to adopt a
VPN app which can help to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks. To address some of these
gaps in the literature, this thesis establishes the the following research questions and
hypotheses.
• RQ1 : Do users still connect to rogue public Wi-Fi and are their sensitive
data being transmitted insecurely (with weak or without encryption) on such
networks11 ?
H1 : Users still connect to rogue public Wi-Fi and their sensitive data are still
being transmitted insecurely on public Wi-Fi today.
• RQ2.1 : Do individuals choose the action that maximises expected utility,
when deciding whether to connect to public Wi-Fi?
H2.1 : Individuals choose action that gives the highest expected utility when
deciding whether to connect to public Wi-Fi.
• RQ2.2 : What factors, particularly economic drivers, influence the decisions
to use public Wi-Fi and to what extent do they play a role?
11 2016

for UK study and 2017 for Japan study.
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H2.2 : User decision to use public Wi-Fi are driven by resource constraint,
demographic factors, and the perceived risks of public Wi-Fi.
• RQ3 : What attributes of a VPN app affect user decision in the uptake and the
actual uses of the app on mobile devices?
H3 : Certain attributes of a VPN app affect the uptake and the actual uses of a
VPN app.
Fig. 2.3 shows an overview of these research questions, the hypotheses, and the
studies conducted to answer them. The next four chapters will discuss each of these
study in details.

Figure 2.3: An overview of research questions, hypotheses, and studies in this thesis

Chapter 3

Wi-Fi honeypot studies

3.1

Overview

This chapter paves the foundation for this thesis by investigating the reality of public Wi-Fi risks today. Specifically, the two studies in this chapter investigated the
risks of rogue public Wi-Fi; whether users still connect to them and whether users’
sensitive data were transmitted insecurely on such networks. The first study took
place in 2016 in the UK. The second study took place in 2017 in Japan where the
level of technological advancement and economy are fairly similar to the UK1 but a
number of their cultural aspects are vastly different. An experimental rogue public
Wi-Fi, referred to as a Wi-Fi honeypot hereafter, was set up at various locations in
London, the UK, and Nara, Japan. Data traffic captured on these Wi-Fi honeypots
was analysed for sensitive data that were transmitted insecurely. Findings showed
that public Wi-Fi risks were still a problem today. Users still connected to rogue
public Wi-Fi and sensitive data were found to have been transmitted with weak or
without encryption. These findings motivated and paved the foundation for the studies in the next chapter which investigated user decision to use public Wi-Fi, their
decision-making and factors driving their decisions.

1 Both countries are in Group of 7 (G7), an international intergovernmental economic organisation

consisting of seven major developed countries.
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3.2

Aims, research question, and hypothesis

The aim of the studies was to investigate whether users still connect to rogue public
Wi-Fi and whether users’ sensitive data were transmitted insecurely on such networks. Despite mobile data becoming more affordable and reliable, websites and
apps increasingly encrypted the data they transmitted, and the awareness of public
Wi-Fi risks becoming more common, it was likely that public Wi-Fi risks were not
entirely eliminated in the UK and Japan. First, not everyone had unlimited mobile
data; hence, some people would still need to rely on public Wi-Fi to connect to
the Internet. Second, the use of encryption did not always guarantee data privacy
and security; the encryption scheme could be weak or had not been implemented
correctly. Therefore, the hypothesis was that users’ sensitive data were still being
transmitted insecurely (with weak or without encryption).
RQ1 : Do users still connect to rogue public Wi-Fi and are their sensitive data
being transmitted insecurely on such networks2 ?
H1 : Users still connect to rogue public Wi-Fi and their sensitive data are still
being transmitted insecurely on public Wi-Fi today.

3.3

Methodology

A Wi-Fi honeypot experiment was considered a suitable method to gather real life
evidence of public Wi-Fi risks today. It allowed a researcher to examine whether
users still used public Wi-Fi to make sensitive data and whether apps/websites properly encrypted the data they transmitted from real life environment. Self-reported
methods (e.g. a survey) could achieve the goal but data may not be reliable. Some
participants may behave differently in real life than what they stated in the selfreported data. This was likely to be the case in the study of user behaviour on
public Wi-Fi; some participants may feel embarrassed about not being able to afford mobile data or about being careless or not taking sufficient precautions (e.g.
using a VPN) when using public Wi-Fi.
2 2016

for UK study and 2017 for Japan study.
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The UK study

A Wi-Fi honeypot (SSID = Free London Wi-Fi) was set up at various locations in
central London. No registration or authentication was required to use this network.
It was free to use. However, users were required to accept the terms and conditions
of using the network prior to being granted Internet access.

3.3.1.1

Setting up a Wi-Fi honeypot

The Wi-Fi honeypot consisted of an Acer Windows 7 laptop, an iPad Air 2 Cellular
(version 9.3.2), an O2 data sim card, a USB cable (for connecting an iPad to a
laptop), Apple iTunes (version 12.3.3.17), and ARP Miner software (version 2.2.3).
Apple iTunes provided a network driver which allowed the laptop and the iPad to
communicate and share the Internet connection. ARP Miner application was used
to create a captive portal, a login page which forced participants to accept the terms
and conditions of usage before being granted Internet access. This step was critical
to meet the UCL Ethics Committee (IRB) requirement that we must obtain consent
from participants.
To initiate the Wi-Fi honeypot, the iPad’s built-in “Personal Hotspot” function
was enabled to share the Internet connection with the Windows 7 laptop via a USB
cable. Next, on the Windows 7 laptop, the “Internet Connection Sharing” function
was used to create a Wi-Fi honeypot. Fig. 3.1 showed the overall components of
the Wi-Fi honeypot and Fig 3.2 showed the captive portal when the user connected
to the Wi-Fi honeypot.

3.3.1.2

Monitoring Wi-Fi traffic

The authentication login function in the ARP Miner was enabled to capture the
Media Access Control (MAC) address of the participants’ device. This allowed the
researcher to identify a unique number of devices connecting to the Wi-Fi honeypot.
WireShark (version 2.0.3, 64 bit), a network protocol analyser application, was used
to capture the Internet traffic routing from the participants’ devices to the Internet
via the Wi-Fi honeypot.
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Locations and duration of the experiment

The Wi-Fi honeypot was set up at 14 different locations in central London (Appendix A.1). Since there was only one set of equipment, the experiment took place
at one location at a time. A mixed types of location, for example, train stations and
popular tourist locations, were chosen to observe any potential differences in participants’ behaviour when they were using public Wi-Fi. The experiment was run
for a total of 150 hours between May and June 2016.

3.3.1.4

Data analysis method

A unique number of devices connecting to the Wi-Fi honeypot were identified using the MAC address. The MAC addresses of devices attempting to connect to
from the MAC address of those devices connected successfully (i.e. devices which
the owners had accepted the terms and conditions of using our experimental Wi-Fi
network) were differentiated by segregating entries in the ARP Miner log which

Figure 3.1: Components of the UK Wi-Fi honeypot

Figure 3.2: A captive portal in the UK Wi-Fi honeypot
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contain “Client Entries” and “Client Authorised” in the description field, respectively. The analysis focused on the devices in the latter group because they were
able to connect to the Internet.
Data traffic passing through the Wi-Fi honeypot which were captured by Wireshark was inspected. Specifically, a search was performed to look for sensitive information such as passwords, cookies, and packets that travelling through port 80,
a standard port for unencrypted http traffic3 . Packets travelling through well-known
email protocols: Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP), Post Office Protocol
(POP), and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) were also examined because
they could reveal the content of the emails if not configured correctly.
Microsoft Excel was used to sanitise and analyse traffic captured by WireShark. Irrelevant traffic included background traffic that was not directly initiated by
users (such as captive portal traffic, routine broadcasting messages from the router
to devices within the Wi-Fi network, operating system updates, and background advertising or web analytics traffic. Since there was no single source of information
which listed all possible non-user initiated traffic, a combination of sources such
as Google Search Engine, Google Scholar, Wikipedia, mobile phone forums, and
WireShark was used to identify these background jobs.
Next, to identify potential websites or the applications used, traffic entries classified as Domain Name System (DNS) protocol were examined. For example, a
DNS entry which contains “Standard query 0x9870 A e11.whatsapp.net” in the info
field indicated that a participant was using WhatsApp, a messaging app. Because
there was no official database which could identify all DNS traffic and their corresponding websites or applications, and not all types of DNS traffic were publicly
well-known, Google search engine and other Internet sources discussed above were
used to identify and verify the websites and the applications.

3 www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Port
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3.3.2

Japan study

3.3.2.1

Setting up a Wi-Fi honeypot

A Wi-Fi honeypot (SSID = .Free JP Wi-Fi) was set up and monitored traffic for 150
hours during November and December 2017 at 11 locations in downtown Nara (Appendix A.2). The network consisted of a laptop running on Kali Linux OS (4.13.0kali1-686-pae), an iPad (OS 10.3.3), a data sim card by IIJmio, a USB cable for
connecting an iPad to a laptop, and a customized Python-based captive portal application4 (Fig. 3.3). The Windows-based setup previously used in the UK study was
replaced with one that was Unix-based because many newer versions of mobile OS
could not detect Windows-based Wi-Fi hotspots. No registration or authentication
was required to use the Wi-Fi honeypot. However, potential users were routed to a
captive portal, a login page which forced them to accept the terms and conditions
of usage before using the network (Fig. 3.4). This setup was considered the closest
design to most real life free open public Wi-Fi networks.

3.3.2.2

Monitoring and analysing traffic

Wireshark (v.2.4.1), a network analyser software, was used to capture and analyse
the traffic passing through the Wi-Fi honeypot. Network Miner (v.2.2.0.0), a forensic software not previously used in the UK study, was also used to reconstruct data
traffic more thoroughly and effectively. The researcher examined data traffic that
was transmitted via HTTP, an unencrypted protocol, and via Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP), Post Office Protocol (POP), and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), of which the last three could reveal the content and the credentials
of emails if not configured properly.

3.3.3

Ethical considerations

The design of the study was reviewed and approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee (approval number: 8539/001 (UK Study) and 8539/004 (Japan Study)).
For the Japan study, approval was also obtained from the Nara Institute of Science
and Technology Research Ethics Committee.
4 Adapted

from www.github.com/AloysAugustin/captive portal
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Figure 3.3: Components of the Japan Wi-Fi honeypot

Figure 3.4: A captive portal in the Japan the Wi-Fi honeypot

Monitoring the usage of public Wi-Fi was considered a high risk activity because it could compromise the privacy of the users. Permission was granted provided participants gave consent by accepting the terms and conditions of using the
experimental Wi-Fi network through a captive portal, explaining that they agree
they were at least 18 years old and data such as IP address, MAC address, and network traffic would be collected. The storage and processing of data would also need
to comply with data protection laws (The UK Data Protection Act 19985 and Japan’s
Act on the Protection of Personal Information (APPI)), including but not limited to
storing them on an encrypted drive and accessible only to the research team. The
data also needed to be securely deleted after the publication of the study6 .
5 The

ethic approval application was submitted prior to when the EU GDPR came into effect.
was deleted after the publication of both studies.

6 Data
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3.4

Results

3.4.1

The UK study

3.4.1.1

Data description

Participants connected to the Wi-Fi honeypot at various locations. Overall, on average, one device attempted to connect to the honeypot every two hours (0.43 device/hour), and one device connected successfully and used the Internet every four
hours (0.23 device/hour). The rates of devices connecting varied by location. The
highest number of connections per hour was observed at London Victoria station
(attempt = 1.07 and success = 0.73), followed by Tower of London and Waterloo
station (attempt = 1 and success = 0.6). No successful connections were observed
at UCL Campus, Fulham Broadway, Leicester Square, South Kensington, St. James
Park, and Regent Park. Details for other locations are in Table 3.1.
On average, per hour of the experiment, public transportation stations have the
highest number of devices attempting to connect7 and of devices connected successfully8 compared to those observed at the educational, leisure, and park locations.
Approximately, nearly one device attempts to connect to our experimental Wi-Fi
every hour (0.91 devices/hour) and one device connected successfully and use the
Internet every two hours (0.56 devices/hour) at the public transportation stations.
Table 3.2 summarises the result by category.
Participants carried out a range of activities whilst connecting to the experimental Wi-Fi. Google Search Engine, Facebook, Apple iTunes, WhatsApp,
SnapChat, and Instagram were the most popular, accounting for nearly half of the
total usage. Traffic to websites outside the UK (e.g. UOL Mail Brazil, Observador
News Portugal, etc.) were also observed which suggested that participants may be
from overseas. Table 3.3 showed a list of the top ten websites/apps.
7 Devices

attempting to connect refer to those which users did not reach final step of connection
and unable to connect to the Internet. There could be several reasons for this such as connection
being drop if the user moves away too far from our Wi-Fi router, the captive portal did not pop up,
or users reject the terms and conditions.
8 Devices connected successfully refer to those which the users have passes through the final step
of accepting terms and conditions of using our experimental Wi-Fi, and able to use the Internet.
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Location

No. of hours

Victoria Bus Station

15

Tower of London

55

Devices attempting to

Devices connected suc-

connect (per hour)

cessfully (per hour)

1.07

0.73

5

1

0.6

Waterloo Station

20

1

0.6

South Bank

8

0.38

0.25

King Cross Station

10

0.5

0.2

Piccadilly Circus

6

0.17

0.17

British Library

20

0.25

0.1

Hyde Park

10

0.1

0.1

UCL Campus

5

0

0

Fulham Broadway

15

0.07

0

Leicester Square

15

0.2

0

South Kensington

8

0.13

0

St. James Park

8

0.38

0

Regent Park

5

0

0

Total

150

0.43

0.23

Table 3.1: No. of devices connected to the Wi-Fi honeypot by location
Category

No. of hours

Devices attempting to

Devices connected suc-

Transport

45

connect (per hour)

cessfully (per hour)

0.91

0.56

Leisure
Education

57

0.25

0.11

25

0.20

0.08

Park

23

0.17

0.04

Total

150

0.43

0.23

Table 3.2: No. of devices connected to the Wi-Fi honeypot by location category
Web/App Category

Sessions

Web/App Category

Sessions

Google Search

34

Instagram

7

Facebook

20

Unknown

6

Apple iTunes

18

Google Mail

6

WhatsApp

13

Potential Malware

5

SnapChat

7

Apple Facetime

5

Table 3.3: Top ten websites/application observed

3.4.1.2

Sensitive data captured

No evidence of usernames and passwords being transmitted in the clear were found.
However, there were six applications/websites which leaked cookies that could undermine the privacy of user’s data. These apps/webs include Instagram (Social Network), Yelp (Miscellaneous), Channel 4 (TV), Betfair (Online Gambling), Bumble
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(Online Dating), and Desperaco (Online News).
The cookies from Instagram contained URL links to MP4 videos, which participants were watching whilst using the experimental Wi-Fi network. The researcher
was able to replay these videos by copying and pasting the links to a web browser.
Similarly, in the cookies from TV station Channel 4, the researcher was able to
extract a list of TV shows viewed by participants. The cookies from Yelp and Desperaco contained links to the photos viewed by participants. For Betfair, the cookies
contained data that could potentially be part of betting transactions.
The cookies leaked from Bumble, an online dating application used by approximately 800,000 users as of August 2015 [123], contained private information
and online dating history. The researcher observed not only the profile information
of the individual connecting to the experimental public Wi-Fi network, but also 29
other profiles that the individual had viewed. These profiles included information
such as name, date of birth, photo, education, and sexual orientation, and, in some
cases, an Instagram username which allowed the researcher to find out more information about them. Even though the URL links to profiles photo were configured
as ‘https’, it could be replaced with ‘http’ in a web browser and view these photos
without having to sign up or install Bumble application. An example of the cookie
from Bumble was in Fig. 3.5 with sensitive information redacted.

Figure 3.5: An example of the leaked cookie from Bumble
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Japan study

3.4.2.1

Data description

Approximately 7.7 million Wi-Fi packets were captured from 196 mobile devices
connecting to the Wi-Fi honeypot. Traffic captured included domestic (.jp) domain
and international domains (e.g. Australia (.au), China (.cn), and the UK (.uk)), the
latter suggesting that some of the users could be foreigners or tourists.
The majority of traffic captured were to-and-from the DNS of tech firms but
there were also traffic belongs to websites/apps in other categories such as instant
messaging (IM), social networking services (SNS), entertainment, office application, and pornographic. More details are in Table 3.4). The top three tech firms having the largest DNS entries were Amazon (50.15%), Apple (27.70%), and Google
(16.63%). For IM and SNS, the top three sites (or apps) were WhatsApp (42.00%),
Instagram (18.30%), and Facebook (9.98%). A breakdown of traffic of these tech
firms and IM and SNS are in Fig 3.6.
Category

DNS entries

%

Tech firm

5,639

49.18

Background service

2,477

21.60

Unknown

1,824

Instant Messaging/SNS

1,262

Office apps
Entertainment

Category

DNS entries

%

Food and drinks

8

0.07

Education

6

0.05

15.91

Anti-virus

5

0.04

11.01

Pornographic

5

0.04

83

0.72

Governmental

4

0.03

66

0.58

Email

4

0.03

Telecom

52

0.45

Finance

2

0.02

Travel/transport

21

0.18

Online shopping

1

0.01

Search engine (not Google)

8

0.07

Total

11,467

100

Table 3.4: Categories of DNS entries from Wi-Fi honeypot

Figure 3.6: Breakdown of traffic from tech firms, and instant messaging/social networks
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3.4.2.2

Sensitive data captured

Various types of data considered sensitive were found to be transmitted insecurely
without encryption or with weak encryption scheme.
Credentials : Various forms of credentials were captured. First, a password, in clear
text, to open an encrypted file attached in one of the emails captured was found. One
server’s authentication token was also found to have been sent using HTTP Basic
Authentication. This scheme transmitted credentials as user ID/password pair, encoded using base64 which took binary data and turns it into text. The encoded text
was embedded unencrypted in the HTTP header. The analysis also showed a login credential from a stock checking system of one company being transmitted via
HTTP. Finally, three pairs of email’s login credentials using POP, SMTP, and IMAP
email protocols were transmitted unencrypted.
Emails and documents : 57 email messages were transmitted in clear text using
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and Post Office Protocol (POP) — among
which attached 4 MS Word files.
Search history : A stock checking system of one company transmitted its product
search history without encryption via HTTP. This system was for private use; hence,
data could be commercially sensitive.
Images : One online dating app transmitted images using HTTP which provided
no encryption. After reconstructing the traffic, 108 photos of the app users could
be seen. Although these images can be viewed by anyone using the online dating
application, some users of the app may not want to share them with non-users of
the app — especially in Japan where online dating was not yet common [124].
An example of traffic containing email’s login credentials is in Fig 3.7. Examples of traffic containing other sensitive data are in Appendix A.2.2.

3.5

Discussion

The Wi-Fi honeypot studies in this chapter provided evidence that many people in
the UK and in Japan still used public Wi-Fi for online activities which contained
sensitive data and that these data were transmitted insecurely, without encryption
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Figure 3.7: Three pairs of an email account username and password transmitted in clear
text via POP3, SMTP, and IMAP

or with weak encryption scheme. Several examples of these sensitive data were
captured by the Wi-Fi honeypots. These findings added further evidences to the
results from previous studies showing the security and privacy risks from using
public Wi-Fi (e.g. [125, 11, 10, 12]). More importantly, it demonstrated that public
Wi-Fi risks are still a problem today.
These findings had implication on various parties in the public Wi-Fi ecosystem, from users of public Wi-Fi, apps/websites developers, public Wi-Fi providers,
cyber policy makers/regulators, and telecom operators. Each is discussed in turn.
Users of public Wi-Fi : For users who may already be aware of the risks of using
public Wi-Fi, the real life evidence of privacy leak demonstrated in this chapter
could help to further increase the level of their understanding. Many of the users
may have assumed that public Wi-Fi in the UK and in Japan was secure — perhaps
because they assumed that Wi-Fi providers in both countries follow regulations or
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codes of practice. We need to raise more awareness that rogue Wi-Fi exists and can
be easily setup, that adversaries can easily impersonate trustworthy providers, and
that even with reputable providers, there are security and privacy risks unless users
deploy additional mechanisms, such as a Virtual Private Network (VPN). To avoid
creating a cognitive resource shortage, people should be encouraged to use a VPN
all the time, not just for sensitive transactions. If a user makes a habit of using VPN
whenever they use public Wi-Fi, it does not create workload or stress.
Understanding that people do connect devices to the network should be of
concern to organisation adopting or thinking about deploying a BYOD (Bring Your
Own Device) policy. Under such a policy, users use the same devices for both
business and personal purposes, potentially making corporate data vulnerable if
users connect to public Wi-Fi. Organisations should consider enforcing the use of
VPNs when employees connect to corporate networks and ensuring that users are
aware of the risks to corporate data when using their devices on public Wi-Fi.
The risks the users encounter whilst using public Wi-Fi is not visible, and most
people do not realise that seemingly non-risky activities like browsing or search can
reveal sensitive data. Installing privacy reminder software — such as the Wi-Fi
Privacy Ticker could help. It displays information about sensitive terms being sent
from the user’s devices, and prevents the unencrypted transmission of these terms
could help to raise awareness ‘just in time’ [126]. However, the usability of security mechanisms is another challenge faced by users as many of those mechanisms
create an overhead for users or are too difficult to use ([127, 128]). Therefore, the
responsibility to protect the security and privacy of data should be placed more on
the software providers.
Apps/websites developers : To protect user security and privacy and to mitigate the
risk of software developers failing to comply with data protection laws, the procedure to test software should be more stringent. It should include a comprehensive
set of test cases to ensure that data will be transmitted securely not only on the wired
network but also on public Wi-Fi network and mobile data. Previous studies have
shown that users — faced with many competing demands on their time and cog-
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nitive resources — try to minimise to effort they expend on security ([129, 130]).
A recent9 good example is WhatsApp rolling out an automatic and inherent endto-end encryption, so users do not have to make the decision of encrypting their
conversations [131].
Websites and app providers should be encouraged to encrypt sensitive data in
transit. The results in this study showed how lack of encryption leads to inadvertent
data leaks. They may not only compromise individuals’ security and privacy but
also expose companies to fines and reputation damages, especially in light of the
new 2017 Protection of Personal Information Act in Japan [132] and the European
Union General Data Protection Regulation [96]. The good news is many big brands
have started to act in this direction. Apple for instance encourages all iOS apps
to use App Transport Security (ATS)10 . Google Chrome, a web browser, also flags
non-secured web sites — not only to warn users but also to encourage developers
to implement HTTPS [111]. Google also published a Transparency Report which
showed percentage of pages loaded over HTTPS in Chrome by country [6]. Japan
has one of the lowest percentages. The local providers in Japan need to catch up.
Public Wi-Fi providers : Encouraging or enforcing public Wi-Fi providers to implement secured access points is one possible solution. The Japanese Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications has been discussing this possibility [133].
Public Wi-Fi providers in Japan can apply for a certified Secured Wi-Fi badge from
the Safe Security ISP11 , aiming to promote the security of Internet Service Providers
(ISP). However, only 4 companies with a total of 70,000 Wi-Fi hotspots have signed
up so far12 . Reducing the fees (¥40,000/year) and publicising the initiative could be
a good incentive.
The policy makers in the UK may consider analysing the pros and cons of allowing public Wi-Fi providers to setup open insecure public Wi-Fi as demonstrated
in the German criminal court ordering all wireless owners to secure their networks
by requiring passwords or registration for accessing in 2010. As of September
9 As

of 2016.

10 forums.developer.apple.com/thread/6767
11 www.isp-ss.jp
12 Information

obtained directly from a representative from ISP-SS.
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2016 [134], the European Court of Justice was still in favour of such decision and
rule that open Wi-Fi hotspots need password to promote security.
Cyber policy makers/regulators : Cyber policy makers/regulators may consider
integrating the security and privacy risks from using public Wi-Fi to their existing
cyber security awareness campaigns. In the UK, the advice about public Wi-Fi
in Cyber Aware13 is very limited. The simple message could be — “Use your
data plan for sensitive transactions, that’s what it’s there for.”. The advice should
also cover the scenarios when people go abroad. Perhaps, working with authorities
responsible for transport hubs and display ads to remind people of the risks of using
free public Wi-Fi whilst on vacation. Demonstrating how easy it is to set up a
rogue Wi-Fi network and monitor people’s traffic, as demonstrated in this chapter,
would make the risks more visible (a similar approach was used by some broadband
providers to convince home users to secure their routers). There are other tools that
could be helpful — detecting an evil twin Wi-Fi access points can be performed
using tools such as EvilAP Defender [135].
Telecoms operators : Telecoms operators can help by offering more flexible and/or
more affordable data plans so users do not feel compelled to use public Wi-Fi. People with constrained mobile data resources may prefer to occasionally borrow data
against next month data allowance when they need to make urgent transactions.
Cheaper plans would allow consumers to rely less on public Wi-Fi networks. Allowing consumers to afford more data is similar to the giving a bandwidth gift, a
concept which behaviour economists view as a way to improve the quality of decision making among the poor whose minds were frequently taxed by financial constraints [35]. Eliminating roaming fees is another promising idea. The elimination
of roaming charges within the EU states in 2017 showed that the share of travellers
using mobile data roaming as often as in their home country had doubled in the first
summer after the rule came into effect [136].

13 www.cyberaware.gov.uk
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Limitations and future direction

The Wi-Fi honeypot studies have limitations. First, the findings were based on data
collected in London and Nara only. Therefore, the findings may not fully represent the behaviours of all users in the UK and Japan. The UK and Japan are also
developed economies with good Internet infrastructure. Their residents have fairly
high incomes which means that many people can afford mobile data and rely less on
public Wi-Fi. In other economic settings e.g. developing economies, their residents
may need to rely more on public Wi-Fi and so there could be more leaked sensitive data. Future research examining public Wi-Fi risks in those settings presents a
research opportunity. Moreover, there may be more privacy leak from data transmitting through the Wi-Fi honeypots but the keywords used to filter data during the
analysis may not cater for it. However, the author of this thesis considered the findings sufficiently provide evidence that the risks of public Wi-Fi in Japan and the UK
still existed today.
The discovery of cookies leaking sensitive information whilst HTTPS was being used, whilst not completely new discovery, added further evidence that HTTPS
is not as secure as it is portrayed. In the case of Bumble, where the leak was observed in the UK Wi-Fi honeypot study, sensitive information was pulled directly
from the user’s Facebook profile14 . Therefore, the entire connection between the
two apps should, in theory, be encrypted. Investigation into the root causes and
remediation plan of these vulnerabilities presents an opportunity for future study.
As the uses of public Wi-Fi continue to grow in the foreseeable future, investigating why users decide to connect to public Wi-Fi at the first place is another
promising proposal. It will shed light on the root causes of the problem with users
continuing to use public Wi-Fi and taking the risks of exposing their sensitive data
on such networks. Previous studies investigating this problem are also lagging. Addressing this gap in the literature not only would make a substantial contribution to
the body of knowledge but also help us to identify workable solutions to address
public Wi-Fi risks.
14 Based

on info from www.bumble.com/en-us/faq
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Conclusion

The two Wi-Fi honeypot studies in this chapter examined the reality of public WiFi risks today, first in the UK and later in Japan. Despite growing knowledge and
media reports about public Wi-Fi risks and having mobile data is increasingly becoming common, users still connected to rogue public Wi-Fi for online activities.
Highly sensitive data (such as emails, login credentials, and transactions history)
were found to have been transmitted insecurely, without or with weak encryption,
on such network. These findings suggest that public Wi-Fi risks are still a problem
today. Investigating user decision-making and drivers influencing their decisions to
connect to pubic Wi-Fi is an important first step in identifying appropriate solutions
to address the problem from the perspective of human factor in security. This is
the objective of the studies in the next two chapters dedicated to examining user
decisions to use public Wi-Fi.
Fig 3.8 provides a summary of the findings from the studies in this chapter and
how they fit with the overall research questions and hypotheses in this thesis.
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Figure 3.8: A summary of findings from the Wi-Fi honeypot studies in Chapter 3
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Chapter 4

User decision to use public Wi-Fi
studies
4.1

Overview

The previous chapter demonstrates that public Wi-Fi risks are still a problem today. Understanding why users decide to use public Wi-Fi at the first place is an
important first step in identifying workable solutions to help them to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks. However, this area was largely under-examined. The two studies
in this chapter aim to achieve this objective. The first study took place in the UK
and the second was in Japan. The UK study laid the foundation by investigating
the user decision-making process when deciding whether to use public Wi-Fi —
whether such decisions were in line with the expected utility theory (EUT) — and
factors driving such decisions. The mixed-method, user interviews (qualitative) and
scenario-based questionnaire (quantitative), was used. The Japan study was built
on the findings from the UK study. It adopted and adapted the scenario-based questionnaire used in the UK study to suit Japanese culture. However, the study focused
on examining the effect of the users’ tendency to preserve mobile data, referred to
as the mobile data resource preservation heuristic tendency (mobile data RPHT)
hereafter, on the decisions to use public Wi-Fi which was identified in the UK study
as one main driver.
Findings showed that a significant proportion of participants did not make
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choices as predicted by the EUT. Mobile data RPHT were found to influence user
decision to use public Wi-Fi among participants regularly facing mobile data constraints. However, demographics and the perceived risks of public Wi-Fi played less
of a role in decision-making. These insights helped us to understand user decision
to use public Wi-Fi better. However, one limitation of both studies was that they
relied on stated preference — what participants think they would do in hypothetical scenarios. This limitation motivated the study in the next chapter which also
investigated user decision to use public Wi-Fi but obtain evidence from the wild.

4.2

UK study

4.2.1

Aims, research questions, and hypotheses

The study aimed to investigate the decision-making process and the factors influencing user decision to use public Wi-Fi. Specifically, the study examined whether
individuals make decisions in line with the EUT. The EUT is the main decisionmaking theory in neoclassical economics. However, behavioural economics challenges that, in real life, people do not maximise their expected utility when making
a decision as posited by the EUT. The UK study sought to obtain such evidence in
the context of users deciding whether or not to use public Wi-Fi. The study also
investigated factors that influence users to use public Wi-Fi, including mobile data
constraint, demographic factors, and the perceived risks of using public Wi-Fi.
The following hypotheses were formulated for each research question:
R2.1 : Do individuals Wi-Fi choose the action that maximises expected utility,
when deciding whether to connect to public Wi-Fi?
H2.1 : Individuals choose action that gives the highest expected utility when
deciding whether to connect to public Wi-Fi.
R2.2 : What factors, particularly economic drivers, influence the decisions to
use public Wi-Fi and to what extent do they play a role?
H2.2 : Individual decision to use public Wi-Fi are driven by resource constraint, demographic and the perceived risks of public Wi-Fi.
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Methodology

A mixed research method, qualitative (interviews) and quantitative (scenario-based
questionnaire), was used. There were two reasons for choosing this approach. First,
it addresses the shortcomings of a single research method; hence, allowing the research questions to be investigated more thoroughly and effectively than a single
research approach could. Second, the mixed research methods is suitable for interdisciplinary studies [137] and is commonly used in studies of human factors and
security decisions (e.g. [101, 138]), similar in nature to the studies in this chapter.
Therefore, the author of this thesis considered the mixed research method suitable.

4.2.2.1

User interviews

Data collection method : Face-to-face semi-structured interviews took place with
each participant. The objective of the interviews was to gain a preliminary understanding of participants’ security decision-making process when deciding whether
to connect to public Wi-Fi and factor influencing the decisions. Insights from the
interviews were then used to inform the design of the subsequent scenario-based
questionnaire. The interviews were audio-recorded. Each interview session last approximately one hour. During the interviews, participants were asked about their
general perception and experience of using public Wi-Fi, their perception of risks
and security of public Wi-Fi, and their thought process when deciding to connect,
or not to connect, to public Wi-Fi. A list of interview questions used to guide the
interview is in Appendix B.0.1.
Recruitment and participants : The study was advertised via flyers at various
locations on UCL campus, UCL Student Newsletter (May 2016), the Department
of Security and Crime Science Twitter account and student mailing list, and London VISION Singers group. Interested participants were asked to fill out an online
pre-screening questionnaire which allowed a demographically balanced sample of
participants to be chosen. A total of 14 participants from a range of demographic
groups participated in the interviews (Appendix B.0.2). Information sheet was given
to and consent was obtained from participants prior to the interviews. Each participant received £10 for a one-hour interview.
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Data analysis method : The audio recording of each interview session was transcribed and coded manually by the author of this thesis. Coding was based on a
defined group of categories designing to understand participants’ security decisionmaking process and factor influencing them to use public Wi-Fi. A coding matrix
is in Appendix B.0.3. The results were then used to inform the design of the subsequent quantitative scenario-based questionnaires.

4.2.2.2

Scenario-based questionnaires

Data collection method : A scenario-based online questionnaire was used to examine participants’ decision-making process and factors influencing their decisions
whether to connect, or not to connect, to public Wi-Fi.
Recruitment : A total of 106 participants were recruited via Prolific Academic
(PA). Eligible participants were restricted to only those older than 18, currently
living in the UK, and had a PA approval rate of no lower than 90%. Questionnaire
responses were refined to optimise data quality. Records which did not contain all
required fields, had the same values for every variable, or fail fatigue tests were
removed. After data cleansing, there were 102 responses.
Design of the scenarios : Eight hypothetical but realistic scenarios in which Internet access would be beneficial were created. For each scenario, the participants
were asked to choose among three choices: a) connect to the Internet via a mobile data plan or data roaming, b) connect to the Internet via an open public Wi-Fi
network, or c) not connect to the Internet. The questions were designed to test the
research hypothesis that participants would choose the action that yielded the highest expected utility. The eight hypothetical scenarios covered different locations
where the scenario took place, types of transactions, degree of urgency (Table 4.1).
Within each scenario, there were four sub-scenarios where participants were told
they had 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% left on their mobile data plans or roaming.
The descriptions for each scenario are listed below. Paragraphs I, II, and the
questions from scenario I applied to all other scenarios, except for 1GB data plan
(£10) was replaced with 20MB (£20) data roaming plan, and the transaction size
of 100MB was replaced with 2MB in scenario V-VIII which placed participants
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Scenario

Type of Transaction

Urgency

Location

I

Non-financial

Non-urgent

In the UK

II

Non-financial

Urgent

In the UK

III

Financial

Non-urgent

In the UK

IV

Financial

Urgent

In the UK

V

Non-financial

Non-urgent

Outside the UK

VI

Non-financial

Urgent

Outside the UK

VII

Financial

Non-urgent

Outside the UK

VIII

Financial

Urgent

Outside the UK

Table 4.1: Scenarios in the questionnaires (UK Study)

outside the UK. A complete list of questions and scenarios are in Appendix B.0.5.
Scenario I: “You are waiting at a train station in the UK. When you arrive, you
see that the train is running 1 hour late. You want to check messages on messaging
apps (e.g. Whatsapp) or emails but you do NOT urgently need to contact anyone in
particular. You last checked your messages 2 hours ago.”
Paragraph I: “You scan for Wi-Fi hotspots and find a free open public Wi-Fi network
you have never used before. This network is working properly. No registration or
password is required to use it. You can use the Wi-Fi as long as you like.”
Paragraph II: “Suppose you also have a 4G data plan. You have paid £10 for 1GB
which has no expiration date. The 4G network works properly. Using the Internet
will use about 100MB of your data plan (i.e. 10% of 1GB allowance). (To illustrate,
1 min of a standard video clip is 5MB.)”
Question: “Would you use the Internet and by which means?”
1. You have 1GB left on your mobile data plan
• Yes, via free Wi-Fi.
• Yes, via the data plan.
• No, I will not connect to the Internet.
2. You have 0.75GB (75% of 1GB) left on data plan
3. You have 0.50GB (50% of 1GB) left on data plan
4. You have 0.25GB (25% of 1GB) left on data plan
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In scenario I, participants were placed in the UK, a familiar environment. They

were asked whether they would make non-urgent non-financial transactions and, if
so, by which means.
Scenario II: “You are waiting for a train home late in the evening when you
realise you have lost the keys to the apartment you share with a friend. You know
the friend will leave the flat before you arrive to catch a flight on a 2-week vacation.
You call her but she does not answer. You can call a late night locksmith service to
unlock the door but it will cost you at least £100. You can contact your friend via a
messaging app on her iPad.”
In scenario II, participants were also placed in the UK, and asked whether they
would make non-financial transactions.
Scenario III: “You are working in a town away from home and have decided to
catch a movie at a cinema close to where you work. You buy a ticket an hour before
the show starts, and want to use the time to have dinner. While eating, you recall
that you have to pay for a holiday package, else it will be cancelled and you will
lose £500 deposit. It is due in 5 days. You can pay via Internet banking only.”
In this scenario, participants were asked whether they would make financial transactions in a non-urgent scenario.
Scenario IV: “You are working in a town away from home and have decided to
catch a movie at a cinema close to where you work. You buy a ticket an hour before
the show starts, and want to use the time to have dinner. While eating, you recall
that you have to pay for a holiday package, else it will be cancelled and you will
lose £500 deposit. It is due today and will be too late by the time you arrive back at
the hotel. You can pay via Internet banking only.”
In scenario IV, participants were asked whether they would use public Wi-Fi to
make financial transactions under time pressure.
Scenarios V-VIII were similar to scenarios I-IV, except that participants were
placed in Madagascar to allow the researcher to assess the effect of unfamiliar environment on the decision-making.
Scenario V: “You are on a 2-week holiday in Madagascar. When you arrive
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at a train station, you see that the train you want to catch is running 1 hour late.
You want to check messages on messaging apps (e.g. Whatsapp) or emails but you
do NOT urgently need to contact anyone in particular. You last checked messages
about 2 hours ago.”
Scenario VI: “You are waiting for a train at a station in Madagascar late in the
evening when you realise you lost the keys to a friend’s house where you are staying.
You know the friend will leave his house before you arrive to catch his flight for a
3-day business trip. You call him but he does not answer. You can call a locksmith
service but will cost you at least £100. Suppose you can contact your friend via a
messaging app on his iPad.”
Scenario VII: “You decided to join a walking tour in Madagascar. You arrive
at a meeting point 1 hour early and want to use the time for lunch. While eating,
you recall that you have to pay for your next holiday, else it’ll be cancelled and
you’ll lose £500 deposit. It is due in 5 days. You can pay via Internet banking only.”
Scenario VIII: “You decided to join a walking tour in Madagascar. You arrive
at a meeting point 1 hour early and want to use the time to have lunch. While eating,
you recall that you have to pay for your next holiday, else it will be cancelled and
you will lose an expensive deposit. It is due today and will be too late by the time
you get back at the hotel. You can pay via Internet banking only.”
Each scenario also asked participants the following two questions about their
willingness to pay (WTP) for the Internet and for a secure Internet connection and
their willingness to accept (WTA) in exchange for giving up an Internet connection
and for a secure Internet connection.
• Q-WTP: What is the maximum amount (per hour) would you be willing to pay
to connect to the Internet in this scenario?
• Q-WTA: What is the minimum amount (per hour) would you be willing to
accept in exchange for giving up your Internet access?
At the end of each scenario, participants were asked to rate the likelihood that
their data could be compromised if they connect to the Internet via mobile data or
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free public Wi-Fi. The likelihood ranked from 0% to 100%, 0% being not very
likely and 100% being very likely. The questionnaire also asked participants some
general demographic questions, usage of the Internet, and perception of security
risk and general risks. These data allowed the researcher to evaluate their effects on
participants’ decisions to use public Wi-Fi.
The scenarios were designed to capture the variables needed to test the hypothesis that participants would choose the action that yielded the highest expected
utility. Expected utility was unobservable so the assumption was that it would be a
function of expected value. To enable the researcher to calculate the expected value
of each choice and subsequently compare whether the choice that the participants
selected yields the highest utility per the hypothesis, the questions were designed
to elicit the value of each variable, per generic expected value (EV) equation (See
(4.1)) based on model proposed by Von Neumann and Morgenstern [43].

EV = p1 (v1 − c1 ) + p2 (v2 − c2 ) + ... + pi (vi − ci )

(4.1)

Where p was the probability of success for each choice, v was the expected
value received if success, c was the cost associated with each choice, and i was the
set of all possible outcomes.
Applying (4.1) to the context of public Wi-Fi in this study, the EV for the
expected value of using public Wi-Fi (EVw ), mobile data plan (EVm ), and not connecting to the Internet at all (EVn ) were (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4), respectively. A list of
variables, its description, and the corresponding question in the questionnaire was
in Table 4.2. The diagrams summarising the variables used in each equation and its
description are in Appendix B.0.6.

EVw = pw (vw − cw ) + pws (vws − cws ) + pwis (vwis − cwis )

(4.2)

Where pw was the probability of connecting to the Internet via public Wi-Fi
was successful which assumed to be 1, vw was the participant’s expected value from
connecting to the Internet, cw was the cost of free public Wi-Fi which assumed to
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be 0, pw s was the participant’s perceived likelihood that data travel securely on public Wi-Fi (i.e. 1 − pwis ), vws was the participant’s expected value from connecting
to the Internet securely, cws was the cost of acquiring secure connection which assumed to be 0 (for simplicity of the model, secure connection was offered as free
in all scenarios), pwis was the participant’s perceived likelihood that data could be
compromised on public Wi-Fi, vwis was the participant’s expected value if data were
compromised, and cwis was the cost of acquiring an insecure connection which was
0 (i.e. assumed that open public Wi-Fi was insecure so participant paid nothing for
not connecting to secure service).

EVm = pm (vm − cm ) + pms (vms − cms ) + pmis (vmis − cmis )

(4.3)

Where pm was the probability of connecting to the Internet via mobile data
were successful which assumed to be 1, vm was the participant’s expected value
of connecting to the Internet, cm was the cost of using a mobile data plan, pms
was the participant’s perceived likelihood that data travels securely on the mobile
data network (i.e. 1 − pmis ), vms was the participant’s expected value of connecting
to the Internet securely, cms was the cost of acquiring a secure connection which
assumed to be 0 (for simplicity of the model, secure connection was offered as free
in all scenarios), pmis was the participant’s perceived likelihood that data could be
compromised on mobile data network, vmis was the participant’s expected value if
data were compromised, and cmis was the cost of acquiring insecure connection
which was 0 (i.e. assumed that open public Wi-Fi was insecure so the participant
paid nothing for acquiring insecurity).

EVn = pn (vn − cn )

(4.4)

Where pn was the probability of not connecting to the Internet (which was
always 1 as the participant had decided not to connect to the Internet), vn was the
participant’s perceived utility of not connecting to the Internet, and cn was the cost
of not connecting to the Internet which was 0.
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Variable

Description

Questions in the questionnaire

Pw

Probability of connecting to the Internet successfully us-

N/A, assume to be 1

ing public Wi-Fi
Pwis
Pws

Participant’s perceived probability that data could be

From your perspective, what is the likelihood that security could be com-

compromise on public Wi-Fi

promised using free open public Wi-Fi to connect to the Internet?

Participant’s perceived probability that data travel se-

N/A, calculated from (1 − Pwis )

curely on public Wi-Fi
Vw

Expected value from connecting to the Internet

What is the maximum amount (per hour) would you be willing to pay to

Vws

Expected value from connecting to the Internet securely

Vwis

Expected value from connecting to the Internet inse-

What is the minimum amount (per hour) would you be willing to accept in

curely

exchange for giving up secure Internet connection (VPN)?

Cw

Cost of using public Wi-Fi

N/A, assume to be 0 (free Wi-Fi)

Cws

Cost of acquiring secure connection

N/A, assume to be 0 (free VPN)

Cwis

Cost of acquiring insecure connection

N/A, assume to be 0

Pm

Probability of connecting to the Internet successfully us-

N/A, assume to be 1

connect to the Internet?
What is the maximum amount (per hour) would you be willing to pay to
connect to the Internet securely (via VPN)?

ing mobile data
Pmis
Pms

Participant’s perceived probability that data could be

From your perspective, what is the likelihood that security could be com-

compromise on mobile data network

promised using mobile data to connect to the Internet?

Participant’s perceived probability that data travel se-

N/A, calculated from (1 − Pmis )

curely on mobile data network
Vm

Expected value from connecting to the Internet

What is the maximum amount (per hour) would you be willing to pay to

Vms

Expected value from connecting to the Internet securely

Vmis

Expected value from connecting to the Internet inse-

What is the minimum amount (per hour) would you be willing to accept in

curely

exchange for giving up secure Internet connection (VPN)?

Cm

Cost of mobile data

Assigned based on each scenario

Cms

Cost of acquiring secure connection (VPN)

N/A, assume to be 0 (free VPN)

Cmis

Cost of acquiring insecure connection

N/A, assume to be 0

Pn

Probability of not connecting to the Internet successfully

N/A, assume to be 1

Vn

Expected value from not connecting to the Internet

What is the minimum amount (per hour) would you be willing to accept in

Cn

Cost of not using Internet

connect to the Internet?
What is the maximum amount (per hour) would you be willing to pay to
connect to the Internet securely (via VPN)?

exchange for giving up the Internet?
N/A, assume to be 0

Table 4.2: A list of variables for calculating the expected utility

Questionnaire platform : Survey Gizmo1 was used to create the online questionnaire. To optimise data quality, rules such as rejecting negative values for WTP and
WTA were embedded. Moreover, simple interface (sliding bar) was used to allow
participants to choose a value between 0% and 100%. All participants were given
the same eight scenarios. However, to minimise the anchoring effect and response
bias, the order of the eight scenarios was selected randomly.
Data analysis method : For each participant and for each scenario, the expected
value of each of the three choices given to the participant were calculated and determined whether the participant had selected the choice that yields the highest expected value according to the study hypothesis. A binomial test and a binomial
1 www.surveygizmo.com
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logistic regression were performed, using SPSS. Binomial test (eq. 4.5) was to
determine whether a proportion from a single dichotomous variable was equal to
a presumed population value. In this study, it was to test whether 100% of the
participants acts according to the EUT per the hypothesis and, if not, whether the
differences observed was statistically significant.

p
Z = (p1 − p0 )/ p(1 − p)(1/n1 + 1/n2 )

(4.5)

Where p1 was the actual proportion of participants making decisions in line
with the EUT, p0 was the hypothetical proportion of participants (in this study, this
was 100% per the hypothesis), p was the probability of successes for the combined
sample, n1 was the number of participants making decision in line with the EUT,
and n2 was the number of participants whose decisions deviated from the EUT.
A binomial logistic regression analysis (eq. 4.6) was used to assess the effects
of independent variables (e.g. demographic variables), on participants’ decisions
when deciding to connect, or not to connect, to public Wi-Fi. The Nagelkerke R2
values were also analysed to determine the percentage of variation in the dependent
variables that was explained by the model.

πi = Pr(Yi = 1|Xi = xi ) = exp(β0 + β1 xi )/1 + exp(β0 + β1 xi )

(4.6)

Where Y was a binary response variable, Yi = 1 if participant made a decision
in line with the EUT, Yi = 0 if participant did not, X = (X1 , X2 , ..., Xk ) were the
independent variables (e.g. age, gender, etc.).

4.2.2.3

Ethical considerations

The design of the study was reviewed and approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee (approval number: 8539/001). Permission was granted given that data
were collected anonymously and participants were briefed about the study and gave
consent. None of the questions in the questionnaire asked for personally identifiable information. Details about the study and a consent form were also shown to
participants at the start of the questionnaire. Regarding the ethics of payment, each
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participant was compensated to participate in the study. Each participant received
£10. This payment was to compensate the participants for their time and was in line
with the amount paid at other universities for similar studies.

4.2.3
4.2.3.1

Results
Interviews

Participants used public Wi-Fi for various activities under different circumstances
and at various locations, both inside and outside the UK. Transportation hubs (e.g.
airports and tube stations) and leisure places (e.g. cafe and restaurants) were popular
locations where participants said they used public Wi-Fi to connect to the Internet.
Entertainments, social networking, messaging, and emails were among the most
frequently mentioned activities. However, half of the participants also mentioned
using public Wi-Fi for financial-related transactions, which was concerning and
puzzling as the majority of them (13 out of 14 participants, 93%) also expressed
concern about the security of public Wi-Fi. This may suggest that the perceived
risks of public Wi-Fi did not significantly deter the use of public Wi-Fi.
When participants were asked about the rationale for their behaviour, the responses varied. The most common reason given was that it was free. For example,
Participant No. 5 (P5) said “When we were in Australia, it [the Wi-Fi] was £10/hour
and we found that by going to a post office there are [free] Wi-Fi hotspots and we
told everyone to go to [the] Wi-Fi hotspots. Again, that’s probably not secure but
it’s [better] than paying for Wi-Fi at the hotel”. P13 also shared a similar rationale
“Sometimes, on Wi-Fi, you are afraid that data transfer might not be safe. You have
no control who is receiving on the other side. But well, it’s free”. The majority of
the participants (10 of 14 users, 70%) said they would rather use public Wi-Fi than
paying for mobile data roaming if there were travelling abroad. More than half (8
of 14 participants, 57%) also preferred to use mobile data than public Wi-Fi if they
were to have an unlimited mobile data plan. Half of participants (50%) also used
public Wi-Fi to save mobile data or money. These results indicated that financial
constraints and mobile data constraints influenced the uses of public Wi-Fi.
Some participants could not precisely explain their rationale for using public
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Wi-Fi. For instance, P8 explained, “It’s weird ’cos I know it can happen that people can track you [when you use public Wi-Fi] but still I connect to it”. P5 also
explained her rationale as “It [public Wi-Fi security] is in the back of my mind but
I don’t consciously [think about it]...if I want to access it [public Wi-Fi], I access
it”. P2 said that “At the time, I just don’t think about it. I just think about I want
to use the Wi-Fi”. More than half (8 of 14 users, 57%) said they would use public
Wi-Fi to pay a bill if the bill was due that day. However, only one of them was
willing to do the same if the bill was due in 3 days instead of today, suggesting that
the urgency of transactions exerted some influence on their decisions to use public
Wi-Fi. A mapping between the findings from the interviews and the participants are
in Appendix B.0.7.
Consolidating these findings together, the overall themes emerged as a) the
type of transactions (financial or non-financial), b) the urgency of transactions, and
c) the location (in the UK or outside the UK), affected participants decision to use
public Wi-Fi. These themes were used to design the scenario-based questionnaire
which consisted of eight scenarios varying in these three factors (Table 4.1 in Section 4.2.2.2). The scenarios also incorporated the findings that participants’ concern
about mobile data and financial constraint exerted some influences on their decisions to use public Wi-Fi; each scenario asked how participants would choose to use
public Wi-Fi when they had different amount of mobile data/roaming allowance.

4.2.3.2

Scenario-based questionnaire

Data description : The 102 responses were from 60 males (59%) and 42 females
(41%) participants. Those having a bachelor degree (43, 42%) and finishing ALevel (31, 30%) made up the majority. Nearly half of them (50, 49%) were in
full time employment. Most of participants lived in England (but not London) (73,
72%). There were also participants from London (19, 19%), Scotland (5, 5%),
and Wales (5, 5%). More information about the demographic of participants are in
Appendix B.0.4.
Participant’s expected values from connecting to the Internet (i.e. willingness to pay for the Internet) and expected values for connecting to the Inter-
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net securely (i.e. willingness to pay for VPN) varied from one scenario to another. For example, in scenario I which involved general non-financial transactions in a non-urgent situation in the UK, the average WTP for the Internet was
£1.80 (min = 0.00, max = 20.00, S.D. = 3.09) and the WTP for VPN was £1.82
(min = 0.00, max = 25.00, S.D. = 3.46).
However, in a similar circumstance but outside the UK (scenario V), the average WTP for the Internet was £2.63 (min = 0.00, max = 25.00, S.D. = 4.41) whilst
the average WTP for VPN was £2.52 (min = 0.00, max = 25.00, S.D. = 3.68). In the
scenario involving financial transactions without time pressure in the UK (scenario
III), the average WTP for the Internet increased to £5.76 (min = 0.00, max = 100.00,
S.D. = 12.21) and it increased further to £11.85 (min = 0.00, max = 400.00,
S.D. = 41.37) when the scenario was outside the UK (scenario VII). Similarly, the
average WTP for VPN increased to £5.08 (min = 0.00, max = 60.00, S.D. = 9.35)
in scenario V and further to £9.47 (min = 0.00, max = 300.00, S.D. = 31.51) in
scenario VII.
The likelihood that data can be compromised when using public Wi-Fi and
mobile data perceived by participants also varied from one scenario to another.
For example, in scenario I, the average perceived likelihood that data could be
compromised when using public Wi-Fi was 44.21% (min = 0.00, max = 100.00,
S.D. = 27.42) and 21.49% (min = 0.00, max = 99.00, S.D. = 20.91) for mobile
data. However, in scenario V which placed participants outside the UK, the perceived likelihood increased to 51.38% (min = 0.00, max = 100.00, S.D. = 27.64)
for public Wi-Fi and 27.89% (min = 0.00, max = 100.00, S.D. = 23.45) for mobile data. In scenario III which involved making financial transactions in the UK,
the perceived likelihood increased further to 56.25% (min = 0.00, max = 100.00,
S.D. = 26.42) for public Wi-Fi. However, for mobile data, the perceived likelihood
was decreased to 25.70% (min = 0.00, max = 99.00, S.D. = 20.99).
More descriptive statistics of the variables are in Appendix B.0.8.
User decision by types of transactions : Regardless of the urgency, the nature of
transactions, and the location, in most cases, a large proportion of participants did
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not choose option that maximised their expected utility when deciding to connect
or not to connect to public Wi-Fi. These results were statistically significant.
a. Non-financial transactions : For non-urgent non-financial transactions (scenario I) and urgent non-financial transactions (scenario II) where the scenario placed
participants in the UK, participants did not chose the option that gave them highest
expected value at any given level of mobile data allowance. Similar findings were
observed when the scenario placed participants outside the UK (scenario V for nonurgent and scenario VI for urgent non-financial transactions), participants did not
choose the option that gave them highest expected value at all given levels of mobile
data allowance, except when the allowance was at 25% in scenario V. In each scenario, the binomial test showed that the proportion of participants making choices
per the EUT significantly deviated (p < 0.001) from the presumed proportion of
100% (Table 4.3 and 4.4). Therefore, overall, there was sufficient evidence to reject
the hypothesis that participants would choose action that gave the highest expected
value, when deciding to connect, or not to connect, to public Wi-Fi, particularly
when making general non-financial transactions.
b. Financial transactions : For financial transactions (scenario III-non urgent in
the UK, scenario IV-urgent in the UK, scenario VII-non-urgent outside the UK,
and scenario VIII-urgent outside the UK), a statistically significant proportion of

Data plan level

Group*
n

Observed Prop**

n

Observed Prop**

100%

1

31

0.30

44

0.43

2

71

0.70

58

0.57

1

32

0.31

45

0.44

2

70

0.69

57

0.56

1

38

0.37

47

0.46

2

64

0.63

55

0.54

1

48

0.47

52

0.51

2

54

0.53

50

0.49

75%

50%

25%

Scenario I UK

Scenario V Outside UK

*Group 1 was a group of participants making choice according to the EUT, Group 2 was a group of participants not making
choice according to the theory. **All results significant at p < 0.001.

Table 4.3: Binomial test results for scenario I and V
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Data plan level

Group*
n

Observed Prop**

n

Observed Prop**

100%

1

33

0.32

36

0.35

2

69

0.68

66

0.65

1

33

0.32

32

0.31

2

69

0.68

70

0.69

1

37

0.36

35

0.34

2

65

0.64

67

0.66

1

37

0.36

42

0.41

2

65

0.64

60

0.59

75%

50%

25%

Scenario II UK

Scenario VI Outside UK

*Group 1 was a group of participants making choice according to the EUT, Group 2 was a group of participants not making
choice according to the theory. **All results significant at p < 0.001.

Table 4.4: Binomial test results for scenario II and VI

participants consistently made choices not predicted by EUT when asked to decide whether to connect, or not to connect, to public Wi-Fi networks to execute the
transactions. It was noted that regardless of how much data plan/roaming the participants had, they did not select option that yield the highest expected utility. More
participants made the same decisions in the scenarios that took place overseas. In
each scenario, the statistical binomial test showed that the proportion of participants
making choices according to the EUT deviates significantly (p < 0.001) from the
presumed population value of 100% (Table 4.5 and 4.6). Therefore, there was sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis that participants would choose action that
gave the highest expected utility, when deciding to connect, or not to connect, to
public Wi-Fi when making financial transactions.
User decision by demographics : The results showed a statistically significant correlation between the participants’ decision-making not in line with the expected
EUT and certain demographic factors, particularly gender, employment status, and
perception toward security of public Wi-Fi in general.
a. Gender : Females were more likely to make choices not predicted by EUT when
asked to decide whether to connect, or not to connect, to public Wi-Fi. A statistically significant correlations in 11 instances across 6 scenarios were observed. For
example, in scenario II where participants were asked to connect to public Wi-Fi
to make general non-financial transactions in an urgent situation in the UK, fe-
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Data plan level

Group*
n

Observed Prop**

n

Observed Prop**

100%

1

33

0.32

36

0.35

2

69

0.68

66

0.65

1

34

0.33

36

0.35

2

68

0.67

66

0.65

1

36

0.35

36

0.35

2

66

0.65

66

0.65

1

46

0.45

43

0.42

2

56

0.55

59

0.58

75%

50%

25%

Scenario II UK

Scenario VI Outside UK

*Group 1 was a group of participants making choice according to the EUT, Group 2 was a group of participants not making
choice according to the theory. **All results significant at p < 0.001.

Table 4.5: Binomial test results for scenario III and VII
Data plan level

100%

75%

50%

25%

Group*

Scenario II UK

Scenario VI Outside UK

n

Observed Prop**

n

Observed Prop**

1

24

0.24

20

0.20

2

78

0.76

82

0.80

1

24

0.24

21

0.21

2

78

0.76

81

0.79

1

24

0.24

19

0.19

2

78

0.76

83

0.81

1

30

0.29

25

0.25

2

72

0.71

77

0.75

*Group 1 was a group of participants making choice according to the EUT, Group 2 was a group of participants not making
choice according to the theory. **All results significant at p < 0.001.

Table 4.6: Binomial test results for scenario IV and VIII

males were 7.02 times (β = 1.95, OR = 7.02, p < 0.05) and 5.82 times (β = 1.76,
OR = 5.82, p < 0.05) more likely to not choosing the acts that would yield the
highest expected value when they have 75% and 50% left on their mobile data allowance, respectively. Scenario VI presented a similar situation but, in this case, the
scenario took place abroad. Females also were 7.59 times (β = 2.03, OR = 7.59,
p < 0.05) and 7.27 times (β = 1.98, OR = 7.27, p < 0.05) more likely to make
choices not predicted by the EUT when they have 100% and 75%, respectively, left
on their data roaming allowance.
Females were also more likely than male to decide to connect to public Wi-
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Fi, rating the likelihood that public Wi-Fi networks might be compromised higher
(Table 4.7). When the scenarios located participants in the UK, despite having 100%
and 75% left on data allowance plan, females were 3.67 times (β = 1.30, OR = 3.67,
p < 0.01) and 4.33 times (β = 1.47, OR = 4.33, p < 0.01), respectively, more likely
to decide to connect to public Wi-Fi to make non-urgent non-financial transactions.
Similarly, for non-urgent financial transactions, females were 8.40 times (β = 2.13,
OR = 8.40, p < 0.01) and 5.84 times (β = 1.77, OR = 5.84, p < 0.01) more likely to
make the same decision when having 100% and 75% left on data plan, respectively.
In case of urgent financial transactions, females were also 4.60 times (β = 1.53,
OR = 4.60, p < 0.05) more likely to connect to public Wi-Fi when they have 75%
left on data plan allowance. However, for scenarios that placed participants outside
the UK, this was only the case for urgent non-financial transactions. Females were
2.72 times (β = 0.99, OR = 2.72, p < 0.05) more likely to use public Wi-Fi even
when they have 100% of their data plan left (Table 4.8).
b. Employment status : Students were more likely to make choices inconsistent
with the EUT compared to unemployed individuals (the reference group). Statistically significant correlations were observed in 6 instances across 2 scenarios. For
example, in scenario IV where participants were asked to connect to a public WiFi network to make urgent financial transactions in the UK, students were 149.76
Location

Scenario

Perceived likelihood that public Wi-Fi can

Mean differences

be compromised

UK

Outside UK

Female

Male

I

48.80

37.64

11.16*

II

50.35

40.21

10.14

III

59.45

51.67

7.78

IV

59.47

50.62

8.85

V

57.73

42.31

15.42**

VI

55.95

44.62

11.33*

VII

67.57

58.86

8.71

VIII

67.35

56.79

10.56*

***, **, * Significant at p < 0.001, p < 0.01, and p < 0.05

Table 4.7: Perceived likelihood that public Wi-Fi can be compromised by gender (on a
scale of 1-100%)
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Scenario
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Logistic probability of connecting to public Wi-Fi
(Ref group = Male)

UK

Outside UK

100%

75%

50%

25%

I

3.66**

4.33**

5.27**

2.24

II

1.53

2.60

1.53

1.41

III

8.40**

5.84**

4.79*

2.32

IV

3.75

4.60*

4.60*

2.36

V

1.40

1.77

1.31

1.06

VI

2.72*

2.24

2.93*

2.69*

VII

3.33

3.01

3.01

1.50

VIII

1.44

1.18

2.14

1.32

***, **, * Significant at p < 0.001, p < 0.01, and p < 0.05

Table 4.8: Binomial logistic regression for the decision to use public Wi-Fi by gender

times (β = 5.01, OR = 149.76, p < 0.05) and 462.72 times (β = 6.14, OR = 462.72,
p < 0.05) more likely to make choices inconsistent with the EUT when they have
100% and 75% left of their mobile data allowance, respectively.
In scenario V, on the other hand, where participants were asked to make a nonurgent non-financial transaction outside the UK, students were 55.05 times (β =
4.01, OR = 55.05, p < 0.05) more likely to make choices inconsistent with the EUT
when they had 50% left on their roaming data allowance. In Scenario III, where
participants were asked to make financial transactions in a non-urgent situation in
the UK, participants with a part-time employment status were 0.3 times (β = −3.38,
OR = 0.3, p < 0.05) less likely to make choices inconsistent with the EUT than an
unemployed individual.
User decision by their perceived risks of public Wi-Fi : Statistically significant
correlations between participants’ perception of public Wi-Fi security and their
choice of actions, deviated from the EUT in 14 instances across 5 scenarios. For
example, in scenario VIII, which asked participants to decide whether to use public Wi-Fi to make urgent financial transactions overseas, it was found that for every 1% increase in the participants perception of riskiness, an individual was 0.92
times (β = −0.08, OR = 0.92, p < 0.001) and 0.93 times (β = −0.08, OR = 0.93,
p < 0.001) less likely to make choices inconsistent with the EUT when they had
100% and 75% left on mobile data roaming, respectively.
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4.2.4

Discussion

In term of decision-making, the UK study provided insight that individuals did not
make decisions as predicted by the EUT when deciding whether to connect or not
connect to public Wi-Fi. This insight supported the view posited by behavioural
economics that the EUT was inconsistent with the styles of decision-making that
individuals actually adopt in many real-life choice situations [46]. Specifically, behavioural economics challenged the assumptions underpinning the EUT that people
were well-behaved, and made rational, utility maximising choices [46, 139, 20].
Concerning the factors affecting the decisions to use public Wi-Fi, this study
showed that some demographic and contextual factors exert some influences. Females were more likely than males to use public Wi-Fi, despite perceiving higher
risks of using it. This finding contradicted with general perception and numbers of
literature observing greater risk-taking tendency in male (e.g. [108, 109, 110]). Possible explanations might be that women have lower levels of digital literacy and/or
were less diligent in their adoption of digital ‘hygiene’ guidelines.
The perceived risks of public Wi-Fi were also found to play less of a role in
influencing the uses of public Wi-Fi. As previously discussed, although females
perceived higher risks of using public Wi-Fi than males did, females were more
likely to use public Wi-Fi. A large proportion of participants in the interviews also
stated that they used public Wi-Fi even though they were aware of the possible risks
of their data being compromised. This finding is concerning. A number of security
awareness campaigns or security advice given today aimed to increase people’s
perceived risks in the hope that it would deter them from taking the risks. The
findings from this study suggest that these campaigns and advice may not work as
effectively as expected. The perceived risks did not deter the decisions to take risks
in the context of using public Wi-Fi.
Another factor that was found to exert some influence on the decisions to use
public Wi-Fi was the desire to preserve one’s mobile data allowance, the mobile
data RPHT. Unless individuals have an unlimited mobile data plan, they are likely
to resort to using public Wi-Fi and take the risks of their data being compromised,
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especially when their mobile data allowance is running low. The bad news is many
people do not have an unlimited mobile data plan. Consequently, these people
would remain trapped in the mobile data RPHT. This insight helps us to reconsider
how we communicate the risks. Advising members of the public not to use public
Wi-Fi networks entirely is likely to be futile if they feel they cannot afford mobile
data which is a more secure option. A more workable piece of security advice is
needed such as using a VPN app which is generally cheaper than a mobile data plan
and data roaming.

4.2.5

Limitations and future direction

This study has limitations. The sample size for the interviews was relatively small.
A larger sample size would help to increase the degree of external validity. Some
users may not share all of the experiences about what they used public Wi-Fi for or
why they use it but the author of this thesis considered the guided interview questions, the probing technique, and the anonymity provided to participants sufficient
to address this potential pitfalls.
For the scenario-based questionnaire, its design was restricted by the limitations faced by the EUT approach and its assumptions implicit around risks which
assumed individuals had a stable risk preference and did not have behavioural bias.
Evidence from behavioural economics had consistently undermine such assumptions. The most prominent argument was the endowment effect whereby people
perceived a loss of utility from giving up a valued good greater than the gain in utility from acquiring the same good, hence, creating a divergence between the willingness to pay and the willingness to accept [139]. Moreover, a set of assumptions
underlying the scenarios may not truly reflect real life but were used for simplicity.
For example, the scenarios assumed that if participants decide to connect to the Internet via public Wi-Fi, the connection would always work. This was not always the
case in real life where experience has shown us that public Wi-Fi connections did
not always work. For the econometric analysis, unravelling correlation and causation was problematic and some of the results may reflect influences from underlying
variables. Fuller exploration of larger data-sets would give more information about
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the ultimate causal factors.
In addition, despite efforts to promote good quality responses such as using
engaging scenarios, enforcing data checks, randomising the order of the questions,
and using fatigue tests, there was an inherent risk that participants might not fully
pay attention to the questions. Moreover, the nature of the questionnaire means
that users may respond with what they think they would do, but they may behave
differently in a real life scenario. This shortcoming is common in studies examining
stated preference. To address this limitation, a study examining revealed preference
— how individuals make decisions in real life settings — is promising.
Investigating the role of mobile data RPHT in security decisions in greater
depth presents another research opportunity. It would help the research community
to better understand the role of resource constraints on security decisions. Previous
studies in economic literature showed that such constraints affected individual decision in various situations; it prompted individuals to take risks and make suboptimal
decisions (e.g. [35, 36, 37, 38, 39]). However, evidence in the context of security
decisions in general and in the context of public Wi-Fi is lacking. The next study in
this chapter, the Japan study, aimed to bridge this gap in the knowledge.

4.3

Japan study

4.3.1

Aims, research question, and hypotheses

This study aimed to investigate factors driving user decision to use public Wi-Fi,
drawing evidence from Japan. However, the study was built on the findings from
the UK study and investigated the role of mobile data RPHT on security decisions in
greater depth. Specifically, it examined the degree to which this heuristic prompted
risk-taking decisions. The effects of demographic factors and individuals’ perceived
risks of public Wi-Fi on the decisions to use the network were also investigated.
Examining data from outside the UK allowed the study to determine universal
factors that influenced the uses of public Wi-Fi. Japan was considered a good candidate and was chosen because of its similarities to the UK in terms of economic
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setting and degree of technological advances2 . However, on the other hand, various
aspects of Japanese culture are vastly different from those of the UK. These dissimilarities may bring about different drivers in the decisions to use public Wi-Fi.
The research question and hypothesis were established as follows:
R2.2 : What factors, particularly economic drivers, influence the decisions to
use public Wi-Fi and to what extent do they play a role?
H2.2 : Individual decision to use public Wi-Fi are driven by resource constraint, demographic factors and the perceived risks of public Wi-Fi.
H2.2.1 : Mobile data RPHT drive user decision to use public Wi-Fi.
H2.2.2 : Demographic factors affect the decisions to use public Wi-Fi.
H2.2.3 : The perceived risks of using public Wi-Fi affect the decisions to
use the networks.

4.3.2

Methodology

Data collection method : A scenario-based questionnaire was used to investigate
factors affecting user decisions to use public Wi-Fi. The questionnaire was launched
in November 2017. Data collection was completed in the same month.
Recruitment : Macromill3 , a Japanese marketing research firm, was hired to recruit participants. The firm has a diverse demographic of 10 million participants
nationwide which would allow well-balanced samples. Eligible participants were
restricted to only those living in Japan and aged at least 18, all of whom had at
least one mobile device, and had used public Wi-Fi in the past, according to the
self-assessed pre-screening questions. Each participant received a reward4 for their
participation. A total of 103 participants with diverse background were recruited,
all of them have Japanese nationality (Appendix B.0.9).
2 The

UK and Japan are both developed economies and are part of Group of Seven (G7).

3 www.macromill.com/
4 The

amount was commercial sensitive data and was kept confidential by Macromill.
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Scenario

Type of Transaction

Urgency

Location

I

Non-financial

Non-urgent

In Japan

II

Non-financial

Urgent

In Japan

III

Financial

Non-urgent

In Japan

IV

Financial

Urgent

In Japan

V

Non-financial

Non-urgent

Outside Japan

VI

Non-financial

Urgent

Outside Japan

VII

Financial

Non-urgent

Outside Japan

VIII

Financial

Urgent

Outside Japan

Table 4.9: Scenarios in the questionnaire (Japan Study)

Questionnaire platform : The questionnaire in Japan study was also online-based.
Macromill’s questionnaire platform was used. To optimise data quality, data input
rules such as making questions mandatory were embedded. Pictures related to the
scenario were shown to participants to make the case more intuitive.
Design of the scenarios : The study adopted the eight scenarios from the UK study
(Section 4.2.2.2). However, some elements in the questionnaire were adapted to accommodate the local environment in Japan. For example, WhatsApp was replaced
with LINE, a more popular messaging app in Japan, any monetary amounts (e.g.
cost of mobile data) was replaced with the amount generally expected locally in
Japanese yen (¥), and scenarios which placed participants in the UK were also replaced with locations in Japan. A summary of the eight scenarios is in Table 4.9.
The questionnaire used in this study is in Appendix B.0.10.
The questionnaires were translated to Japanese to help participants to understand the scenarios easier than they otherwise could with the English version. All
participants were given the same eight scenarios but the order of the cases was randomised by the system to minimise the anchoring effect and response biases.
Prior to launching the questionnaire, pilot tests took place with a student and
a staff at Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST), and with staff from
Macromill. The online questionnaire was also tested to ensure that it worked on
different platforms (i.e. laptop, tablet, and smartphones).
Data analysis method : Three factors were analysed: i) mobile data RPHT, ii)
perceived risks of public Wi-Fi, and iii) demographic factors.
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i) Mobile RPHT : A Cochran’s Q test (4.7) was used to test whether the observed
differences in the proportion of participants deciding to use public Wi-Fi as data
allowance depleted (from 100% to 75%, 50%, and 25%) were statistically different.
This statistical test was considered appropriate for the types of data and the objective
of the test which aimed to determine whether there were differences on a dichotomous dependent variables (i.e. deciding to connect or not connect to public Wi-Fi)
between three or more related groups (i.e. at different levels of remaining mobile
data allowance level (from 100% to 75%, 50%, and 25%)5 . Data were checked that
they met the four assumptions needed for Cochran’s Q Test6 .
k

b

T = k(k − 1)(( ∑ (x j − (N/k))2 )/( ∑ xi (k − xi )))
j=1

(4.7)

i=1

Where k is the number of proportion to be observed (i.e. 1.0, 0.75, 0.50 and 0.25),
b is the number of participants, X j is the column total for the jt h proportion, Xi is
the row total for the it h participant, N is the grand total.
ii) Perceived risks of public Wi-Fi : An independent samples T-Test ((4.8.1) or
(4.8.2)) where equal variances were assumed, and not assumed, respectively) was
used to test whether the perceived risks were statistically different between those
deciding to use the network and those choosing not to.
p
t = (µ1 − µ2 )/S 1/n1 + 1/n2
q
t = (µ1 − µ2 )/ s21 /n1 + s22 /n2

(4.8.1)
(4.8.2)

Where µ1 is the mean likelihood that participants deciding to use public Wi-Fi perceived the network can be compromised, µ2 is the mean likelihood from participants
deciding NOT to use the network, n1 is the number of participants deciding to use
public Wi-Fi, n2 is the number of participants deciding NOT to, σ p is the standard
deviation (SD) of the total populations, σ1 is the SD of n1 , and σ2 is the SD of n2 .
5 Similar

to ANOVA test but for dichotomous instead of continuous dependent variable.
One dependent with two possible dichotomous values (i.e. using or not-using public Wi-Fi),
2. At least three categorical related groups (i.e. 1.0, 0.75, 0.50 and 0.25), 3. Random samples, 4.
Sufficiently large samples (n = 103).
6 1.
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The Levene’s Test for equality of variances to determine whether the data sets

were subjected to (4.8.1) or (4.8.2). If the Levene’s test returned an insignificant
result (p > 0.05), equal variances were assumed and applied (4.8.1). Data were
also checked whether they met the assumptions for the T-Test7 .
i) Demographic : Binomial logistic regressions (4.9) was used to predict the probability of participants deciding to use public Wi-Fi based on their demographic.

Pr(Yi = 1|Xi = xi ) = exp(β0 + β1 xi )/(1 + exp(β0 + β1 xi ))

(4.9)

Where Y is a binary response variable, Yi = 1 if a participant decides to use public
Wi-Fi, Yi = 0 if a participant decides not to use public Wi-Fi, X = (X1 , X2 , ..., Xk ) is
the independent variable (i.e. gender, income, education level, employment).

4.3.2.1

Ethical considerations

The design of the study was reviewed and approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee (approval number: 8539/004) and the Nara Institute of Science and
Technology Research Ethics Committee, a host institute in Japan. Permission was
granted given that data were collected anonymously and participants were briefed
about the study and gave consent. None of the questions in the questionnaire asked
for personally identifiable information. Details about the study and a consent form
were also shown to participants at the start of the questionnaire. Regarding the
ethics of payment, each participant was compensated to participate in the study.
Macromill, the company used for hiring participants, was not willing to disclose
the amount paid because they considered such data to be commercially sensitive.
However, the author of this thesis believed that it was in line with the amount paid
by other marketing firms for similar studies in Japan.

7 1.

Dependent variables measured on a continuous scale, 2. Independent variable consisting of
two categorical independent groups (i.e. used vs. not used public Wi-Fi), 3. Independence of observations, 4. No significant outliers, 5. Normally distributed dependent variables, 6. Homogeneity of
variances (tested and corrected in the Levene’s Test).
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Results
Data description

The 103 responses were from 58 males (56%) and 45 females (44%). The average
age is 42.5 years old (min = 20.00, max = 75.00, S.D. = 12.46). The majority of
them have bachelor degree (38, 37%) or diploma (34, 33%). Most of participants
lived in Kanto prefecture (but not Tokyo) (23, 22%). However, there were also
participants from Tokyo (13, 13%), Kansai (21, 20%), and Chubu (18, 17%). More
demographic information are in Appendix B.0.9.
Overall, an increasing trend of proportion of participants choosing to use public
Wi-Fi as mobile data allowance/roaming depleted was observed (Fig. 4.1). The
largest proportion, 65%, was observed when their remaining data allowance was at
25% in scenario II which involved making non-financial transactions in an urgent
situation in Japan. On the other hand, the smallest proportion, 45%, was observed
when their remaining mobile data roaming was at 100% in scenario VII and VIII,
both placed participants outside Japan and involved making financial transactions.
Participants’ perceived likelihood that their data could be compromised when
using public Wi-Fi and mobile data varied from one scenario to another. For example, in scenario I, the average perceived likelihood that data could be compromised
when using public Wi-Fi was 46.91% (min = 0.00, max = 100.00, S.D. = 28.21)

Figure 4.1: Overall proportion of participants deciding to use public Wi-Fi (scenario I-VIII)
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and 36.91% (min = 0.00, max = 100.00, S.D. = 25.30) for mobile data. However,
in scenario V which placed participants outside Japan, the perceived likelihood increased to 50.77% (min = 0.00, max = 100.00, S.D. = 29.17) for public Wi-Fi and
40.50% (min = 0.00, max = 100.00, S.D. = 26.65) for mobile data. In scenario III
which involved making financial transactions in Japan, the perceived likelihood was
47.66% (min = 0.00, max = 100.00, S.D. = 27.73) for public Wi-Fi and 37.59%
(min = 0.00, max = 95.00, S.D. = 29.97) for mobile data. More details of descriptive statistics are in Appendix B.0.11.

4.3.3.2

Factors affecting user decision

i) Mobile RPHT : The proportion of participants choosing public Wi-Fi (WWiFi )
generally increased as the mobile data allowance depleted (Fig. 4.2-4.3), suggesting
the mobile data RPHT among participants. However, the differences observed were
statistically significant only in scenario IV and VIII which involved urgent financial
transactions. In other scenarios, the increased proportions could be due to chance.
In scenario IV which placed participants in Japan, the WWiFi increased from
52.43% to 53.40%, 56.31%, and 59.22% as the remaining data allowance decreased
from 100% to 75%, 50%, and 25%, respectively (Fig. 4.2). Cochran’s Q test determined that the differences observed were statistically significant (x2 (3) = 10.55,
p < 0.01). In scenario VIII which placed participants outside Japan, fewer participants chose public Wi-Fi. As the data allowance decreased from 100% and
75% to 50%, and 25%, the WWiFi increased from 44.66% to 49.51%, and 55.34%
(x2 (3) = 8.95, p < 0.05), respectively (Fig. 4.3).
However, an interesting pattern emerged. The increase in WWiFi were statistically significant among the data-poor — defined in this study as those having less
than 4 GB/month data on their real life mobile device — but not among the datarich — defined in this study as those having at least 4GB/month. The 4GB/month
cut-off was the median in the data set. The 4GB data plan was also considered to
be large enough for an ordinary user to not be too worried about data preservation.
In scenario I, which involved making non-urgent non-financial transactions,
the proportions of the data-poor deciding to use public Wi-Fi (Wpoor ) increased
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from 55.32% to 59.57%, 61.70%, and 68.09% (x2 (3) = 9.78, p < 0.05) as the data
allowance decreased from 100% to 75%, 50%, and 25% (Fig. 4.4). In scenario
II, which applied a time pressure, Wpoor increased significantly from 59.57% to
68.09% (x2 (3) = 9.00, p < 0.05) as the data allowance depleted from 100% to
75%, and from 50% to 25% (Fig. 4.4). The 25% cut-off point seemed to heavily
prompt the risk-taking attitude.
For financial transactions in scenario III, Wpoor increased from 53.19% to
57.45%, and 61.70% (x2 (3) = 9.43, p < 0.05) as the allowance reduced from 100%
and 75% to 50%, and 25% (Fig. 4.5). With a time pressure in scenario IV, Wpoor
increased from 55.32% to 57.45%, and 65.96% (x2 (3) = 8.03, p < 0.05) as the al-

Figure 4.2: Proportion of WWiFi in scenario I-IV (**significant at p < 0.01)

Figure 4.3: Proportion of WWiFi in scenario V-VIII (*significant at p < 0.05)
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lowance reduced from 100% to 75%, and 50% and 25%. The mobile data RPHT
reached its peak at 25% (Fig. 4.5). None of the differences among the data-rich
(Wrich ) was statistically significant, suggesting the increases could be due to chance.
For the scenarios outside Japan, the Wpoor and Wrich generally increased as
data roaming allowance depleted. The increases among the Wrich were statistically
insignificant and the increases among Wpoor were statistically significant in scenario
VI and VII only (Fig. 4.6-4.7). The findings suggested that, the mobile data RPHT

Figure 4.4: Proportion of Wpoor and Wrich in scenario I-II (*significant at p < 0.05, n poor = 47, nrich =
56)

Figure 4.5: Proportion of Wpoor and Wrich in scenario III-IV (*significant at
nrich = 56)

p < 0.05, n poor = 47,
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Figure 4.6: Proportion of Wpoor and Wrich in scenario V-VI (*significant at
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p < 0.05, n poor = 47,

nrich = 56)

Figure 4.7: Proportion of Wpoor and Wrich in scenario VII-VIII (*significant at p < 0.05, n poor = 47,
nrich = 56)

did not always significantly affect the data-poor in an unfamiliar environment and
it did not affect the data-rich in either a familiar or unfamiliar environment.
ii) Perceived risks of public Wi-Fi : The perceived risks played less of a role in
the decisions to use public Wi-Fi. Although µ2 was greater than µ1 in 28 of 32
instances, the observed differences were statistically significant in only 2 of the 28
instances: in scenario IV which asked participants to make an urgent financial transaction in Japan when the remaining data allowance was at 75% (t(101) = −2.10,
p < 0.05), and in scenario VII which asked participants to make an urgent nonfinancial transaction outside Japan when the remaining data allowance was at 25%
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Scenario VI

Scenario VII

Value

Scenario VIII

Data Level
75%

25%

100%

75%

50%

100%

50%

µ1

56.48

55.97

52.64

54.19

52.54

52.58

54.00

σ1

21.81

25.24

25.08

24.74

25.39

24.33

22.17

µ2

70.30

69.09

69.57

69.27

70.30

66.32

66.72

σ2

20.81

19.29

21.92

22.75

21.10

19.50

21.10

µ1 − µ2

-13.82*

-13.12*

-16.93*

-15.08*

-17.76*

-13.74*

-12.72*

t

-2.33

-2.05

-2.62 -

2.31

-2.77

-2.26

-2.12

d f?

48.26

51.00

51.00

51.00

51.00

50.00

50.00

σ =Standard Deviation, t=t-test result, df=Degree of Freedom,? Excluded outliers, *Significant at p < 0.05.

Table 4.10: Differences in the perceived risks of the data-rich deciding to use (µ1 ) and not
to use (µ2 ) public Wi-Fi

(t(101) = −2.02, p < 0.05). For the remaining 30 instances, the differences observed were statistically insignificant, suggesting that the decisions to use, or not, to
use public Wi-Fi were not significantly affected by the perceived risks of using it.
Similar findings were observed when analysed the data by groups of participants: data-rich and data-poor. Among the data-poor, µ2 was greater than µ1 in
all 32 instances but only statistically significant in one instance asking participants
to make urgent non-financial transactions in Japan when having 50% left of data
allowance (t(37) = −2.88, p < 0.05). Among the data-rich, µ2 was greater than µ1
in 24 of 32 instances, of which only 7 were statistically significant (Table 4.10). In
the 8 instances where µ2 was less than µ1 , none were statistically significant. The
results suggested that, in most cases, the perceived risks did not significantly exert
influence in the decision-making in both groups.
iii) Demographic : A statistically significant correlation between gender, education,
and the decision to use public Wi-Fi was observed.
a. Gender : Females were more likely than males to choose public Wi-Fi. This
supported the findings from the UK study which explained that women may be less
obsessed with security advice and may have developed a habit of saving data plan
whenever possible. Other studies also showed that females were more susceptible
than males to cyber risks such as phishing (e.g. [140, 141, 142]).
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When the scenario asked participants to make non-urgent financial transactions
in Japan, despite having 100% and 75% left of data allowance, females were 3.86
times (β = 1.35, OR = 3.86, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.26) and 3.42 times (β = 1.23, OR =
3.42, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.28), respectively, more likely. When the allowance depleted
to 50%, the odds increased to 5.62 times (β = 1.73, OR = 5.62, p < 0.05, R2 =
0.37), showing a stronger tendency to save data. In an urgent scenario, however,
females were 3.2 times (β = 1.16, OR = 3.20, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.29) more likely.
In scenarios which took place outside Japan, a statistically significant result
was found only when asking participants to make an urgent non-financial transaction, suggesting that gender played less of a role in an unfamiliar environment. In
that one case, females were 3.68 times (β = 1.30, OR = 3.68, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.32)
more likely when having 50% left on data roaming allowance.
b. Education level : Participants holding a bachelor or postgraduate degree were
less likely to use public Wi-Fi than those having completed high school only (reference group). One possible explanation was that exposure to cyber security awareness were mostly at university level onward in Japan.
For scenarios taking place in Japan and when they had 75%, 50%, and 25%
left on their data allowance, participants holding a bachelor degree were 0.15 times
(β = −1.89, OR = 0.15, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.26), 0.07 times (β = −2.67, OR = 0.07,
p < 0.01, R2 = 0.43), and 0.12 times (β = −2.09, OR = 0.12, p < 0.05, R2 =
0.32) less likely to decide to use public Wi-Fi to make non-urgent non-financial
transactions. In an urgent situation, they were 0.22 times (β = −1.53, OR = 0.22,
p < 0.05, R2 = 0.26), 0.20 times (β = −1.64, OR = 0.20, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.23), and
0.21 times (β = −1.58, OR = 0.21, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.26), less likely when having
100%, 75%, and 50% left on data allowance.
For financial-related transactions, participants having a bachelor and postgraduate degree were 0.22 times (β = −1.53, OR = 0.22, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.29) and
0.10 time (β = −2.35, OR = 0.10, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.29), respectively, less likely
to choose public Wi-Fi in urgent scenarios and when having 50% left on their data
allowance. However, the results from all scenarios outside Japan were statistically
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insignificant, suggesting that education level did not affect participants’ decisions
in an unfamiliar environment.

4.3.4

Discussion

Three key insights were drawn from the Japan study. Each suggested useful implications that can help to improve security.
First, the mobile data RPHT exerted significant influence on user decision to
use public Wi-Fi among those regularly facing mobile data constraints. The lower
the remaining mobile data allowance, the more likely individuals were to turn to
public Wi-Fi. The understanding that users felt compelled to take risks because of
resource constraints gave important pointers on how security could be improved. As
discussed in the UK study, advising people not to use public Wi-Fi networks entirely
is likely to be futile if they are trapped in mobile data RPHT. Not everyone in Japan
has an unlimited data plan, and those with a small data allowance will resort to using
public Wi-Fi when they need to go online. A more practical strategy is to accept the
presence of financial pressures and encourage the mitigation of risks through other
more affordable options such as a virtual private network (VPN) app. A message
to the public that being secure does not have to be expensive could improve their
attitudes to public Wi-Fi security.
Second, the finding that females and individuals with only a high-school education level were more likely to use public Wi-Fi can also help policy makers to
develop a more effective security awareness campaign. Targeting females and students in high school is one promising proposal because this part of population is
at a higher risk. Avoiding using technical jargon in security campaigns is another
consideration. This practice is not new and the author of this thesis does not claim
its novelty. Rather, the findings from this study emphasise that such practice should
be particularly adopted because most people with a high-school level education in
Japan are unlikely to be familiar with technical terms.
Third, the perceived risks of public Wi-Fi did not significantly affect user decision to use public Wi-Fi. This finding is similar to the findings in the UK study,
suggesting that it could be universal in nature, at least as observed in the UK and
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Japan. Therefore, security awareness campaigns in Japan aiming to increase the
public’s perceived risks of public Wi-Fi is also unlikely to be effective either. When
mobile data allowance is running low, an intrusive thought about running out of mobile data will prompt mobile data RPHT which in turn taxes their mind and blinds
them from potential ramifications.

4.3.5

Limitations and future direction

This study adopted and adapted the questionnaires from the UK study; hence, it
faced similar limitations as previously discussed (section 4.2.5). Measures taken in
the UK study to address the potential pitfalls (e.g. pilot testing, randomising cases
assigned to participants) were also taken in this study. Therefore, the author of this
thesis considered most of those limitations were sufficiently addressed.
However, some limitations require additional studies to address them adequately. The observed mobile data RPHT may not be truly universal because Japan
and UK are both developed economies. Residents of countries in other economic
settings may not be influenced in a similar manner. Obtaining data from developing economies is an interesting candidate. A large proportion of their residents are
likely to face greater economic pressure and this may increase their desire to save
mobile data. The limitation concerning the nature of questionnaire which examined stated preference would also need a study examining revealed preferences to
adequately address it. Investigating the influence of resource constraints on user
decision to use public Wi-Fi in a real life setting — a revealed preference in nature
— presented a research opportunity. It would help the research community to understand the role of resource constraints on security decisions in greater depth. The
study in the next chapter aimed to achieve this goal.

4.4

Conclusions

The two studies discussed in this chapter investigated user decision to use public Wi-Fi, first in the UK (2016) and later in Japan (2017). The UK study paved
the foundation by examining the decision-making process, whether user decision
aligned with the EUT, and investigating contextual and demographic factors influ-
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encing the decision. The Japan study built on the UK study and investigated the
mobile data RPHT which was observed in the UK studies as an important driver, in
greater depth.
Four key findings were observed. First, a significant proportion of participants
made choices not predicted by the EUT when deciding to use or not to use public Wi-Fi. This supported criticism made by behavioural economists that the EUT
failed to present a decision-making process of a ‘real’ human. Second, demographics exerted some influence on user decision to use public Wi-Fi but they were not
universal in nature. Third, the perceived risks of public Wi-Fi played less of a role
in decision-making. Finally, the constraints of mobile data allowance was key in
driving the decisions to use public Wi-Fi.
The main limitation in examining user decisions in the two studies in this chapter is the use of questionnaire which is stated preference in nature — what participants said they would do in hypothetical scenarios. This may not truly reflect real
life decision-making. The study in the next chapter seeks to address this limitation.
It uses the study in the wild method to examine the revealed preference — what
participants do in naturalistic settings. The study also seeks to investigate the role
of the RPHT in security risk-taking decisions in more depth.
Fig. 4.8 provides a summary of the findings from the studies in this chapter
and how they fit with the overall research questions and hypotheses in this thesis.
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Figure 4.8: A summary of findings from the studies in Chapter 4
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Chapter 5

User decision to use public Wi-Fi in
the wild studies
5.1

Overview

The studies in the previous chapter shed light on the decision-making and factors
affecting user decision to use public Wi-Fi. Their key findings suggested that the
constraints of mobile data allowance prompts the mobile data RPHT which in turn
influenced user decision to use public Wi-Fi. However, the evidence was drawn
from scenario-based questionnaires which was stated preference in nature — what
people think they would do in hypothetical scenarios. Therefore, it may not truly
reflect user decision in real life.
The study in this chapter aimed to address this limitation. It examined user
decision to use public Wi-Fi but gathered evidence from the wild, bringing us closer
to understanding user decision in real life settings. The study also investigated the
role of the resource preservation heuristic tendency (RPHT) on security decisions
in a greater depth. This factor was largely under-examined and, therefore, was
poorly understood. Through My Wi-Fi Choices, an Android app developed for this
study, the study examined the role of mobile data RPHT and battery RPHT — the
desire to preserve mobile data allowance and battery power on mobile devices —
on user decisions to use public Wi-Fi. The influence of demographic factors and the
perceived risks of public Wi-Fi were also investigated.
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They main findings was that mobile data RPHT exerted significant influence

on user decision to use public Wi-Fi, supporting the findings from the studies in the
previous chapter. However, battery RPHT did not have a similar effect, suggesting
that the RPHT was rather resource-based — given the same context of security
decisions, not all types of resource would trigger the RPHT. The findings suggested
that individuals trapped in mobile data RPHT were likely to continue to use public
Wi-Fi. This motivated the study in the next chapter which investigated user decision
to adopt a VPN app which can help individuals to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks.

5.2

Aims, research question, and hypotheses

The main aim of this study was to examine user decision to use public Wi-Fi but
sought evidence from the wild. This approach brought us closer to understanding
user decision in real life environment and addressed the limitations faced by the
studies in Chapter 4. The study also aimed to make a methodological contribution
by demonstrating how cyber security research can benefit from using the study in
the wild approach, a method which is less common but has started to gain popularity.
The following hypotheses were formulated for the research question.
R2.2 : What factors, particularly economic drivers, influence the decisions to
use public Wi-Fi and to what extent do they play a role?
H2.2 : Individual decision to use public Wi-Fi are driven by resource constraint, demographic and the perceived risks of public Wi-Fi.
H2.2.1 : Mobile data RPHT drives user decision to use public Wi-Fi.
H2.2.2 : Battery RPHT drives user decision to use public Wi-Fi.
H2.2.3 : Demographic factors affect the decisions to use public Wi-Fi.
H2.2.4 : The perceived risks of using public Wi-Fi affect the decisions to
use the networks.

5.3

Methodology

This section introduces the data collection and data analysis methods.

5.3. Methodology
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Data collection
My Wi-Fi Choices app

To examine the influence of mobile data and battery power on the use of public
Wi-Fi, an Android app, My Wi-Fi Choices, was developed (by Lucky Onwuzurike,
another PhD student co-writing the paper). The app collected the actual battery
level and the estimated remaining mobile data allowance on a participant’s mobile
device whenever they connected to open public Wi-Fi. In this study, these open
networks were defined as those requiring no key exchange session when a device
connects to them; hence, providing no encryption or authentication. From a user
interface perspective, they were networks without a security padlock icon next to
the Wi-Fi bar on the screen showing a list of available Wi-Fi networks. Therefore,
these networks are a reasonable proxy for public Wi-Fi.
My Wi-Fi Choices operated in two modes: foreground (i.e. the activities of
the app were visible to the user) and background (i.e. the app runs as a service
and was not visible to the user). Fig. 5.1 showed an overview of the work flow.
Details of each mode and the data collection method were described in the following
paragraphs.
Foreground Mode: My Wi-Fi Choices ran in the foreground in all its operation
where user input was required. When participants installed and ran the app for the

Figure 5.1: An overview work flow of My Wi-Fi Choices
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first time, they were asked to agree to the terms and conditions of the app. Once
they agreed, they were asked to complete a survey (Appendix C.1) where they had
to supply their mobile data plan (e.g. 1 GB per month) and the renewal date. These
initial values were used to calculate an estimated remaining data allowance. The
app also asked participants to supply demographic info such as gender, age group,
and education level and their perceived risks of data breach when using public WiFi and mobile data (on a scale of 0% to 100%, 0% being not very likely and 100%
being very likely). These data were used to evaluate the hypothesis on the factors
that affect participants’ use of public Wi-Fi.
Background Mode: When My Wi-Fi Choices runs in background mode, it ran
services, while also listening for selected broadcasts. In particular, after a successful completion of the survey questions, it started four services.
The first service, FirebaseInstanceIdService, was used to generate
tokens to uniquely identify each participant. The second service was a messaging service which handled notifications sent from the server to the app. The
third service registered a CONNECTIVITY ACTION BroadcastReceiver
which was used to monitor changes in Internet connectivity. Starting a service to
register a broadcast was necessary because “apps targeting Android 7.0 (API
level 24) and higher did not receive the CONNECTIVITY ACTION broadcasts if
they declared the broadcast receiver in their manifest”1 . Hence, this method was
used as a workaround to monitor when a device connects to a network. Finally, the
fourth service was responsible for collecting the data used in this study.
Similarly, in this mode, the app registered three BroadcastReceivers
that respectively listened for changes in Internet connectivity (this was registered
by a service as stated earlier), device boot completion, and low battery level.
Listening for changes in Internet connectivity was needed to track when a user
connects to public Wi-Fi. Tracking of device boot completion and low battery level
was also needed to simultaneously restart the services and to collect data when
the battery was low if the device was running Android versions below 6.0.
1 https://developer.android.com/training/monitoring-device-state/

connectivity-monitoring.html
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Data Collection Technique. To evaluate how much of a participant’s data allowance was remaining from their data plan when they connected to public Wi-Fi,
the amount of data they have used was subtracted from the data they subscribed
to. To deduce how much data a participant had used, the following approached
were followed depending on the Android version on the device. If a device ran an
Android version 6.0 or higher, the NetworkStatsManager class2 was used to
read the mobile data already exhausted. The class provided access to network usage
history and statistics which could be used to get network usage history for a given
bucket i.e. time window e.g. one month for monthly data plan cycle. Usage of
this class required API level 23 or higher (i.e. Android version 6 or higher) and a
system-level permission; thus, if a user refused to grant the app the required permission, the second approach was used to get the amount of data already exhausted.
If a device ran an Android version lower than 6.0, the TrafficStats
class3 was used to obtain the amount of mobile data already exhausted. The network traffic statistics (stats) provided by this class was reset after every reboot
by the OS, hence, its historical statistics was not as robust as that provided by
NetworkStatsManager. Therefore, to get network stats that were almost accurate, a service that read and saved the network stats every hour was initiated
because a user may turn their device off at any time. A BroadcastReceiver
that listened for low battery level and read and saved the network stats when the
battery was low was also registered. In the same vein, if a device was not rebooted
during the period of the study, the saved network stats was set to zero at the end of
a user’s data plan cycle (e.g. monthly).
To read the battery level of a device, the BatteryManager class4 was used.
Note that data were collected only when a user connected to public Wi-Fi. To
distinguish between secured and public Wi-Fi, the capabilities of the access point
a user connected to was examined. In this study, a Wi-Fi network was considered
2 https://developer.android.com/reference/android/app/usage/

NetworkStatsManager.html
3 https://developer.android.com/reference/android/net/
TrafficStats.html
4 https://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/
BatteryManager.html
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to be unsecured if it was not encrypted e.g. using WPA or WEP. Finally, the data
were sent to server (an Amazon EC2 Ubuntu machine) via HTTPS only. Certificate
pinning5 was also employed to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks.
The data were collected for 3 months, starting from the date when the participant installed the app. It commenced in July 2017 and ended in December 2017.

5.3.1.2

Recruitment and participants

The study was advertised using both offline and online media to increase participant diversity. Flyers were placed on 24 notice boards around the city of London.
These locations included university campuses, coffee shops, business offices, grocery stores, charity shops, local public libraries, and construction sites. For the
online channel, the study was advertised via both the UCL university-wide and the
department’s student mailing lists, UCL web site, Twitter accounts from two of
UCL’s departments, and Callforparticipants.com.
Interested participants were asked to fill out an online pre-screening test. Eligible participants were restricted to only individuals living in the UK who are 18
years old or above, all of whom had an Android device (minimum OS version 5.0)
with a mobile data plan, and had used public Wi-Fi from time to time, according to
their responses to the self-assessed pre-screening questions.
Eligible participants were sent a link to the Google Play Store to download My
Wi-Fi Choices. Participants were allowed to install the app any time upon receiving
the invitation, provided they did so before the end of September 2017 when the app
was removed from the store. Each participant received up to a £20 reward for their
participation (£10 after two months and another £10 at the end of the third month
after installing the app). A total of 71 participants were recruited. Participants
encompassed a diverse demographic (Appendix C.2).

5.3.2

Data analysis

To make an inference about general population from the samples in the study, six
statistical analyses were applied: polynomial regressions, Cochran’s Q Test, Stu5 www.owasp.org/index.php/Certificate

and Public Key Pinning
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dent’s T-Test, Levene’s Test, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and binary logistics
regression. SPSS, a statistical package, was used to run all analysis.
Polynomial regression : Polynomial regression using a cubic model (eq. 5.1 (mobile data model) and eq. 5.2 (battery level model) was used to examine the relationship between the uses of public Wi-Fi and the remaining data allowance. The
model helped to determine the optimal point at which participants displayed risktaking behaviour by using public Wi-Fi. The cubic model was chosen because it
best fitted the dataset, showing a larger Nagelkerke R2 value6 than the linear and
quadratic model.

y = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d

(5.1)

Where y is the proportion of participants that uses public Wi-Fi; x is the percentage
of remaining mobile data allowance on a 10% interval scale; a, b, and c are the
coefficients; and d is the constant.

y = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d

(5.2)

Where y is the proportion of participants deciding to use public Wi-Fi; x is the
percentage of remaining battery level on a 10% interval scale; a, b, and c are the
coefficients; and d is the constant.
These best fitting models, created based on actual data, had several benefits.
First, they helped to determine whether the uses of public Wi-Fi could be influenced by the constraints of resources, and, if so, at which point did such constraints
prompt participants’ decisions. The holistic view of the models also made it easy
for readers to visualize and interpreted the results. Moreover, the models were useful for predicting the outcome given a set amount of input data from a different data
set. In this study, for example, given the remaining mobile data allowance, forecasting the likelihood of mobile phone subscribers from a particular carrier to use
public Wi-Fi when their data allowance reaches 25% was possible.
6 The

R2 determined the percentage of variation in the dependent variables that was explained by
the model.
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Cochran’s Q Test : This test (eq. 5.3 (mobile data) and eq. 5.3 (battery level),
an appropriate test for the data type in this study, was used to examine whether
the changes observed among data points in the polynomial regression models were
statistically significant. Data were checked that it met the four assumptions needed
for the Cochran’s Q Test7 .

T = k(k − 1)

∑kj=1 (X j − Nk )2
∑bi=1 Xi (k − Xi )

(5.3)

Where k is the proportion to be observed (i.e. the remaining mobile data allowance
on a scale of 10% interval from 1.0, 0.9,...,to 0.0); b is the number of participants;
X j is the column total for the jt h proportion; Xi is the row total for the it h proportion;
and N is the grand total.

T = k(k − 1)

∑kj=1 (X j − Nk )2
∑bi=1 Xi (k − Xi )

(5.4)

Where k is the proportion to be observed (i.e. the remaining battery level on a scale
of 10% interval from 1.0, 0.9,...,to 0.0); b is the number of participants; X j is the
column total for the jt h proportion; Xi is the row total for the it h proportion; and N
is the grand total.
Student’s T-Test : This test was used to determine whether the perceived likelihood
that public Wi-Fi could be compromised between participants connecting to and not
connecting to public Wi-Fi were statistically different. An independent sample TTest for equal (eq. 5.5.1) and unequal (eq. 5.5.2) variances were used to evaluate
whether the observed difference in the mean was statistically significant. Data were

7 1.

One dependent variable with two possible dichotomous outcomes (i.e. using public Wi-Fi
(1) or not using public Wi-Fi (0)), 2. Three or more categorical related groups (i.e. remaining data
allowance on a 10% interval scale from 100% to 0%), 3. Randomly selected samples, 4. Sufficiently
large sample size (n = 71 for total population, n = 45 excluding participants who did not use any
public Wi-Fi during the period of study).
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checked whether it met the assumptions required for the T-Test8 .

p
t = (µ1 − µ2 )/σ p 1/n1 + 1/n2
q
t = (µ1 − µ2 )/σ σ12 /n1 + σ22 /n2

(5.5.1)
(5.5.2)

Where µ1 is the mean risk of using public Wi-Fi as perceived by participants using public Wi-Fi at least once during the period of study; µ2 is the mean risk as
perceived by participants not using public Wi-Fi during the period of study; n1 is
the number of participants using public Wi-Fi at least once during the period of
study; n2 is the number of participants not using public Wi-Fi during the period of
study; σ p is the pooled standard deviation of the total population; σ1 is the standard
deviation of n1 ; and σ2 is the standard deviation of n2 .
Levene’s Test : This test9 was for testing the homogeneity of variances needed in
Student’s T-Test. That is, it tested for equality of variances to determine whether
the data sets were subjected to (eq. 5.5.1) or (eq. 5.5.2). A statistically significant
result (p > 0.05) assumed equal variances and would be subjected to (eq. 5.5.1).
Pearson’s correlation : Pearson’s correlation (eq. 5.6) analysed whether the frequency of using public Wi-Fi could be influenced by the perceived risks of using
the networks. Data were checked whether it met the assumptions10 required for
Pearson’s correlation test.

Px,y = cov(x, y)/σx σy

(5.6)

Where cov is the covariance; σx is the standard deviation of the participants’ frequency of using public Wi-Fi during the study; and σy is the standard deviation of
8 1.

Dependent continuous variables (i.e. the perceived risks on a scale of 0 to 100%), 2. Independent variable has two categorical independent groups (i.e. used or did NOT use public Wi-Fi),
3. Independence of observations, 4. No significant outliers, 5. Normally distributed independent
variables, 6. Homogeneity of variances (tested and corrected by the Levene’s Test).
9 Automatically generated by SPSS in the independence samples T-Test.
10 1. Two continuous variables (i.e. the perceived risks on a scale of 0 to 100% and the frequency
of using public Wi-Fi), 2. Linear relationship between the two variables, 3. No significant outliers,
4. The two variables were normally distributed.
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the participant’s perceived likelihood that public Wi-Fi can be compromised.
Binary logistics regression : Binary logistic regressions (eq. 5.7) was used to predict the probability of participants using, or not using, public Wi-Fi based on demographic factors. This type of regression is generally used to test whether an observation falls into one of two values of a dichotomous dependent variable based on the
independent variables. Data were checked whether it met the four assumptions11
needed for the regressions. The Nagelkerke R2 values was also analysed.

Pr(Yi = 1|Xi = xi ) = exp(β0 + β1 xi )/(1 + exp(β0 + β1 xi ))

(5.7)

Where Y is a binary response variable, Yi = 1 if a participant used public Wi-Fi, Yi =
0 if a participant did not use public Wi-Fi, X = (X1 , X2 , ..., Xk ) is the independent
variable (i.e. gender, age group, education, employment status, and income level).

5.3.3

Ethical considerations

The design of the study was reviewed and approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee prior to commencing the fieldwork (approval number: 8539/002). My
Wi-Fi Choice was designed not to collect any personally identifiable data. Prior
to downloading and installing the app, participants were presented with terms and
conditions of using the app which include detailed information about the study and
data being collected. They also needed to give consent to participate in the study.
Participants were informed that they could uninstall the application at any time to
terminate their participation in the study. Participants were also reminded to uninstall the application at the end of the experiment.
The data in the study were collected and stored in accordance with the UK
Data Protection Act 199812 . They were encrypted both in transition and storage,
used only to inform the research questions in this study, and could be accessed by
the research team only. No attempt was made to de-anonymise any of the data
11 1.

One dependent dichotomous variable (i.e. used or did NOT use public Wi-Fi, 2. At least one
independent variable (e.g. gender, education level, etc.), 3. Independent variables were mutually
exclusive and exhaustive categories, 4. A linear relationship between any continuous independent
variable and the logit transformation of dependent variable (not applicable as the predictors in this
study were categorical).
12 The ethic approval application was submitted prior to the EU GDPR came into effect.
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collected. Regarding the ethics of payment, this payment was to compensate the
participants for their time and was in line with the amount paid at other universities
for similar studies.

5.4

Results

5.4.1

Data description

The data set was collected from 71 participants from a mixed demographic. There
were slightly more females (42, 59%) than males (29, 41%). The majority of participants were 18-25 years old (34, 48%); the rest of them were 26-35 years old (25,
35%) and 36-65 years old (12, 17%). Most of them had either bachelor’s degree
(29, 41%) or postgraduate’s degree (24, 34%). More details of the participant’s
demographics which make up the data sets are in Appendix C.2.
All participants in the data set had mobile data on their mobile devices to connect to the Internet (monthly mobile data plan (63, 88.73%) and pay as you go
plan (8, 11.27%). Among those with monthly data plan, the average allowance was
25.05 GB13 (median = 3, min = 0.1, max = 999, S.D. = 127.75). There were 45
participants connected to public Wi-Fi at least once during the period of study. A
total of 441 connections to public Wi-Fi was observed. The average number of connections per participants was 6.21 (median = 1, min = 0, max = 83, S.D. = 14.12,
n = 71) for all participants and 9.8 (median = 4, min = 1, max = 83, S.D. = 16.77,
n = 45) for participants who connected to public Wi-Fi at least once during the
period of study. At the time of connecting to public Wi-Fi, participants had approximately 62% on average of battery power on their mobile devices (median = 63,
min = 100, max = 100, S.D. = 0.25) and approximately -11.46% of their data allowance (median = 30, min = −156.28, max = 100, S.D. = 26.78).
In term of the perceived risks of using public Wi-Fi, on average, participants
perceived higher likelihood that their data can be compromised when connecting to
the Internet via public Wi-Fi (61%, min = 0, max = 100, S.D. = 28.52) than via
mobile data (34%, min = 0, max = 99, S.D. = 25.50).
13 Three participants had large mobile data plan 100GB, 200GB, and 999GB; therefore, the median

was used instead of the mean to describe the central tendency of the data sets.
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5.4.2 Mobile data RPHT
The results showed that early in the mobile data plan cycle, an increasing proportion of participants used public Wi-Fi as their mobile data allowance depleted from
100% to 90% (Fig. 5.2a). From this point onward, a decreasing proportion of
participants used public Wi-Fi. This trend continued until the remaining data allowance reached 50% when a change of direction emerged; an increased proportion
of participants was observed when mobile data was 40%, but gradually decreased
until mobile data allowance was at 20% when another change of direction emerged.
More participants connected to public Wi-Fi after that point onward.
The data set showed that some participants did not connect to any public Wi-Fi
during the period of study. This could be because they were using less-frequently
used devices to take part in the study or they connected to secure Wi-Fi at their
workplace and at home only. Hence, to take a conservative approach, another analysis took place with these participants excluded from the data set. Despite the differences in the coefficients and constant, the data showed a similar trend (Fig. 5.2b).
The Cochran’s Q test determined that the differences observed were statistically significant for both analyses i.e. including and excluding participants who
did not connect to any public Wi-Fi during the period of study (x2 (10) = 32.29,
p < 0.001). Hence, there was not sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis that
mobile data RPHT drives user decision to use public Wi-Fi.
Next, data were further analysed whether the changes in the proportion of participants connecting to public Wi-Fi as mobile data allowance depleted were statistically significant among participants likely to face mobile data constraints (i.e.
having a small data plan) and those who did not (i.e. having a large data plan). Participants having at least 3 GB/month and less than 3 GB/month were classified as
the data-rich and the data-poor, respectively14 . This 3 GB/month cut-off was the
median in the data set. The amount of data was also considered to be large enough
for an ordinary user to not be too worried with preserving mobile data.
The remaining data allowance of around 20% and 30% were the points at
14 Participants

on a pay-as-you-go plan were classified as data-poor.
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[a] All participants

[b] Excluding participants not using public Wi-Fi during the period of study

Figure 5.2: Changes in the proportions of participants using public Wi-Fi as their mobile
data allowance depleted
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which the data-rich and the data-poor started to leaned towards using public Wi-Fi,
respectively. The differences observed among the proportion of participants using
public Wi-Fi as the data allowance depleted were statistically significant among the
data-rich (x2 (10) = 28.41, p < 0.01) but not among the data-poor (x2 (10) = 10.97,
p > 0.05), suggesting that the differences observed among the latter group of participants could be due to chance (Fig. 5.3a).
However, the data set included participants who did not connect to any public
Wi-Fi during the period of study. To take a conservative approach, another analysis took place with these participants excluded. The median of mobile data plans
became 4 GB/month; hence, the data-rich had at least 4 GB/month and the datapoor had less. The optimal points at which the data-rich and the data-poor started
to leaned towards using public Wi-Fi remained unchanged at 20% and 30%, respectively. However, the changes in the proportion of participants were statistically
significant for both the data-rich (x2 (10) = 22.56, p < 0.05) and the data-poor
(x2 (10) = 18.31, p < 0.05), indicating that the mobile RPHT existed in both group
(Fig. 5.3b).

5.4.3

Battery RPHT

The results showed that as the battery depleted, an increasing proportion of participants connected to public Wi-Fi but that trend stopped when the battery reached approximately 60% (Fig. 5.4a). From that point onward, the curve turned downward;
fewer participants used public Wi-Fi. Excluding participants who did not connect
to any public Wi-Fi during the period of study produced a similar bell-shape curve
(Fig. 5.4b). This could possibly be due to participants not using their devices once
their battery level reached a certain level.
The Cochran’s Q test determined that the differences in the proportions of participants using public Wi-Fi as the battery level depleted were statistically significant for both analyses (x2 (10) = 56.95, p < 0.001). Hence, there was sufficient
evidence to reject the hypothesis that battery RPHT drives user to use public Wi-Fi.
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[a] All participants

[b] Excluding participants not using public Wi-Fi during the period of study

Figure 5.3: Changes in the proportion of the data-rich and the data-poor using public WiFi as their mobile data allowance depleted
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[a] All participants

[b] Excluding participants not using public Wi-Fi during the period of study

Figure 5.4: Changes in the proportion of participants using public Wi-Fi as device battery
level depleted
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Perceived risks of using public Wi-Fi

First, the mean difference in the perceived risks between participants who did not
use any public Wi-Fi and those who connected at least once during the period of
study were analysed. Participants who used public Wi-Fi at least once during the
period of study rated the risk lower than those who did not (µ1 = 58.33, µ2 = 64.92).
However, the difference was statistically insignificant (t(69) = −0.94, p = 0.35),
suggesting it could be due to chance.
Next, an analysis to determine the correlation between the frequency of using public Wi-Fi and the perceived risks of using the networks was carried out.
A negative correlation between the perceived risks of using public Wi-Fi and the
frequency of using public Wi-Fi were observed. As the perceived risks increased,
the frequency decreased. However, the correlation was statistically insignificant
(r = −0.05, n = 71, p = 0.67). Excluding participants who did not connect to public
Wi-Fi during the period of study also showed an insignificant negative correlation
(r = −0.02, n = 5, p = 0.91). A mix of positive and negative correlations among
the data-rich and the data-poor were found but none were statistically significant
either (Table 5.1). These findings suggested that there was sufficient evidence to
reject the hypothesis that the perceived risks of public Wi-Fi affect the decision to
use these networks.

5.4.5

Demographic factors

Some statistically significant correlations between age, education, income, and the
use of public Wi-Fi at various remaining data allowance and battery intervals were

Parameter

Including

Excluding

data-rich

data-poor

data-rich

data-poor

r

-0.03

-0.08

0.02

-0.02

n

37

34

17

28

p

0.87

0.65

0.93

0.93

Table 5.1: Pearson’s correlation between the frequency of using public Wi-Fi and the perceived risks. (Incl./excl. participants that did not connect to any public Wi-Fi
during the period of study)
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observed. However, there was no consistent pattern emerged. Therefore, there
was sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis that demographic factors affect user
decision to use public Wi-Fi.

5.4.5.1

Age

When the remaining data allowance was at 40% and 90%, participants aged 26-35
were 0.06 times (β = −2.84, OR = 0.06, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.30) and 0.05 times (β =
−2.98, OR = 0.05, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.64) less likely to use public Wi-Fi compared
to participants aged 18-25 (the reference group).
Regarding battery level, at the 50% battery level, participants aged 26-35 were
0.10 times (β = −2.27, OR = 0.10, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.29) less likely to use public
Wi-Fi than the reference group. However, at the 80% battery level, participants
aged 36-65 were 236.35 times (β = 5.47, OR = 236.35, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.46) more
likely to do so. When we excluded participants that did not use any public Wi-Fi
during the period of study, participants aged 26-35 were 0.003 times (β = −5.99,
OR = 0.003, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.46) less likely to use public Wi-Fi, and participants
aged 36-65 became 3,278.36 times (β = 8.10, OR = 3, 278.36, p < 0.01, R2 =
0.67) more likely. This particular finding contradicted the survey by Ofcom [75],
which reported that more younger (age 18-24) than older people used public Wi-Fi.
Perhaps, the latter group said they had used or thought they would use less public
Wi-Fi than they usually did in real life.

5.4.5.2

Education

No significant correlation between the use of public Wi-Fi and education level was
observed at any remaining mobile data interval. This supported the findings from
the UK study in Chapter 4. However, it contradicted the findings from Japan study
in the same chapter which showed that those with higher education level in Japan
were less likely to decide to use public Wi-Fi.
Regarding battery level, however, compared to participants with a bachelor’s
degree (reference group), participants having postgraduate degree were 0.05 times
(β = −3.00, OR = 0.05, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.46) less likely to use public Wi-Fi when
the remaining battery was 80%. When excluding participants who did not use any
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public Wi-Fi during the period of study, the odds reduced to 0.02 times (β = −3.80,
OR = 0.02, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.67).

5.4.5.3

Income

No significant correlation between the use of public Wi-Fi and income level were
observed at any remaining mobile data interval. The results were counter-intuitive
but one possible explanation was that the level of income was not always a proxy for
mobile data allowance. Some people with lower income may have larger data plan
than some high earners do. For instance, students frequently using social media
and/or constantly using instant messaging were likely to have a large mobile data
plan, despite having a low income. Other possible explanations could be micronumerosity or multicollinearity inflating the standard errors of the parameter estimates
and thereby lowering the power of the statistical tests.
Regarding battery level, high-income participants were more likely to use public Wi-Fi than basic-income participants (reference group)15 . When the remaining battery was 30%, 40%, and 70%, high-income participants were 15.20 times
(β = 2.72, OR = 15.20, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.34), 13.52 times (β = 2.60, OR = 13.52,
p < 0.05, R2 = 0.36), and 15.99 times (β = 2.77, OR = 15.99, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.36),
respectively, more likely to use public Wi-Fi. When excluded participants that did
not use unsecured networks during the period of study, high-income participants
were 81.14 times (β = 4.40, OR = 81.14, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.47) and 29.73 times
(β = 3.39, OR = 29.73, p < 0.05, R2 = 0.46) more likely to use the networks when
the remaining battery was 40% and 50%, respectively.

5.5

Discussion

Insights from this study can help to improve interventions aiming at mitigating public Wi-Fi risks. The findings that the perceived risks of public Wi-Fi and demographic factors did not significantly affect user decision to use public Wi-Fi suggested that security interventions which seek to increase the perceived risks from
using public Wi-Fi or targeting specific demographic may not be effective.
15 Defined

by the applicable highest income tax rate. High-income and basic-income participants
were subjected to 40% and 20% tax rate, respectively.
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A more effective approach is to apply the insight from the finding that mo-

bile data RPHT significantly drives user decision to use public Wi-Fi. Users are
unlikely to stop using public Wi-Fi when they are running low on their data allowance. Therefore, advising them to stop using public Wi-Fi entirely is likely to
be ineffective. Policy makers should consider revising advice such as “Use mobile
data services such as 4G in preference to public Wi-Fi wherever possible.” — Action Fraud UK [74], “The simplest precaution is not to connect to the Internet using
unknown hotspots, and instead use your mobile 3G or 4G mobile network, which
will have built-in security.” — The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) [143],
or the Football Association (FA) asking England players and staff not to use public
or hotel Wi-Fi at the 2018 World Cup in Russia [144]. This advice would have been
long forgotten when the data allowance is running low. The mobile data RPHT
would take over and blind users from potential ramifications.
Promoting the use of a Virtual Private Network (VPN) app is another consideration. Although VPN has its own challenges such the lack of awareness of its
avaialability [17] and security flaws (e.g. [18, 19]), if these flaws are sufficiently
addressed, which some VPN apps have, using a VPN app has its own merits. They
are generally more affordable than mobile data or data roaming plan. Henc, a VPN
app can be considered a financially viable option to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks.
However, the current adoption rate of VPN app is relatively low [112, 7, 15]. Identifying attributes of a VPN app which affect user decision will be useful to promote
its adoption.
Shifting the responsibilities to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks from users to other
stakeholders is another promising idea. Application developers should continue to
be encouraged to encrypt transmitted data. In light of the new EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), failure to protect personal data of EU citizens could
result in not only reputational damage but also potential fines of up to 4% of annual global turnover or 20 million (whichever is greater) [96] — sending a strong
incentive to organisations to encrypt data. The tech industry could also help to play
a role. Examples of initiatives already in place include: Microsoft using various
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encryption methods and protocols to protect data across its products e.g. Office 365
and Azure [145], Apple encouraging developers to encrypt data [146], and Google
designing security controls to reduce the burden on Android developers [111].
For public Wi-Fi providers, there is currently no regulation in the UK that
compels them to encrypt their network data by default. Businesses want customers
to connect to Wi-Fi as easily as possible; hence, offering open public Wi-Fi is a
commercially attractive option. Policy makers could use the empirical evidence
from this study and from previous studies in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 to quantify
the need to enforce encryption on all public Wi-Fi. In the near future, WPA3, a new
standard of Wi-Fi security, may be a game-changer. It claims to offer an encryption
mechanism without authentication [147].
Government agencies responsible for cyber security may consider working
with telecoms regulators to review mobile data pricing and roaming charges. Allowing consumers to afford more data is similar to the giving a bandwidth gift,
a concept which behavioural economists view as a way to improve the quality of
decision making among the poor whose minds were frequently taxed by financial
constraints [35]. Cheaper plans would allow consumers to rely less on unsecured
public Wi-Fi. The elimination of roaming charges within EU member states in 2017
showed that the share of travellers using mobile data roaming as often as in their
home country had doubled in the first summer after the rule came into effect [136].

5.6

Limitations and future direction

This study had limitations. First, it was possible that participants may be cautious
of using public Wi-Fi after installing the app and change their habits. However,
the author of this thesis considered a three-month longitudinal study sufficient to
stabilise their routines. Some participants may not have connected to any public WiFi during the period of study because they were using less-regularly used devices
to take part in the study or spent most of their time at their workplace and at home
where secure (private) Wi-Fi exists. There could also be unnoticed bugs that caused
a failure in data collection. However, the conservative approach was adopted in the
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data analysis by including and excluding these participants which the author of this
thesis considered such an approach sufficient to address this limitation.
There were also threats to the external validity of the results; the behaviour
observed may not be universal among different profiles of participants. First, Android users may behave differently from non-Android users. The samples were also
restricted to UK residents. Mobile users in other countries, especially where mobile data is expensive or slow, could have different preferences. Future studies to
examine non-Android users and/or those outside the UK would be insightful.
Moreover, the samples were drawn unequally among different demographics,
some groups were more heavily represented than others. However, this was expected for studies using a random selection method for sampling. It was also possible that during the three-month study, some participants may have travelled outside
the UK; hence, being influenced to use public Wi-Fi to avoid paying data roaming fees. Future studies interested in replicating this study may consider tracking
the geo-location of participants to determine such possibilities. However, this may
present an ethical challenge and therefore the study needs to be designed carefully.
In addition, there could be other factors influencing the use of public Wi-Fi
which were not explored in this study e.g. the availability or connection speed of
mobile data, how much participants value their data, etc. Considering to integrate
these factors in the experiment presents a research opportunity. Some of the statistically insignificant results from the correlation and causation analysis such as those
reported on the effect of income and education level may reflect influences from
underlying variables which future studies could explore with a larger sample size to
fully understand the causal factors.

5.7

Conclusion

The study in this chapter examined user decisions to use public Wi-Fi, drawing
evidence from the wild. This approach brought us closer to understanding how users
make security decisions in real life settings and demonstrated the methodological
contribution to studies in security decisions.
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Findings showed that the perceived risks of public Wi-Fi and demographic factors played less of a role in user decisions to use public Wi-Fi, repeating the similar
theme as findings from the studies in Chapter 4. Mobile data RPHT were also
found to significantly drive user decision to use public Wi-Fi but battery RPHT did
not, suggesting that the RPHT was rather resource-based, given the same context of
security decisions, not all types of resource would trigger the RPHT.
The implication of findings is that individuals facing mobile data constraints
(i.e. those having a limited mobile data plan) — which a number of us do — are
likely to be trapped in mobile data RPHT and will resort to public Wi-Fi, especially
when mobile data allowance is running low. Until all public Wi-Fi access points and
apps/websites sufficiently securely encrypt data they transmit, encouraging users to
use a VPN app is a sound approach. The studies in the next chapter aimed to achieve
this objective by investigating attributes of a VPN app which affected user decision
to adopt it.
Fig. 5.5 provides a summary of the findings from the study in this chapter and
how it fits with the overall research questions and hypotheses in this thesis.
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Figure 5.5: A summary of the findings from the study in Chapter 5

Chapter 6

User decision to adopt a VPN app
studies
6.1

Overview

The studies in the previous two chapters investigated user decision to use public WiFi. One key insight was that the tendency to preserve mobile data allowance (mobile
data RPHT) drove users to use public Wi-Fi. The bad news is many people do not
have or cannot afford unlimited mobile data plan or data roaming fees. Therefore,
they are likely to exhibit (mobile data RPHT) at some points and will feel compelled
to use public Wi-Fi which can expose their data to security and privacy risks.
Using a Virtual Private Network (VPN) app can help users to mitigate public
Wi-Fi risks. It provides an encrypted channel for data transmission. However, the
adoption of VPN is low ([112, 7, 15]). Many users are not aware of a VPN app
[17]. A number of VPN apps also have security and privacy flaws (e.g. [18, 19]),
which could undermine the user trust in using the app. However, if these flaws are
sufficiently addressed, which some VPN apps do, a VPN app is considered a more
affordable option to connect to the Internet securely; it is generally cheaper than a
mobile data or data roaming plan.
Understanding factors affect user decision to adopt a VPN app is an important
first step in helping users to be safer online. The two studies in this chapter aimed
to achieve this objective. They investigated the attributes of a VPN app that affected
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user decision to download and install — referred to as the uptake hereafter — and
the actual use of the app, drawing evidence from the UK and Japan.
The studies used a discrete choice experiment (DCE), a quantitative method
for eliciting individual preferences of specific attributes of a product/service. This
method has been used widely in many fields of study but is rare in the study of
security decisions; hence it was chosen with the intent to make a methodological
contribution.
Findings showed that certain attributes of a VPN app played a significant role
in influencing its adoption, suggesting that users can be incentivised to adopt a
VPN app by configuring the app appropriately — in the manner that could drive the
uptake and the actual uses of the app. However, preferences for, and priority given
to, these attributes were not always universal, indicating a customised VPN app for
different market would be more favourable.

6.2

Aim, research question, and hypotheses

6.2.1

The UK study

The aim of the study was to investigate user decision to adopt a VPN app, drawing
evidence from the UK. Specifically, it intended to examine attributes of a VPN app
that affect the uptake and the actual uses a VPN app.
The following hypotheses were formulated for the research question. These
hypotheses were based on the results from user interviews which took place as part
of the design of a DCE which is explained in the methodology section:
R3 : What attributes of a VPN app affect user decision in the uptake and the
actual uses of the app on mobile devices?
H3.1 : Certain attributes of a VPN app affect user decision in the uptake and
the actual uses of the app on mobile devices.
The uptake of a VPN app
H3.1.1 : Participants prefer an app with better customer review rating.
H3.1.2 : Participants are deterred by the price.
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H3.1.3 : Participants prefer an app suggested by friends.
H3.1.4 : Participants prefer an app having a higher number of downloads.
H3.1.5 : Participants prefer an app having a professional look and feel.
The actual uses of a VPN app
H3.1.6 : Participants prefer an app having a lower number of dropped
Internet connections/hour.
H3.1.7 : Participants prefer an app having less impact on Internet speed.
H3.1.8 : Participants will be deterred from using the app by a depleting
battery on the mobile device.
H3.1.9 : Participants prefer an app which initiates the VPN connection
automatically.

6.2.2

Japan study

The study had similar aim and research question to those of the UK study. However,
it sought evidence from Japan. Some of its research hypotheses were also different
from those established in the UK study due to the differences in results from user
interviews which took place as part of the design of a DCE which is explained in
the methodology section.
The following hypotheses were formulated for the research question:
R3 : What attributes of a VPN app affect user decision in the uptake and the
actual uses of the app on mobile devices?
H3.2 : Certain attributes of a VPN app affect user decision in the uptake and
the actual uses of the app on mobile devices.
The uptake of a VPN app
H3.2.1 : Participants are deterred by the price.
H3.2.2 : Participants prefer an app with better customer review rating in
technology blogs or websites.
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H3.2.3 : Participants prefer an app having a higher number of downloads.
H3.2.4 : Participants prefer an app requiring less installation time.
H3.2.5 : Participants prefer an app without an in-app ads displayed.
The actual uses of a VPN app
H3.2.6 : Participants prefer an app having a lower number of dropped
Internet connections/hour.
H3.2.7 : Participants prefer an app having lower impact on the Internet
speed.
H3.2.8 : Participants will be deterred from using the app by a depleting
battery on the mobile device.
H3.2.9 : Participants prefer an app which initiates the VPN connection
automatically.
H3.2.10 : Participants prefer an app without an in-app ads displayed.

6.3

Methodology

This section describes the background of a discrete choice experiment, the experimental design and data analysis of the studies in the UK and in Japan.

6.3.1

Overview of discrete choice experiment (DCE)

Discrete choice experiment (DCE) is an attribute-based survey method for measuring utility [148]. Many areas of studies from marketing to health care use DCEs —
but fewer so in cyber security. A DCE is used to elicit individual preferences of specific attributes of a product/service. With a VPN app, for example, these attributes
could be price, customer review rating, or connection stability. Hence, a DCE can
provide several useful applications such as guiding marketing strategies or designs
of a product/service [149].
In a DCE, participants are asked to state their preferences for a hypothetical,
yet generally realistic product or service. This usually involves presenting them
with a series of hypothetical choice sets. Each choice set comprises two (or more)
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competing products (e.g. product A and B) having the same set of attributes (e.g.
price and customer review rating). However, the value of at least one (or more)
attributes vary (e.g. A is £0.99 and B is £1.99). Participants are asked to make
the choice they prefer (e.g. A or B). The value of the varying attributes allows the
study to observe how participants perceive the importance of each attribute, and to
identify key attributes affecting decision-making, accordingly.
The DCE, based on Lancaster’s economic theory of value [150], assumes that
participants derive utility (a level of satisfaction) from the underlying attributes of
the product/service utility — generally referred to as the main effect — (eq. 6.1) and
participants select the choice which maximises their utility (eq. 6.2) ([148, 151]).

Uin = V (Xin , β ) + εin

(6.1)

Where Uin is the latent utility of choice i as perceived by the individual n; V (Xin , β )
is an explainable component, specified as a function of the attributes of choice i; and
a random (unexplainable) component εin is the unmeasured variation in preferences
which could be caused by factors such as unobserved attributes, or measurement
errors [148].
Participant n will choose choice i if it maximises their utility among all j alternatives included in choice set Cn . That is,

Uin > U jn ∀ j 6= i ∈ Cn

(6.2)

Where Uin is the latent utility of choice i as perceived by individual n; and U jn is
the latent utility of the alternative choice j as perceived by individual n.
Since εin and ε jn , are unobservable and unmeasurable, it is not possible to conclude exactly whether εin > ε jn ; hence, the choice outcome can only be determined
in terms of probability (eq. 6.3) ([148, 152]). That is,

Pin = Pr(Uin > U jn ∀ j 6= i ∈ Cn )

(6.3)

Where Pin is the probability of participant n selecting choice i; and Pr is the proba-
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bility of Uin > U jn .
Participants’ decisions can also be affected by factors pertaining to the individual — known as subject effects — e.g. demographics (e.g. age, gender, etc.)
or prior experience with public Wi-Fi or VPN (in this study). Thus, the utility that
participant n obtains from a particular choice i can be affected by these factors.
Uin = β Xin + γZin + εin

(6.4)

Where Xin is a matrix of attributes and their levels pertaining to a product/service (a
VPN app in this study); Zin is a matrix of other covariates pertaining to the subject
effects; β and γ are the vectors of coefficients associated with Xin and Zin ; and εin is
the random unexplainable and unmeasured variation in preferences.
Designing a DCE involves several key steps [153]. The first step is usually
identifying the key attributes and their different values — hereafter referred to as
attribute levels. There could be an infinite number of attributes. However, not all
of them are key in driving decision-making. Several techniques can help to narrow
them down. For example, evidence from policy statements or findings from similar
studies, focus groups, or user interviews (as used in this study) [148]. Once the key
attributes and attribute levels have been identified, the next step involves designing
the choice sets and the user interface of the actual experiment. When the experiment
has been tested and finalised, participants are recruited, data collection commences,
and the choice analysis will follow.

6.3.2

Experimental design, data collection, and data analysis

The section explains the experimental design, data collection, and data analysis
techniques.

6.3.2.1

Attributes and attribute levels identification

User interviews took place to gain a preliminary understanding of attributes and
attribute levels of a VPN app likely to influence the decisions to uptake and actually
use the app.
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Recruitment and participants : In the UK, flyers about the study were placed on
notice boards at UCL campuses, coffee shops, business offices, grocery stores, and
local public libraries. The study was also advertised on the UCL web site, and
Twitter accounts from the Department of Computer Science and the Department of
Security and Crime Science. In Japan, the study was advertised via student and
staff mailing lists and verbally in classrooms at University of Tokyo (U-Tokyo),
Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST), and IPA Centre of Excellence
(permission was only granted to conduct the study with students and staff at the
participating institutions).
In both countries, interested participants were invited to take an online prescreening test. Eligible participants were restricted to individuals living in the
UK/Japan who were at least 18 years old, all of whom had a smartphone (or a
tablet), and used public Wi-Fi at least from time to time, according to their responses to the self-assessed pre-screening questions. A total of 32 participants were
recruited: 15 in the UK and 17 in Japan. A summary of their demographics is in
Appendix D.1.3. Each participant in the UK was awarded a £10 gift voucher. In
Japan, each participant at two institutions was awarded a ¥1000 gift voucher. Participants at another institution, however, were recruited on a voluntary basis as the
institution did not allow monetary payments to students.
Interview structure : A one-hour face-to-face semi-structured interview took place
with each participant. A set of guided interview questions were used to narrate the
interviews (Appendix D.1.1 (UK) and D.1.2 (Japan)).
The questions started with asking participants about their use of public Wi-Fi
and the risks they perceived, and their prior experience with VPN and/or a VPN app.
If participants had never heard of or used VPN before, it was explained and they
were showed how it worked (using the researchers’ own device). Participants were
then asked about factors which would or have influence(d) them to download and
install a VPN app and actually use it post-installation. The set of interview questions
were the same for the interviews in the UK and Japan. A native Japanese researcher
(Tan Omiya from NAIST) interviewed participants in Japan in Japanese. Interview
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sessions were audio-recorded and later transcribed. The Japanese transcriptions
were summarised and translated to English (also by Tan Omiya) for data analysis
by the author of this thesis.
Analysis of user interviews : The transcriptions of the interviews were analysed to
identify common attributes of a VPN app viewed by participants in each country as
crucial. This involved two steps. First, coding was performed on the transcriptions.
Each transcription was reviewed manually and the attributes of a VPN app which
each participant mentioned as important for the uptake and the actual use of the
app were recorded. Since participants did not always use the same terminology
for the same attributes, the author of this thesis standardised the attribute names
and grouped them manually (where possible). For example, some participants may
refer to the stability of Internet connection as it is, some may refer to it as a drop in
connection or service interruption.
Next, for each country, Microsoft Power BI’s text analysis function was used
to analyse the frequency of each attribute i.e. how many participants considered
the attributes to be important. Attributes having high frequencies were primarily chosen for testing in the DCE (UK: minuptake = 5, minactualusage = 12, Japan:
minuptake = 10, minactualusage = 9). However, the author of this thesis also applied
judgement to include attributes considered relevant and appropriate to be tested.
Specifically, the presence of the in-app ads was also chosen to be tested in the actual uses part of the experiment despite not meeting the minimum frequency. The
rationale was this attribute was identified as key factor affecting the uptake decisions; hence, the author of this thesis decided to test whether it would also affect
the decison to actually use a VPN app. A list of these attributes and their frequency
are in Appendix D.1.4.
To identify attribute levels, insights drawn from the analysis of the interview
transcriptions and desktop research were used. A summary of attributes and levels
tested is in Table 6.1. There is no concrete rule which dictates the exact number
of attributes and the attribute levels [148] to be tested in a given DCE. Too few
attributes and attribute levels could lead to non-meaningful results. Too many, how-
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ever, could result in a very large number of possible choice-set combinations which
are impractical to test. A good experiment generally has an adequate set of attributes
and enough variation in the attribute levels [148]; this, however, is subjective.

Uptake
Attribute

Price

UK

Japan

Free

Free

£0.99/one-off

¥100/one-off

£4.99/month

¥500/one-off
¥1,000/month

Good (4-5 stars)
App review rating

Same as the UK

Moderate (3 stars)
Bad (1-2 stars)

Number of app
downloads

User interface

>100,000

=>1000 downloads

10,000-100,000

<1000 downloads

<10,000
Professional-looking

n/a

Amateur-looking

Recommended by

Yes

friends

No

Source of app

n/a

n/a

App store

reviewa

Tech blog/Websites

Installation time

In-app ads

=>5 mins

n/a

<5 mins
n/a

Yes
No
Actual uses

Attribute
Number of dropped
connections/hr

Internet speed
when using VPN

UK

Japan

1-2

Same as the UK

3-4
>4
10-20% slower
21-30% slower
>30% slower
75-100%

Battery level on

50-74%

mobile phone

25-49%
<25%

VPN initiation
method

Automatic

On-demand – via app

On-demand

On-demand – via task bar

In-app ads
a
b

Automatic

n/a

Yes
Nob

The source of app review is part of customer review rating in the Japan study. Participants treated the source of review differently.

Included because participants considered it important for the uptake; hence we wanted to test whether the effect persisted post-installation.

Table 6.1: A summary of attributes and attribute levels tested
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6.3.2.2

Choice set design

The main objective of this step is to decide how many combinations of attribute
levels, i.e. choice sets, to be tested in the experiment. In theory, all possible combinations of the attribute levels — known as a complete or full factorial design —
were to be tested. However, in practice, doing so is usually impractical [154]; it
would be too expensive and put too much cognitive load on participants, likely resulting in poor data quality. To demonstrate, the number of possible combinations
of the attribute levels for the uptake part was 108(= 33 x22 ) for the UK study and
192(= 41 x31 x24 ) for the Japan study. A given participant in the UK, for example,
was likely to be exhausted from having to go through 108 choice sets during the
experiment. Hence, in line with general practice, a subset of all possible choice sets
— known as an orthogonal fractional factorial design was used.
There is no precise rule to determine how many choice sets are needed in a
given DCE [148]. For the Japan study, where the DCE took place first, three factors were considered: statistical power, cognitive load, and budget constraint. In
principle, the more choice sets and the higher the number of participants, the higher
the statistical power. However, the higher the number of choice sets, the greater
the cognitive load placed on participants; and the higher the number of participants,
the more expensive the experiment. Soft-testing1 took place to test the cognitive
workload of various numbers of choice sets with staff at the institution. The 36choice set (for each part of the choice experiment2 ), blocking into 4 versions, was
concluded as a suitable design. The design would allow the study to achieve sufficient statistical power without too great a cognitive load on participants. This also
enabled the study to stay within the budget.
In the UK study, the same factors were also considered for the design of a
choice set but the insights gained from the previous design in Japan were also used
as the input. However, the fact that participants would be members of the public was
taken into account — they could be less patient with the 36-choice sets design. The
1 Soft-testing

is paper-based since an online interface was not built until the choice design was
finalised.
2 The two parts are the uptake and the actual use of the app.
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UK study also was more flexible with the number of participants the study could
recruit, allowing for a smaller number of choice sets. Ultimately, the 8-choice set,
blocking into 2 versions, was chosen.
In both the UK and Japan study, the choice sets (from all possible combinations) were selected randomly using a choice design module in SAS JMP, a statistical package used widely for the design and analysis of a choice experiment.

6.3.2.3

User interface design

The next step was designing the user interface for presenting the choice sets to
participants. The design was localised for the UK and Japan study to make the
experiment more engaging. Examples of a choice set design were in Fig. 6.1 (UK)
and Fig. 6.2 (Japan).

6.3.2.4

Data collection

Experiment structure : LimeSurvey was used as a platform for the online experiment. Before starting the experiment, we provided participants (on-screen) with
info about VPN and a short video clip of how it helped to mitigate risks of using
public Wi-Fi (in English for the UK study and in Japanese for the Japan study). The
experiment consisted of three parts. Part I asked participants demographic questions
(e.g. about age, gender, etc.), willingness to pay for an app in general, usage and
perceived risks of public Wi-Fi, and prior experience with VPN. This information
would allow the study to analyse the subject effect on the choice outcomes. Part II
and III were the actual choice experiment for the attributes relating to the uptake,
and the actual use of a VPN app, respectively.
For each part, participants were presented with a series of choice sets (8 for
the UK and 36 for Japan). Each choice set consisted of two competing hypothetical
VPN apps having the same set of attributes but with at least one (or more) attribute
level(s) different from each other. Participants were asked to choose the app they
preferred. No personal identifiable information (PII) was collected — hence data
were anonymous. Pilot tests took place prior to launching the actual experiment.
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Recruitment and participants : In the UK, participants were recruited via Prolific
Academic (PA). In Japan, similar to the user interviews, the study was advertised
via student and staff mailing lists and verbally in classrooms only. Permission was
granted to put up flyers advertising our studies at various locations at NAIST. In both
countries, eligible participants were restricted to individuals living in the UK/Japan,
at least 18 years old, and who used public Wi-Fi at least from time to time according to their self-responses in the pre-screening. For the UK, participants with a
PA approval rate of less than 90% were filtered out to sustain data quality. Each
participant in the UK was awarded £3 (for a 15-min experiment). In Japan, each
[a] A choice set for the uptake of a VPN app

[b] A choice set for the actual use of a VPN app

Figure 6.1: An example of a choice set for the UK
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[a] A choice set for the uptake of a VPN app

[b] A choice set for the actual use of a VPN app

Figure 6.2: An example of a choice set for Japan
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participant at U-Tokyo and NAIST was awarded a ¥1000 gift voucher (for a 1-hour
experiment). Participants at IPA COE, however, were recruited on a voluntary basis
as monetary payments were not allowed.

6.3.2.5

Data cleansing

Records which failed the fatigue test and where participants stated they never used
public Wi-Fi (despite passing this criterion in the pre-screen) were removed. The
fatigue test asked simple questions which participants not paying enough attention
to the experiment would most likely answer incorrectly. For example, one of the
questions asked whether a user needs a cable to connect to public Wi-Fi. After
data cleansing, there were 243 responses (149 UK, 94 JP) for Part I and 239 responses (148 UK, 91 JP) for Part II of the experiment, from various demographic
of participants. A summary of these demographics is in Appendix D.1.5.

6.3.2.6

Data analysis

Data sets from each country were analysed separately, using SAS JMP Choice
Model suite. First, the main effects of the choice was analysed for the significance
of each attribute in the main effects analysis using likelihood ratio (LR) tests3 . Next,
the Effect Marginal function was used to analyse the marginal probabilities (MP)
and marginal utilities (MU) for each main effects. The MU is the utility of each
attribute level as perceived by participants. The MP is the probability that a participant selects one attribute level over another [155].
The Probability Profiler function was then used to compare choice probabilities
among potential combinations of attribute level4 . The same function was also used
to identify sets of attribute levels that would return maximised desirability i.e. the
ideal VPN app that participants perceived as most desirable. WTP function was
used to estimate participants’ Willingness to Pay (WTP) for a VPN app given a
change in certain attribute values. Finally, the subject effects on the choice outcomes
were analysed, also using the LR tests.
3 The

LR Chi Square statistic for a test of the corresponding effect.
as exp (U)/(exp (U) + exp (Ub )) where U is the utility for the current settings and Ub is
the utility for the baseline settings; implies that the probability for the baseline settings is 0.5 [149].
4 Defined
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Ethical considerations

The design of the study was reviewed and approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee prior to commencing the fieldwork (approval number: 8539/005). For
the Japan study, approval was also obtained from the host institutions in Japan (University of Tokyo and Nara Institute of Science and Technology).
Through the interviews, personal identifiable information was collected. To
mitigate the risks of a data breach, a process was put in place to comply with the
2018 EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Japan’s Act on the Protection of Personal Information (APPI). These included identifying what information was to be collected, how it would be stored, and how long it would be retained.
Another potential ethical issue was the psychological effect on participants
being interviewed. If they had prior experience of falling victim to cybercrimes,
they might be embarrassed or felt that they had failed in some way, by not taking sufficient precautions (e.g. using a VPN) when using public Wi-Fi despite it
becoming common knowledge that malicious cyberattacks through these networks
are possible. To address this potential issue, the interviewers in the study provided
reassurance, stressing that falling victim to cybercrimes was not unusual nowadays,
and that the study was mainly interested in the decision-making process and not
the participants themselves. The interviewer also emphasised before the start of the
interview that if participants became stressed or uncomfortable at any point during
the interview, they were free to withdraw from the study and still receive payment.
This information was also included in the information sheet and the consent form.
Regarding the ethics of payment, each participant in the interview was awarded
a £10 gift voucher for the UK study and ¥1000 gift voucher for the Japan study. For
the DCE, each participant was awarded £2.5 (through Prolific Academic) for a 15min experiment in the UK study (equivalent to £10/hour, the minimum amount suggested by Prolific, the platform used to recruit participants) and ¥1000 gift voucher
for a 1-hour experiment in the Japan study. This payment was to compensate the
participants for their time and was in line with what was being paid at UCL and
other universities, in the UK and in Japan, for a similar study.
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6.4

Results

6.4.1

Data description

In the UK study, the data sets were from a fairly mixed demographic of participants.
There were slightly more females (80, 54%) than males (67, 45%); the rest of them
preferred not to say. Participants in age group 26-35 years old (50, 34%), 18-25
years old (41, 28%), and 36-45 years old (37, 25%) made up the majority of the
samples. Most of them had bachelor degree (60, 40%) or high-school equivalent
(34, 23%). However, participants in Japan study were less diverse. There were
many more males (83, 88%) than females (9. 10%) and the majority of them were
18-25 years old (65, 69%). Most of them had either bachelor’s degree (44, 47%)
or postgraduate’s degree (44, 47%). More details of the participant’s demographics
which make up the data sets are in Appendix D.1.5.
The data sets composed of 243 responses (149 UK, 94 JP) for Part I of the
experiment (the uptake of a VPN app) and 239 responses (148 UK, 91 JP) for Part II
of the experiment (the actual use of a VPN app). For Japan study, the 94 completed
responses in Part I produced 3,384 data records (= 94 x 36 choice sets), of which
1,179 choice A (a VPN app being presented to the left) were chosen and 1,605
choice B (a VPN app being presented to the right) were chosen. In part II, the 91
completed responses produced 3,276 data records (= 91 x 36 choice sets), of which
2,060 choice A were chosen and 1,216 choice B were chosen. For the UK study, the
149 completed responses in Part I produced 1,192 data records (= 149 x 8 choice
sets), of which 625 choice A were chosen and 567 choice B were chosen. In part II,
the 148 completed responses produced 1,184 data records (= 148 x 8 choice sets),
of which 581 choice A were chosen and 603 choice B were chosen.
The parameter estimates5 and the standard errors of each attributes levels in
both part of the studies varied, indicating the likely differences in the main effects
analysis discussed in the next section. More descriptive statistics of these parameters are in Appendix D.2.1.
5 Measures

the log odds ratio.
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Attributes affecting the uptake decisions
Main effects

In both countries, the app review rating had the largest effect as determined by the
LR CHI-SQ (UK: (x2 (2) = 564.98, p < 0.0001; JP: (x2 (2) = 717.17, p < 0.0001).
Price had the second largest effect (UK: (x2 (2) = 169.60, p < 0.0001); JP: (x2 (3) =
607.94, p < 0.0001).
In the UK, participants were also influenced by whether the app was recommended by friends (x2 (1) = 87.85, p < 0.0001) and the number of downloads of
the app (x2 (2) = 22.63, p < 0.0001) but to a lesser extent than the app review rating and the price. However, the look and feel of the app i.e. user interface did not
significantly affect the uptake (x2 (1) = 0.12, p > 0.05).
In Japan, the presence of an in-app ads (x2 (1) = 15.57, p < 0.0001), source of
app rating review (x2 (1) = 15.01, p < 0.001), and the number of downloads of the
app (x2 (1) = 10.40, p < 0.001) also affected participants’ decision. Their effects,
as determined by the LR CHI-SQ, were statistically significant but to a lesser extent
than the app review rating and the price. Table 6.2 provides a summary of the
results from the likelihood ratio (L-R) tests. The logworth, which is the adjusted
p-value to provide an appropriate scale for graphing [156], for these LR CHI-SQ
value are in Appendix D.2.2.
Effect marginal : The main effect marginal utility (MU) showed that participants
preferred a free VPN app over a paid app (MU = 1.15 (UK), = 0.86 (JP)). All
other attribute levels being equal, the marginal probability (MP) of any participant
choosing a free app was 0.65 (UK) and 0.48 (JP). Similarly, participants preferred
an app with a good review rating over a moderate and bad rating (MU = 1.80 (UK),
= 0.77 (JP)). The MP of any participant choosing an app with a good review rating,
all other attribute levels being equal, was 0.82 (UK) and 0.58 (JP). Fig. 6.3 showed
a summary of the MU and MP for all attributes.
Probability profiler :
Review Rating: In the UK, all other attribute levels being equal, a change
in the app rating from moderate to good increased the probability of uptake by
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[a] Main effect marginal – UK

[b] Main effect marginal – Japan

Figure 6.3: The main effect’s MP and MU for the uptake of a VPN app

0.33(= 0.83 − 0.50 probability of choosing the UK baseline app6 ). A downward
change to a bad review, however, reduced the probability by 0.40(= 0.10 − 0.50).
Similarly, in Japan, a change from moderate to good increased the probability of
uptake by 0.14(= 0.64 − 0.50 probability of choosing the baseline app7 ). A downward change to a bad review reduces the probability by 0.26(= 0.50 − 0.24). The
results suggested the importance of the herding effect — the tendency for people to
6 Set

as a free app (£0), moderate app review rating, not referred by friends, had < 10, 000 download, and had an amateur-looking interface.
7 Set as a free app (¥0), moderate app review rating (based on info from App store), had < 1, 000
downloads, had in-app ads, and required < 5 mins installation.
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Attribute

UK (n = 149)

Japan (n = 94)

App review rating

564.98(2)***

717.17(2)***

Price

169.60(2)***

607.94(3)***

Number of downloads

22.63(2)***

10.40(1)**

Interface (UI)

0.12(1)

n/a

87.85(1)***

n/a

Source of app review

n/a

15.01(1)**

In-app ads display

n/a

15.57(1)***

Installation and setup time

n/a

0.07(1)

Friend recommendation

() degree of freedom, ***, **, * significant at p < 0.0001, 0.001, 0.05

Table 6.2: Main effects (LR CHI-SQ) on the uptake of a VPN app

follow the crowd ([41, 21]) — in security decisions. Participants in this study also
followed the crowd when deciding whether to download and install a VPN app, just
like many ordinary situations in life.
Price: An increase in price reduced the probability of uptake in a linear manner. In the UK, introducing a £0.99 fee to a baseline free app reduced the probability
by 0.18(= 0.32 − 0.50). A more expensive option of £4.99/month drove the probability down by 0.44(= 0.06 − 0.50). In Japan, likewise, the probability was reduced
by 0.12(= 0.38 − 0.50), 0.27(= 0.23 − 0.50), and 0.35(= 0.15 − 0.50) if charging
¥100/one off, ¥500/one off, and ¥1000/month.
Willingness-to-Pay (WTP) : Even though price was a deterrent, participants in both
countries were willing to make a trade-off and pay for a VPN app if some attribute
levels were to change. All other attribute levels of a baseline app being equal,
participants in the UK and Japan were willing to pay £3.05 (SE = 0.44) and ¥343
(SE = 34.00) if the baseline free app with moderate rating had a good review rating.
The UK participants were also willing to pay £2.05 (SE = 0.35) if the baseline
app was recommended by friends, and pay £1.19 (SE = 0.46) if the baseline free
app (having less than 10K downloads) had the number of download between 10K
and 100K. Similarly, participants in Japan were willing to pay ¥91 (SE = 26.60) if
the baseline free app (having less than 1K downloads) had more than 1K downloads.
However, they were not willing to pay for an app to remove the presence of in-app
ads (W T P = −106.19, SE = 25.98), suggesting that participants in Japan would
rather download and install a free VPN app with ads.
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[a] The UK

[b] Japan

Figure 6.4: A set of attribute levels with maximised desirability for the uptake

Maximised desirability : The maximised desirability calculation showed some
similarities in the ideal sets of attribute levels that participants in both countries
viewed as most desirable for the uptake of a VPN app. In the UK, the ideal attribute set (Desirability = 0.80 (on a scale of 0 to 1), Utility = 3.80 (min = 3.12,
max = 4.48)) was observed on a free VPN app with a good review, recommended by
friends, 10K – 100K downloads, and with an amateur look and feel (Fig. 6.4a). In
Japan, the ideal set (Desirability = 0.80, Utility = 1.88 (min = 1.72, max = 2.04))
was also a free VPN app with a good review rating (based on the info on app store),
but also with an installation time of less than 5 mins, a greater than 1K download,
and with the presence of in-app ads (Fig. 6.4b).

6.4.2.2

Subject effects

Two common themes emerged in both countries were: i) income level exerted influence on the decision, and ii) preference for price of a VPN depended on participants’
prior experience with VPN. Both findings, (i and ii) are rather intuitive and unsurprising, given that these two factors played a role in individuals’ ordinary decisions
to buy many things in life. However, the findings provided empirical evidence that
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security decisions were also affected in a similar manner. A summary of subject
effects for the uptake decisions is in Table 6.3.

6.4.3
6.4.3.1

Attributes affecting the actual uses of a VPN app
Main effects

Participants in the UK and in Japan prioritised the attributes for the actual uses of
a VPN app differently. In the UK, Internet speed when using VPN had the largest
effect as determined by the LR CHI-SQ (x2 (2) = 262.96, p < 0.0001), followed
by mobile device battery level at the time of wishing to use VPN (x2 (3) = 126.05,
p < 0.0001). The LR CHI-SQ of connection stability (i.e. the number of dropped
connections/hour) also statistically significantly. However, its effect was smaller
(x2 (2) = 32.44, p < 0.0001).
In Japan, connection stability had the largest effect (x2 (2) = 140.82, p <
0.0001), followed by mobile device battery level (x2 (3) = 132.56, p < 0.0001).
The decision to use a VPN app was also affected by whether the app displayed an
ad (x2 (2) = 81.14, p < 0.0001) and Internet speed when using VPN (x2 (2) = 22.47,
p < 0.0001) but their effects were smaller.
In both countries, the method to initiate a VPN app — whether automatic or
manual — did not statistically significantly affect the decision to use the app (UK:
x2 (2) = 1.29, p > 0.05; JP: (x2 (1) = 1.52, p > 0.05)). This suggested that the
endowment effect — the tendency for people to generally value something more
once they own it [2] — may not apply to a VPN app. Participants in this study did
not perceive this attribute as a statistically significant factor in driving their decisions
to use a VPN app. Table 6.4 provides a summary of the results from the L-R tests.
The logworth for each LR CHI-SQ value are in Appendix D.2.2.
Effect marginal : In the UK, all other attribute levels being equal, participants
preferred a 10-20% decrease in Internet speed when using VPN (MU = 0.94, MP =
0.65), rather than the two other slower attribute levels. For the mobile phone battery
level at the time of wishing to use VPN, the 75-100% level was the most preferred
choice (MU = 0.70, MP = 0.43), all other attribute levels being equal. The battery
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UK (n = 149)
Subject

Attribute
Price

effects

App review

Friends

number

rating

recom-

of

menda-

down-

tion

loads

User interface

app

Gender

4.88(4)

1.67(4)

0.09(2)

1.74(4)

0.20(2)

Age

14.13(10)

12.57(10)

Nil

6.03(10)

5.25(5)

Education

7.90(8)

10.31(8)

0.92(4)

3.25(8)

1.40(4)

Employment

7.58(12)

7.99(12)

0.00(6)

5.93(12)

3.89(6)

Income

12.97(4)*

17.55(4)**

8.41(2)*

2.24(4)

0.99(2)

Use of public Wi-Fi

11.99(6)

2.20(6)

6.92(3)

4.01(6)

1.66(3)

Trust of public Wi-Fi

5.58(2)

6.10(2)*

4.49(1)*

3.85(2)

0.01(1)

Prior use of VPN

6.86(2)*

7.93(2)*

4.57(1)*

4.77(2)

0.81(1)

Japan (n = 94)
Attribute

Subject effect

Price

App review

Friends

number

In-app

Install-

rating

recom-

of

ads

ation

menda-

down-

tion

loads

app

time

Gender

16.34(6)*

1.20(4)

1.05(2)

6.39(2)*

1.04(2)

0.00(2)

Age

14.96(9)

14.47(6)*

3.59(3)

12.57(3)** 6.70(3)

3.88(3)

Education

29.45(8)**

15.46(6)*

1.44(3)

14.74(3)** 0.01(3)

0.27(3)

Employment

34.39(9)***

16.48(6)*

3.82(3)

3.40(3)

2.39(3)

4.90(3)

Income

28.09(12)**

17.41(8)*

9.90(4)*

9.56(4)*

2.71(4)

9.20(4)

Use of public Wi-Fi

38.10(9)***

19.58(6)**

6.23(3)

1.92(3)

5.95(3)

0.56(3)

Trust of public Wi-Fi

5.49(3)

1.99(2)

0.06(1)*

0.24(1)

0.14(1)

0.00(1)

17.27(3)**

0.41(2)

2.10(1)

0.10(1)

1.19(1)

2.83(1)

13.04(3)**

0.24(2)

4.78(1)*

2.26(1)

0.00(1)

1.45(1)

Prior use of VPN
Familiarity

with

VPN

Acronym

() degree of freedom, ***, **, * significant at p < 0.0001, 0.001, 0.05

Table 6.3: Subject effects (LR CHI-SQ) on the uptake of a VPN app
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level of less than 25% was the least preferred option (MU = −0.93, MP = 0.08),
suggesting influence from the resource preservation heuristic tendency RPHT.
In Japan, all other attribute levels being equal, participants preferred 1-2
dropped connections/hour when using VPN, the lowest among the three attribute
levels (MU = 0.35, MP = 0.46). Participants also preferred no in-app ads displayed
when using a VPN app (MU = 0.20, MP = 0.60). Similar to the UK, the 75-100%
battery level was the most preferred choice (MU = 0.35, MP = 0.34) whilst the
25% battery level was the least preferred choice (MU = −0.46, MP = 0.15) —
suggesting that the RPHT was universal in nature. Fig. 6.5 shows a summary of the
MU and MP for all attributes by country.
Probability profiler : The probability profiler reported significant results from the
Internet speed, connection stability, and battery levels.
Internet speed: In the UK, where participants were most concerned about the
speed, the probability of using a VPN app reduced by 0.12(= 0.28 − 0.50) and
0.36(= 0.14 − 0.50) if the speed was reduced from the baseline of 10-20% slower
to 21-30% slower and to >30% slower, respectively, suggesting that stabilising
Internet speed when VPN is in use is needed to encourage users to use the app.
Connection stability: In Japan, where participants were most concerned about
VPN connection stability, the probability of using the app reduced by 0.07(= 0.43−
0.50) if the number of dropped connections/hr changed from 3-4 times/hr to >4
times/hr. However, if it changed to only 1-2 times/hr, the probability of using the
app increased by 0.09(= 0.59 − 0.50). This suggested that if VPN providers could
Attribute

UK (n = 148)

Japan (n = 91)

Battery level

126.05(3)***

132.56(3)***

Internet speed when using VPN

262.96(2)***

22.47(2)***

Connection stability

32.44(2)***

140.82(2)***

1.29(2)

1.52(1)

n/a

81.14 (1)***

Method to initiate VPN
In-app ads display

() degree of freedom, ***, **, * significant at p < 0.0001, 0.001, 0.05

Table 6.4: Main effect (LR CHI-SQ) on the actual uses of a VPN app
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[a] Main effect marginal – UK

[b] Main effect marginal – Japan

Figure 6.5: The main effect’s MU and MP for the actual use of a VPN app

minimise interruptions to the service, users in Japan would be more likely to use the
app and be more secure when using unsecured networks such as public Wi-Fi.
Battery level: All other attribute levels being equal, the probability of participants using a VPN app decreased as the battery level decreased in both countries. In the UK, the probability reduced by 0.10 (= 0.40 − 0.50 probability of
choosing the baseline app8 ), 0.18(= 0.32 − 0.50), and 0.34(= 0.16 − 0.50) if the
battery level was to reduce from 75-100% to 50-74%, 25-49%, and < 25%, respectively. In Japan, the probability of using a VPN app also decreased when the
battery level depleted but to a lesser extent. If the battery level was depleted from
8 Set

as an app with 3-4 dropped connections/hr, 10-20% slower in Internet speed (than without
VPN), users needed to initiate the app manually (via app), and there was 75-100% battery level left
on a user’s mobile device.
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75%-100% to 50-75%, and 25-50%, the probability of using a VPN app decreased
by 0.07(= 0.43 − 0.50 probability of choosing the baseline app9 ). If the battery was
less than 25%, the probability of using the app decreased by 0.19(= 0.31 − 0.50).
These results may seem intuitive given that previous studies also have showed the
negative effect of battery preservation heuristic on security decisions. Some users
were reluctant to update software because they were afraid it would drain the battery even though doing so could mitigate security risks ([107, 157]). However, as
discussed in Chapter 5, the battery level on mobile devices did not affect user decisions to use unsecured public Wi-Fi when examining data from the wild. Therefore,
the results from the study in this chapter provided evidence that the RPHT deterred
the decisions to mitigate risks.
Maximised desirability : The analysis showed some similarities in the ideal sets
of a VPN app’s attribute levels that participants in both countries viewed as most
desirable for the actual use of a VPN app. In the UK, the ideal set (Desirability =
1.00 (on a scale of 0 to 1), Utility = 1.99 (min = 1.70, max = 2.27)) was observed
on a VPN app having 1-2 dropped connections/hr, being 10-20% slower in Internet
speed (compared to without VPN), connecting automatically when using public WiFi, and with participants having 75-100% battery level on mobile devices at the time
of wishing to use VPN (Fig. 6.6a). The same set of attribute levels, plus having no
in-app ads displayed, were also found as most desirable in Japan (Desirability =
0.91, Utility = 1.03 (min = 0.90, max = 1.17)) (Fig. 6.6b).
The finding that the maximised desirability level was derived from a set of attribute levels having automatic VPN connection method may seem to contradict the
results from the main effect test. The latter shows that the VPN connection method
did not statistically play a significant role in user decision. This can be explained
statistically. It means that the method of connection alone did not statistically significantly affect user decision (LR Chi-SQ, MU, and MT are minimal compared to
other attributes, and p > 0.05). However, when calculating the desirability level for
9 Set

as an app with an in-app ads displayed, 3-4 dropped connections/hr, 10-20% slower in
Internet speed (than without VPN), users needed to initiate VPN manually, and there was 75-100%
battery level on a user’s mobiles.
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the overall combination of attributes, the maximum desirability was derived from a
set of attribute levels associated with an automatic VPN connection.

6.4.3.2

Subject effects

Three common themes were identified in the UK and in Japan: i) preferences
for connection stability depended on age, ii) preferences for the VPN connection
method depended on education level and frequency of using public Wi-Fi, and iii)
preferences for none of the VPN attributes depended on trust of public Wi-Fi. Although the author of this thesis did not have an explanation for ii), one possible
reason for i) could be that young generations are more likely to stream contents;
hence, Internet connection stability (when using VPN) is crucial. For iii), to a certain extent, the finding supported previous studies showing that the perceived risks
of using public Wi-Fi did not affect users’ decisions to use it ([25, 26]). Here, it is
also observed that trust of Wi-Fi did not affect the decisions to use a VPN app that
could mitigate the risks either. A summary of subject effects for the decision to use
a VPN app is in Table 6.5.

[a] The UK

[b] Japan

Figure 6.6: A set of attribute levels with maximised desirability for the actual uses of a
VPN app
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UK (n = 148)
Attribute

Subject effect

Battery

Connection

Internet

Stability

Speed

Connection Method

Gender

1.15(6)

1.13(4)

0.10(4)

0.11(4)

Age

22.07(15)

21.30(10)*

3.18(10)

2.24(10)

Education

9.95(12)

10.34(8)

8.60(8)

25.60(8)**

Employment

24.84(18)

16.76(12)

6.29(12)

9.00(12)

Income

1.84(6)

9.14(4)

0.77(4)

5.63(4)

Use of public Wi-Fi

14.68(9)

5.48(6)

4.65(6)

12.64(6)*

Trust of public Wi-Fi

3.74(3)

0.48(2)

4.32(2)

1.57(2)

Prior use of VPN

6.42(3)

4.45(2)

1.23(2)

0.80(2)

Japan (n = 91)
Attribute

Subject effect

Battery

Connection

Internet

Connection

In-app

Stability

Speed

Method

ads

Gender

19.45(6)**

6.81(4)

10.81(4)*

0.56(2)

1.82(2)

Age

9.10(9)

28.38(6)***

1.97(6)

31.75(3)***

1.12(3)

Education

31.37(9)***

14.45(6)*

10.74(6)

36.16(3)***

6.65(3)

Employment

64.81(9)***

3.47(6)

6.09(6)

5.88(3)

1.34(3)

Income

20.11(12)

27.84(8)*

14.66(4)

57.36(4)***

0.96(4)

Use of public Wi-Fi

15.14(9)

22.40(6)**

5.57(6)

29.41(3)***

3.02(3)

Trust of public Wi-Fi

2.55(3)

0.55(2)

0.38(2)

0.00(1)

0.33(1)

Prior use of VPN

3.24(3)

2.42(2)

19.70(2)***

8.56(1)**

0.71(1)

0.45(3)

13.98(2)**

2.50(2)

3.73(1)

0.10(1)

Familiarity

with

VPN

Acronym
() degree of freedom, ***, **, * significant at p < 0.0001, 0.001, 0.05

Table 6.5: The subject effects (LR CHI-SQ) on the actual use of a VPN app

6.5

Discussion

The results from the two studies in this chapter provided three key insights. First,
certain attributes of a VPN app played a significant role in influencing the decisions
to download and install, and to use the app post installation. Second, preferences
for some of these attributes were driven by the herding effect and the RPHT. Third,
the preferences for, and priority given to, these attributes were not always universal
— at least as evidenced in the UK and Japan. These insights offer several potential
applications for VPN providers, public policy makers, and the research community
in security decisions.
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6.5.0.1

VPN app providers

VPN app providers could use the insights to develop suitable marketing strategies
and an app with desirable attributes.
First, although price significantly affected the app uptake decisions, it was not
the most important factor. Rather, the review rating of the app was. Participants in
the UK and Japan were willing to pay for a free VPN app if the review rating was
good (4-5 stars). This key finding suggests that VPN app providers should address
customer feedback promptly to increase/maintain the review rating. Using feedback
from users in software development is common. Previous studies showed that such
feedback was important to software improvement (e.g. [158, 159]), and that the app
rating positively affects the number of downloads in general ([160], [161]). VPN
apps on Google Store having relatively high number of downloads (e.g. Turbo VPN
(≈3 million), Thunder VPN (≈400K)) also have a good 4-star rating10 . Moreover,
in the UK where recommendations by friends played a significant role in decisionmaking, VPN app providers may consider implementing a referral scheme to make
use of the insight.
Next, the findings that the installation and setup time, and the look and feel
of the app did not significantly affect the uptake decisions should be welcome to
VPN app providers. From an economics standpoint, app developers could spend
less time on perfecting these attributes, reducing the overall costs of development.
Moreover, for Japan in particular, the findings that participants were not willing to
pay to remove the in-app ads would help to guide VPN providers to plan pricing
more carefully. Hence, the pay-to-remove-ads strategy — as seen in many apps
today — is unlikely to be attractive for VPN users in Japan.
VPN providers could also use the insights to develop a VPN app that is attractive to use. It would help to drive users to use the app as a habit. These include
several proposals. First, a VPN app should consume minimal battery power because
the battery preservation heuristic tendency significantly decreased the probability of
using the app. Minimising the number of dropped connections and stabilising Inter10 As

of Aug 2019, subject to change at any time.
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net speed when VPN is being used are other attributes that VPN providers should
consider improving.
These issues are not new. Rather, they are common among existing VPN apps.
Examples of complaints11 include “But the problem is that, when I use Wi-Fi, after
2 minutes of connecting, the speed drops...”, “Don’t know what happened to the
speed. This VPN was great but recently the connections have become so slow it
is unusable...”, and “...The ads are understandable because it’s free, of course. It
also disconnects you from the VPN a lot.”. The findings from the two studies in
this chapter reinforce the same messages and re-emphasise the importance of these
attributes, but are supported by empirical evidence. VPN providers should also bear
in mind that the priorities which users give to these attributes could vary from one
country to another. Participants in Japan were more concerned about connection stability when using VPN, whilst those in the UK were more concerned about Internet
speed. Hence, these issues should be prioritised differently for different markets.
Next, the findings that the VPN initiation method — whether manual or automatic — did not significantly affect participants’ decision to actually use a VPN
should be viewed with caution. Individually this attribute was not key. However, it
was found in a set of attributes returning the highest level of desirability in a VPN
app. This suggests some influence from this attribute and the endowment effect
in user decisions. Thus, VPN providers should still consider implementing a VPN
app with this feature, assuming that the proposal is economically viable. Google
Fi is one example of such initiative; data transmitted to and from Android-based
devices12 can be set to be automatically routed through Google VPN servers.
Regarding the in-app ads display, many VPN apps today rely on ads as their
main source of revenue. In Japan, where the presence of in-app ads affected the
uptake and the actual use of a VPN app, a balance needed to be struck. On the one
hand, participants were not willing to make a trade-off and pay to get rid of the ads.
On the other hand, they preferred to have no ads if they were to actually use the
11 play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=free.vpn.unblock.proxy.turbovpn
12 1)

only works on compatible Android devices, 2) some type of traffic are not routed and, 3)
data traffic is routed when using Wi-Fi and mobile data (source: support.google.com/fi/
answer/9040000).
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app. One possible compromise could be to not show too many ads and minimise
intrusive ads when a VPN app is in use.

6.5.0.2

Public policy makers

The knowledge gained from this chapter could also be useful for designing public
policies. Until all websites, apps, and public Wi-Fi access points have perfectly encrypted data-in-motion, governmental agencies keen to mitigate the risks of public
Wi-Fi may wish to promote the use of VPN apps to the general public. This advice is currently lacking, especially from governmental sources in the UK. As an
example, the “top tips for staying secure online” for individuals and families13 on
the UK Government’s National Cyber Security Centre website has no informaion
about public Wi-Fi security and how VPN can help limit cyber risks, despite many
media reports (e.g. [162, 163, 164]) and articles in the literature outlining the risks
of public Wi-Fi (e.g. [24, 25, 12, 77]).
Governmental agencies could use the insights to develop appropriate awareness campaigns to promote VPN adoption. The observed herding effect is a good
starting point. An awareness campaign which utilises the power of social influence
to change behaviour could be more effective than just giving out general messages
about VPN. For example, showing how many people have already downloaded VPN
apps in an ad campaign. Some VPN apps on Google Play have had more than 1 million downloads14 (e.g. Turbo VPN and Snap Master VPN). Using this very large
number could potentially attract interest from the public. Many previous studies in
behavioural economics and psychology (e.g. [165, 166]) have shown that this social
nudging technique works, albeit with different products/services.

6.5.0.3

Research community

The finding that preferences for the attributes of a VPN app were driven by biases in
decision-making — the herding effect and the RPHT — is particularly beneficial for
the study of security decisions. It showed that security decisions were also affected
by biases, just like many ordinary decisions in life. However, empirical evidence to
13 www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/top-tips-for-staying-secure-online
14 As

of Aug 2019, subject to change at any time.
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support this notion is still limited. Therefore, the research community would benefit
from further exploring biases in security decisions to better understand the decisionmaking, a vital foundation in identifying workable security. The community would
also benefit from adapting the DCEs methods used in this study to other security
interventions or to other contexts of cyber security.

6.6

Limitations and future direction

The studies in this chapter have limitations. For the user interviews, it was possible
that participants may not state all factors or attributes of a VPN app which they
considered important. Participants may forget or simply not want to talk about
them. This was not uncommon in studies using interview techniques. However,
the author of this thesis considered the guided questions and the probing techniques
used during the interviews sufficient to address these issues.
Next, in the choice experiment, despite the effort to elicit good quality responses by providing clear instructions and adequate information about VPN (both
text and video clips), and using engaging scenarios, some participants may not have
paid full attention. This was typical for studies involving humans in online experiments. However, the pilot tests and fatigue tests were designed to detect these
potential pitfalls. It was also possible that there could be other factors affecting
user decision to adopt a VPN app but were not tested in the DCE15 . For example,
an issue about security and trust of VPN app providers or difficulties in comparing
among VPN apps, discussed in the literature review chapter. Future study would
benefit from investigating these factors in more depth.
For the econometric analysis, some of the statistically insignificant results from
the choice analysis may reflect influences from underlying or unobserved variables.
Future research could explore these results with a larger sample size to ensure powerful statistically results.
There were also threats to the external validity of the results. First, the samples
were restricted to residents of the UK and Japan; both are developed economies
15 Refer

to section 6.3 Methodology for selection criteria for testing attributes.
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with a reasonably good Internet infrastructure. Users or potential users of a VPN
app in other countries with different environments could have different preferences.
For example, price may be the most critical factor in countries where citizens have
low purchasing power. To address this limitation, future studies may seek to draw
evidence from developing economies where people rely heavily on public Wi-Fi to
connect to the Internet. Users in such environments are at greater risk of having
their data compromised. Using VPN would be a cheaper option to help them to
mitigate the risks if they cannot afford mobile data.
In addition, in Japan, participants were recruited from students and staff at
participating institutions only. Their knowledge of, and experience with, VPN and
cyber security in general were likely to be higher than that of the general public.
The samples also had an unbalanced mixed; many more males than females. Thus,
the results could be biased. This was the challenge faced by not only this study but
also other studies in the field of information technology in the country. There were
far fewer females studying in this field; hence, a much smaller pool from which
to select samples. Recruiting participants from the public, if financially feasible,
presents the opportunity for future research to address these two limitations.
Several ideas for future studies could build on the studies presented in this
chapter. Implementing a VPN app with the attributes identified significantly affect
user decision to adopt a VPN app and testing whether it actually work in real life
is one promising proposal. Combining them with a longitudinal study to examine
whether the attributes help users to make a habit of using a VPN app would also
be interesting. Moreover, examining or implementing a platform to help potential
users, tech-savvy and non tech-savvy alike, to compare and find the ‘right’ choice
among the many VPN apps in the market would be beneficial. In the DCE, participants were able to easily compare the attributes and the levels between the two
competing VPN apps because such information were provided for them. However,
the reality is different; there is no easy way for a user to do the same. This problem
has already been identified in the Netherlands [117]. Finally, future studies could
also adopt and adapt the DCE to other cyber security contexts. For example, inves-
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tigating factors affecting the uptake of other security tools or the effectiveness of
public policies aiming to promote cyber safety.

6.7

Conclusion

The studies in this chapter examined attributes affecting user decision to adopt a
VPN app, drawing evidence from the UK and Japan. Specifically, they investigated
the attributes of a VPN app which affect the uptake and the actual use of the app.
The studies used DCEs which are widely adopted in many disciplines but fewer so
in security decisions; hence they made both substantive and methodological contributions. Three key findings were observed. First, certain attributes of a VPN app
played a significant role in influencing the uptake and the actual use of the app.
Second, preferences for some of these attributes were driven by biases in decisionmaking. Third, the preferences for, and priority given to, these attributes were not
always universal. The implications of these findings emphasise i) the importance of
designing security tools with attributes that are desirable not only for the uptake but
also the actual use of the app, ii) the significance of the herding effect and the RPHT
in user decision-making, and iii) the possible cultural differences which could make
one security tool desirable in one country but not another.
Fig. 6.7 provides a summary of the findings from the studies in this chapter
and how they fit with the overall research questions and hypotheses in this thesis
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Figure 6.7: A summary of the findings from the studies in Chapter 6

Chapter 7

Discussion
The studies in this thesis provide several useful knowledge that help us to understand security decisions in the context of public Wi-Fi better. In this chapter, the
accumulated knowledge gained from these studies and their applications are discussed. It starts with a summary of problems which this thesis set out to tackle. The
chapter then moves its focus onto the consolidated knowledge gained and how such
knowledge can be applied to address the real-world security problems.

7.1

A summary of problems

This thesis sets out to tackle the problems with people continuing to use public WiFi, mostly without using security tools such as a VPN app to mitigate the risks. It
achieves such aim by investigating the fundamentals of the problem — what factors
influence individuals to use public Wi-Fi and what factors affecting the decisions to
adopt a VPN app which can help to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks? In doing so, this
thesis also fills in some of the gaps in the literature in the studies of the reality of
public Wi-Fi risks today and the economic drivers in security decisions.

7.2

Knowledge gained

Information security posits that individuals will choose to act securely if they are
aware of security risks and if they have the option to mitigate those risks. However, findings from this thesis suggest otherwise; merely being aware of the risks
and having risk mitigation options available are not enough. Individuals also need
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to have sufficient resources for them to act securely; in other words, they are not
trapped in the resource preservation heuristic tendency (RPHT), a form of bias in
decision-making. This is the area in which neoclassical economics largely fails to
explain the behaviour of real human beings in security contexts because it views human beings as perfectly rational agents whose decision-making is free from biases.
Findings from this thesis support the alternative view posited by behavioural economics by demonstrating that individuals are not homo economicus in the context
of public Wi-Fi either. The following sections discuss this in more detail.

7.2.1

The roles of economic drivers in security decisions

Economic drivers are one of the fundamental factors affecting decision-making in
ordinary situations in life. Often these drivers are affected by biases, undermining
rationality in decision-making — or, rather, reflecting the reality of human beings.
A similar imperfection in decision-making is also observed in the context of public
Wi-Fi as evident in the studies in this thesis. Specifically, two biases are observed:
RPHT and herding effect.

7.2.1.1

The inevitable force of RPHT

The RPHT emerged as a common theme in the studies in this thesis. From the risktaking aspect of security decisions, the studies examining user decision to use public Wi-Fi showed that the desire to preserve their mobile data allowance prompted
participants to use public Wi-Fi. The greater the mobile data allowance depleted,
the greater the effect of the RPHT observed. In other words, the resource constraint
leads to the RPHT which in turn prompts participants to make choice that expose
them to security and privacy risks.
This insight shed new light on the profound effect of resource constraint and
RPHT on security decisions, which was previously under examined and not very
well understood. It suggests that individuals, constrained by resource(s) needing to
be ‘secure’, are likely to choose a less secure (or insecure) option, even if they want
to be secure. An intrusive thought about running out of resources leads to RPHT,
which in turn taxes their mind and blinds them from potential ramifications. The
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bad news is most people are likely to face resource constraints at some point — be
it time or money, for example. Hence at this point, they will be exposed to security
and privacy risks, not because they want to but because they feel compelled to.
The insight also helps us to understand present bias — the individuals’ tendency to prefer smaller rewards ‘now’ than a larger reward in the distant future [21]
— better, particularly in the context of security decisions. Participants in this thesis
exhibit similar behaviours as participants in Acquisti and Grossklags [71]’s study;
they were likely to trade long-term privacy for short-term benefits which was a form
of present bias. Participants facing a depleting mobile data allowance preferred to
connect to the Internet via public Wi-Fi ‘now’ (at time t) and took the risk of having their data exposed to security risks (hence, smaller reward) than connect to the
Internet ‘later’ (at time t+1) via a more secure channel (e.g. private Wi-Fi at home)
and maintain the security of their data (hence, bigger reward). Participants could
have used mobile data and be safer online ‘now’ (hence, reaping the same bigger
reward) but they did not. The RPHT deters them from doing so. In a nutshell, the
RPHT is a contributing factor to the present bias.
The effect of the RPHT in security decisions is also likely to be observed
among the resource-poor individuals, those regularly facing resource constraints.
The user decision to use public Wi-Fi studies (Chapter 4) observed that a significant proportion of the the data-poor participants, those usually limited by a small
monthly mobile data allowance in real life, decided to turn to public Wi-Fi as mobile data allowance depleted. These findings are worrying. Being (resource) poor is
bad enough — being poor in the context of security decisions also makes individuals more likely to become victims of security breaches. This insight supports the
findings from previous studies in economics and psychology which found that the
scarcity of resources taxed the cognitive bandwidth needed to think clearly, leading
to suboptimal financial decisions ([36, 35, 37, 38, 39]. The key insight here is that
security decisions are also affected by the same bias in decision-making in other
ordinary life situations.
From the risk-mitigating aspect, the RPHT also influences security decisions
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but in reverse order to the risk-taking aspect. The user decision to adopt a VPN app
studies (Chapter 6) found that depleting battery level significantly deterred individuals from deciding to use a VPN app. The lower the remaining amount of battery on
a participant’s mobile device, the less likely they were willing to use the app. This
attitude, most likely due to the desire to save the battery for other more important
tasks, also supports the notion long posited by research in usability that security is
a secondary but not a primary task [4].
The price of the app, found to be a deterrent for the VPN app uptake, can also
be viewed as an indirect form of the RPHT. Money is a classic economic constraint;
hence, in general, most people tend to preserve it. The main insight here is that
resource constraint leads to RPHT which in turn deters individuals from deciding
to mitigate risks. Previous studies also support this conclusion; users were reluctant
to update software on their smartphone because they were afraid it will drain the
battery [107] and mobile data [157]. Here, the constraint of battery and mobile data
also leads to RPHT which deters individuals from deciding to mitigate the risk by
updating the software.
The role of the RPHT in security decisions is conceptualised and depicted in
the RPHT security decision model (Fig. 7.1). The model shows that resource
constraint leads an individual to the RPHT, which in turn prompts security risktaking or deters risk-mitigating decisions. However, it is important to note two key
characteristics of the RPHT in this model:
a) Resource-based and context-based: The observed RPHT is non-static in
nature; it is resource-based and context-based. First, given the same context of security decisions, not all types of resource would trigger the RPHT (resource-based).
As evident in this thesis, whilst the depleting mobile data allowance prompted participants to take the risks of using public Wi-Fi, the battery power on mobile devices
did not have the same effect. It demonstrates that participants did not value all types
of resource equally in the same context. Second, given the same resource, the RPHT
is exhibited differently from one context to another (context-based). Although depleting battery power on a mobile device did not significantly prompt participants
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Figure 7.1: Resource preservation heuristic tendency (RPHT) security decisions model

to take risks of using public Wi-Fi, it did deter individuals from deciding to use a
VPN app. Therefore, it shall not be assumed that an individual will exhibit RPHT
for all types of resources in a given security context, nor shall it be assumed that the
same resource will prompt RPHT in every security context.
b) Increasing effects as resources depleted: The effect of RPHT increases
as resource depletes, for both risk-taking and risk-mitigating decisions. In the user
decision to use public Wi-Fi studies (Chapter 4) and the user decision to use public Wi-Fi in the wild studies (Chapter 5), as the mobile data allowance depleted,
more participants turned to public Wi-Fi, most likely to preserve the mobile data
allowance. Similarly, in the user decision to adopt a VPN app studies (Chapter 6),
participants were least likely to decide to use a VPN app when mobile device battery
level was lower than 25%.

7.2.1.2

The herding effect in security decisions

Security decisions made by participants in this thesis were also affected by the herding effect — the tendency to follow others when making decisions ([21, 41]). The
user decision to adopt a VPN app studies (Chapter 6) showed that customer review
rating, recommendation by friends, no. of app downloads — all of them are the
herding effect in nature — influenced participants’ decisions to download and install the app. This might not be surprising, given that previous studies in behavioural
economics and psychology also observed the herding effect in a number of ordinary
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life situations ([21, 41]). Studies of the herding effect in security decisions are not
entirely new either, as previously discussed in Chapter 2. However, none of these
studies ([68, 69, 167]) examined the herding effect in the context of public Wi-Fi.
This thesis provides novel evidence that the herding effect also exists in the decisions to adopt a VPN app.
The implication of this finding is a double-edged sword. On the downside,
it suggests that individuals in non-security circles are less likely to adopt security
tools; their herd does not use them. For security product providers, it also suggests that market penetration for new security products can be very challenging.
New products tend to have a small number of downloads and not many customer
reviews. This could be less problematic for well-established security companies
because their company name may help to attract consumers to the products. For
start-up companies, however, it can be rather difficult to overcome.
On a positive side, the observed herding effect suggests that individuals in security circles are more likely to adopt security tools and be safer online. Unfortunately, this is most likely a small fraction of Internet users today. Providers of
security products entering the market early are also more likely to reap the benefits
from a greater number of app downloads and customer reviews than the late-in-thegame providers. Another positive implication is that security product providers can
take advantage of the observed herding effect and design more desirable marketing
strategies. Public policy makers can also make use of the insight to develop workable policies. Section 7.3 discusses in-depth how such knowledge can be applied.

7.2.2

A non-homo economicus being in security decisions

Behavioural economics have long argued that individuals do not make decisions like
homo economicus — a perfectly rational agent who always chooses the option that
maximises expected utility and whose decision-making is free from biases ([21, 20,
22, 23]). Evidence from the studies in this thesis also showed such deviation from
homo economicus behaviour in the context of security decisions.
First, individuals did not make choices which maximise expected utility when
making security decisions. The user decision to use public Wi-Fi study showed that
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a significant proportion of participants did not choose the option which maximised
their expected utility when deciding whether to connect or not to connect to public
Wi-Fi. Although there is limited evidence from security decision studies to support
that individuals will not always maximise their expected utility in other contexts of
security, substantive evidence from behavioural economic studies gave reasonable
confidence that it is likely to be the case.
Second, participants in three sets of studies (Chapter 4 - 6) were affected by
biases — in one form or another —- when making security decisions in the context
of public Wi-Fi. This finding suggests that security policies and tools/systems which
do not sufficiently take into account this imperfection — or, rather, the reality of
human beings — are likely to fail. For example, a VPN app which promises users
security and privacy of their data but unnecessarily drains battery power on mobile
devices will not be usable. A battery is a limited resource. Users are more than
likely to preserve it for completing primary tasks and not for security which is a
secondary task. Sadly, many VPN apps on the market today have not sufficiently
addressed this problem.

7.3

Applying knowledge to security problems

This section discusses three key recommendations of how knowledge gained from
this thesis can help to address security problems today.

7.3.1

Embrace RPHT in security interventions and studies

RPHT prompts individuals to make choices that can expose them to security and
privacy risks and deter them from making a choice that can help them to mitigate
those risks. Security interventions which do not adequately embrace individuals’
RPHT are unlikely to be desirable — no one would want to have it at the first place
— or usable — no one would want to actually use it. It is, therefore, vital that the
design of security interventions, including security systems, security policies, and
security awareness campaigns, should sufficiently embrace RPHT. This practice has
been largely overlooked and needs addressing. One of the possible root causes is
the previous lack of understanding of the roles and the extent of RPHT in security
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decisions; this also requires further investigation.
To embrace RPHT in security interventions and studies, this thesis suggests
the following proposals.

7.3.1.1

Public policy makers and regulators

1) Revise awareness campaigns which overlook the reality of RPHT : Security
awareness campaigns help the public to understand and mitigate cyber risks. However, security advice which does not sufficiently take into account the RPHT will
be ignored. Worryingly, there are quite a number of them.
In the context of public Wi-Fi, an example is the awareness campaign urging
users not to use public Wi-Fi (e.g. Action Fraud [74] and NCSC [143]). The security and privacy risks of using public Wi-Fi still exist today and many people continue to use the networks because of the desire to preserve mobile data, as evident
in the UK and Japan (Chapter 3). Bear in mind that both countries are developed
economies where it may be tempting to assume that people do not use public WiFi because mobile data constraints should not be an issue. However, the evidence
suggests otherwise. This problem is likely to be worse in less developed economies
where mobile data are a luxury rather than a basic necessity. There, reliance on
public Wi-Fi is most likely inevitable.
To address this problem effectively, more practical advice which embraces individuals’ RPHT is needed. That is, accept the reality of resource constraint — most
people do not and are unlikely to have an unlimited mobile data plan, and encourage the mitigation of risks through use of a VPN app which is generally cheaper
than mobile data plan and data roaming fee. The good news is that government
agencies in some countries have already published such advice (e.g. Japan [3]),
Australia [168]). Japan, is a good example. Their latest awareness campaign makes
use of the Japanese’s love of animation to attract attention and illustrate how VPN
works using a simple analogy (Fig. 7.2). However, government agencies in many
other countries still need to catch up, the UK included. The use of VPN is not listed
in the “Top tips for staying secure online”1 on the NCSC website.
1 As

at December 2019.
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Figure 7.2: A simple illustration of how VPN works in the awareness campaign from National Centre of Incident Readiness and Strategy for Cybersecurity Japan [3].
A truck represents a secured VPN tunnel whilst a pumpkin man represents a
malicious actor on the Internet.

Another security campaign that needs revising is software updates. The automatic software updates is good but not when battery power on mobile devices or
mobile data allowances are running low. Previous studies and this thesis showed
that RPHT deters individuals from choosing an option that help them to mitigate
security risks, whether to use a VPN app or to update software ([107, 157]). Hence,
awareness campaigns which blindly urge the public to enable automatic software
updates (e.g. Stay Smart Online by Australian Cyber Security Centre [169]) are
likely to be ineffective.
A more practical strategy is to advise the public that they have an option to
update software when they are not facing resource constraints, be it mobile data or
battery power. A few good examples already exist today. The UK NCSC [170] advises that “...Software and app updates don’t have to get in the way of what you’re
doing. You can choose to install them at night whilst asleep when your device is
plugged in or set your mobile or tablet to automatically update them when you
are connected to Wi-Fi...”. Another example is the Singaporean Government’s Go
Safe Online campaign [171] advising “...You can set your devices to update automatically when you are connected to Wi-Fi or schedule updates to install overnight
when your device is plugged in...”.
Policy makers would also benefit from campaigns encouraging apps and O/S
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providers to make update easier. Enisa ([172]) suggests distinguishing security updates from non-security updates, pushing updates during non-working hours, and
finding ways to identify legitimate from malicious updates. As learned about the
effect of the RPHT in this thesis, another useful suggestion is to push automatic updates when users are unlikely to face resource constraints such as when the devices
are plugged in.
2) Introduce policies to alleviate the effect of RPHT : Regulators can also help
by introducing policies to alleviate the effect of RPHT in security decisions. One
way is to ease individuals’ pain and remove them from resources-constrained situations. In the context of public Wi-Fi, an example is the elimination of roaming fees
among EU member states in 2017 [136]. The ability to use one’s home mobile data
allowance overseas helps to reduce individuals’ desire to save mobile data (to avoid
an expensive roaming fees) and the financial pressure to rely on public Wi-Fi. However, citizens of EU member states would still face mobile data constraints outside
the EU and would be affected by the RPHT. In the latter situation, the regulator can
indirectly help by ensuring that roaming charges outside the EU are reasonably fair.
3) Propose policies to circumvent RPHT : Since RPHT is inevitable, another
promising solution is to shift security responsibilities from users to public Wi-Fi
providers. Securing access points can help to mitigate the risks. However, there
is no regulation in the UK which demands public Wi-Fi providers to comply. The
evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages for launching a new regulation and
enforcing such action is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the regulator may
wish to use this evidence to quantify the need to regulate this space.
If enforcing through regulation is impractical, encouraging public Wi-Fi
providers to secure access points through certified secured Wi-Fi initiatives is a
sensible alternative. Wi-Fi Certified Enhance Open from Wi-Fi Alliance2 , a nonprofit organisation which promotes Wi-Fi technology, is one example. It provides
data encryption without requiring users to authenticate i.e. encryption without authentication [173]. Therefore, it helps to mitigate security risks without sacrificing
2 www.wi-fi.org
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the convenience which open public Wi-Fi can offer. In countries where local initiatives are likely to be preferable, encouraging public Wi-Fi providers to implement
local products is equally effective. For example, in Japan, public Wi-Fi providers
can apply for the Secured Wi-Fi badge from the Safe Security ISP3 .
However, the lack of incentive to convince public Wi-Fi providers to invest in
such initiatives is a major obstacle. Government subsidy schemes could act as an
incentive but it is beyond the scope of this thesis to conclude whether it will actually
be effective. A thorough investigation to identify a working incentive is required.
However, one possible (but partial) solution is to provide guidelines for providers
to decide the situations for which encrypting access points would be beneficial, as
seen in the “Guide to Security Measures for Wi-Fi Providers” issued by the Japanese
Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications [174].

7.3.1.2

App developers, O/S provider, and infrastructure providers

1) The need for resource-preserving security apps : Security apps should not
unnecessarily drain resources which are limited and deemed critical. Battery and
mobile data, discussed at great length in this thesis, are prime examples. Implementing a low-battery and/or low-mobile-data mode and automatically switching
to such a mode when these resources are running low would be welcomed. This
idea can be applied to other resources too, CPU time for instance. A security app
which takes too long to load and run, especially on mobile devices, will drain the
battery. Therefore, optimising CPU time is another key consideration.
Arguably, security apps can rely on hardware performance to preserve resources to a certain extent. New devices are usually equipped with faster processing
microchips and can preserve battery power more efficiently. However, not everyone can afford new devices. Therefore, app developers should refrain from relying
merely on hardware to preserve resource and seek to do so at application level.
Another less visible but equally important resource is time. A security app
which wastes a user’s time will end up not being used. Although this thesis did not
examine time RPHT specifically, the finding that speed and stability of the Internet
3 www.isp-ss.jp
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connection when using a VPN app significantly affect the decision to actually use
the app is a fair proxy. A slow and unstable Internet connection when using a VPN
app is frustrating and time-wasting for users. Hence, ensuring the quality of these
two attributes of a VPN app is key to promoting its use.
2) The need for resource-preserving O/S for mobile devices : The effect of RPHT
in security decisions suggests a real need for a more efficient resource-preserving
O/S for mobile devices. This is a challenging issue for security. Security experts
often question why many people do not update the O/S on their mobile devices
despite doing so would mitigate the risks. This thesis empirically shows that RPHT
is one likely contributor; it deters individuals from making choice that can help
them to mitigate security risks.
New O/S today tends to drain the battery and make devices run slower. Complaints about battery performance such as “...Well I guess another update, another
waste of time as the bugs on the iPhone XR are still there. Weird battery drain. IT
SHOULD HAVE MORE THAN A DAY’S LIFE OF BATTERY.4 ” or “...and [Android
10.0] is killing my Samsung watch battery!?? Connected via Bluetooth dead in an
hour!5 ” are all too familiar. Similary, complaints about slow CPU times after an
O/S update such as “Since upgrading my iPhone 8 and IPad Air 2 they have both
slowed done when browsing - especially when logging onto a site using a saved
password....6 ” are common. To encourage users to update their O/S and, in doing
so, mitigate security risks, the issues with resource draining first need addressing.
3) Implement security interventions to circumvent RPHT : In the context of public Wi-Fi, this includes two proposals. First, encouraging app developers to encrypt
data at application level needs to continue. Doing so would mitigate the risks of
MTM attacks and circumvent the effect of RPHT, killing two birds with one stone.
The app protects the security and privacy of users’ data and users do not have to
worry about running out of mobile data allowance when using public Wi-Fi. The
good news is encrypting data at application level has continued to increase [175].
4 https://discussions.apple.com/thread/250755543
5 https://support.google.com/android/thread/13624643?hl=en
6 https://discussions.apple.com/thread/250679175
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For example, in Japan, the percentage of pages loaded over HTTPS in Chrome has
grown from 24% in 2015 to 83% in 2020. However, older mobile devices may not
support modern encryption technologies [175]. Users of these older devices could
still be at risk even if encryption is implemented at application level. Therefore, this
proposal alone should not be viewed as a panacea to public Wi-Fi security risks.
Second, public Wi-Fi providers may wish to consider securing Wi-Fi access
points. As previously discussed, the main obstacle is the lack of regulation and
incentives that would compel or attract the providers to do so. A partial solution
by providing public Wi-Fi providers with guidelines of how to secure public WiFi and in which situations it is beneficial, as introduced in Japan [174], may help.
However, there is currently no empirical evidence to support how effective it is.

7.3.1.3

Security research community

The knowledge gained about the RPHT sheds light on the importance of resource
constraints on security decisions. However, it does call for the security research
community to further investigate this factor to deepen the understanding of its role
in security decisions.
One promising context for investigation is to look at individuals’ decisions
on whether to back up data when facing resource constraints. The insight would
allow policy makers to evaluate the reality of their advice. For example, one piece
of advice from the UK NCSC [176] for staying secure online includes backing up
your most important data onto a cloud-based storage. The advice specifically stated
“Most devices now include a cloud back up service, with a certain amount of free
space, and are a sensible choice for most users...”. The catch here is “a certain
amount of free space”; would individuals follow the advice if they are running out
of free space and what would be their coping strategies? These would be good
research questions to explore. Section 8.6.1.1 in Chapter 8 discusses future direction
of studies examining the RPHT in security decisions in more detail.
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7.3.2

Smart nudging individuals toward desired behaviour

Utilising the herding effect through social nudging techniques to influence individuals toward desired behaviour has increasingly gained popularity. An extensive body
of research in the field of psychology and behavioural economics, and a growing
number of nudging policies/interventions demonstrated the usefulness of this technique in addressing various social problems [54], for example energy conservation
[166] and reusing towels in hotels [177].
Although using social nudging to solve security problems is less common, it
is not entirely new. Previous studies showed that this technique worked well in
influencing individuals to adopt security features (e.g. [69, 70]). However, social
nudging today tends to be viewed as a quick fix without actually addressing the root
cause of the problem — what drives the behaviour in the first place. Hence, the
long-term effect of social nudging — how effective it is in influencing individuals
to change the essence of their security habit and to really stick to this new habit —
is questionable. Therefore, the knowledge about the herding effect on a VPN app
adoption gained from this thesis needs to be applied carefully. That is, it should
be refrained from merely showing how many people have used security features or
tools in order to nudge potential users to adopt it, without the users really understanding why they should be doing it. Rather, ‘smart’ social nudging is needed.
This includes several proposals.

7.3.2.1

Public policy makers

Today, there are plenty of security awareness campaigns which encourage the public
to adopt security tools and secure behaviour. They all have good intentions: to help
the public be safer online. However, one of the main challenges is public ignorance.
To policy makers behind the campaign, how to solve this challenge must feel like a
million-dollar question but one that needs addressing.
One solution is to make use of the knowledge gained from this thesis about the
herding effect on security decisions. Framing the message by showing how many
people have adopted a particular security tool or secure behaviour would help to
attract the public to follow. A message such as “X people have used security app X,
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have you?” can be effective.
However, as previously discussed, using the social nudging technique alone
tends to be a temporary fix rather than a more permanent fix that can really change
the essence of individuals’ security habits. Therefore, using social nudging in conjunction with the traditional method — by providing sufficient information about
the risks and why it is important for them to practise secure behaviour — is more
likely to produce a longer lasting effect. Incorporating a message to lessen people’s concern about security apps draining resource would also enhance the effect.
Framing the message such as “Using a VPN app can help you to mitigate the risks
such as traffic sniffing when using public Wi-Fi, X people use it today and it does
not drain your battery.” is one example. However, the problem with a VPN app
draining the battery, which many users complained7 , first needs addressing.

7.3.2.2

App developers and device manufacturers

The knowledge of the herding effect in security decisions can aid app developers and
device manufacturers to promote security app adoption and secure behaviour. First,
the herding effect can be used to nudge users to secure settings. Upon installation,
a number of apps and devices guide users through security and privacy settings.
Framing the on-screen hints and tips during those steps with the social nudging
techique would help. Arguably, the ‘secure by default’ principle — where secure
settings are set as default — should override the need for users having to manually configure security settings and the need for nudging messages accordingly.
However, there could be times when app developers and device manufacturers wish
to leave the settings at the user’s discretion. For example, most smartphones and
tablets today do not enforce the use of screen lock during the device setup. The onscreen tips and hints, framed with the herding effect, can help to encourage users to
do so. However, as previously discussed, it is important to note this technique may
successfully nudge the users to turn on secure settings but does not guarantee that it
could encourage individuals to really change their security habits.
In addition, the observed herding effect emphasises the importance of address7 On

Google Play Store and Apple App Store.
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ing customer reviews and complaints in a timely manner. These are vital drivers
and cues for many people. This thesis does not claim the novelty of this recommendation. Addressing users’ feedback is good practice and common in software
development (e.g. [158, 159]). However, the thesis shows that this principle could
also work suitably well for security apps.

7.3.2.3

Security research community

Previous studies examining the herding-effect and the use of social nudging technique in security decisions are limited. Therefore, further investigation is needed to
deepen and broaden the understanding of its roles, especially the long-term effect
of social nudging on changes to security habits.
There are several potential contexts of security to investigate. In fact, any
secure behaviour that has not yet been studied would be a good candidate. For
example, examining the effect of the herding effect on the individual’s decisions to
adopt other security products (other than a VPN app investigated in this thesis or
Facebook security features investigated by Das et al. [70, 69]), or on the decisions to
lock their computer screen or use a privacy screen. However, the emphasis should be
on the ‘long term’ effect rather than a ‘one-off’ quick fix; hence, a longitudinal study
would make a suitable method for study. The knowledge gained would help policy
makers and security practitioners to develop more workable solutions to promote
online safety that work in the long run rather than a temporary fix. Section 8.6.1.2
in Chapter 8 discusses potential future research for the herding effect on security
decisions in more detail.

Chapter 8

Conclusions
The digitalisation of all aspects of life continues to grow. As a result, most people
face new security and privacy risks, and have to change their behaviour to manage
them. This thesis explored how people deal with security risks from using public
Wi-Fi. Specifically, it examined economic drivers influencing user decision to use
public Wi-Fi and to adopt a VPN app that can help to mitigate public Wi-Fi risks.
This is an important first step in identifying workable solutions to address the problem with people continuing to use public Wi-Fi, mostly without security tools to
mitigate the risks.
Arguably, the easiest and economically most beneficial approach to solve this
problem and other security problems involving human factors would be to design
technology so it does not require behavioural change [178]. However, this approach
is not always practical. In the case of public Wi-Fi, the risks would have been mitigated if all websites and apps, and/or public Wi-Fi access points perfectly encrypt
the data they transmit. People then need not worry about the risks. However, that
is not the reality today and it would take some years for the providers of websites,
apps, and public Wi-Fi access points to do so. Therefore, until that happens, encouraging users of public Wi-Fi to change their behaviour to be more secure is a sound
approach. However, previous studies in this area were largely under-examined and
the root causes of the problem were poorly understood. This thesis sets out to fill
these gaps in the literature.
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Summary of research

The four sets of studies presented in this thesis examined economic drivers in security decisions in the context of public Wi-Fi. The Wi-Fi honeypot studies (Chapter
3) laid the foundation for subsequent studies by investigating the reality of public Wi-Fi risks today1 . By using an experimental rogue public Wi-Fi, it examined
whether people in the UK and Japan still connected to this network and whether
sensitive data were being transmitted with weak or without encryption. The user
decision to use public Wi-Fi studies (Chapter 4), also in the UK and Japan, then
examined the decision-making leading to user decisions to use public Wi-Fi and
the factors driving such decisions, using user interviews and scenario-based questionnaires. The user decision to use public Wi-Fi in the wild study (Chapter 5)
also examined factors driving user decision to use public Wi-Fi but sought evidence
from the wild. The last sets of studies, the user decision to adopt a VPN app studies
(Chapter 6), shifted the focus to the risk-mitigating aspect of public Wi-Fi. Using
discrete choice experiments, they investigated attributes of a VPN app that affect
user to decision to download and install and actually use the app.

8.2

Summary of findings

The Wi-Fi honeypot studies (Chapter 3) showed that people still connect to rogue
public Wi-Fi and exposed various sensitive data. The subsequent user decision to
use public Wi-Fi studies (Chapter 4) demonstrated that individuals did not maximise
their expected utility when deciding whether to use public Wi-Fi, supporting the
view posited by behavioural economists that human beings are rather non-homo
economicus. Mobile data RPHT was also observed as a key driver to use public
Wi-Fi, demonstrating that user decisions were affected by bias. The user decision
to use public Wi-Fi in the wild study (Chapter 5) also showed that mobile data
RPHT significantly drove the decisions to use public Wi-Fi. However, the evidence
gathered from the wild brought us closer to understanding user decision in real
life. The findings emphasised how resource constraints led to the RPHT which
1 2016

for the UK study and 2017 for Japan study.
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influenced users to make choice that could expose their data to security and privacy
risks. The study also showed that users did not value all types of resource equally;
depleting battery levels on mobile devices did not have the same effect as a depleting
mobile data allowance.
The last sets of studies, the user decision to adopt a VPN app studies (Chapter 6), found that certain attributes of the app significantly affected the decision to
download and install the app, and the decision to actually use it. The influences
from some of these attributes stemmed from biases in decision-making: the herding
effect and the RPHT. Fig. 8.1 provides a summary of the findings from this thesis.

8.3

Contributions

8.3.1

Substantive contributions

This thesis makes contributions to the study of human factors in cyber security and
security decisions. It advances the understanding of the extent and the role of economic drivers in decision-making which was previously not very well understood
in the context of public Wi-Fi.
First, it provides evidence of the reality of public Wi-Fi risks today in the UK
and in Japan. It demonstrates that public Wi-Fi risks are still a problem despite an
increasing public awareness of the risks and mobile data becoming more affordable
and reliable. Second, the thesis provides evidence that individuals do not always
maximise expected utilities when deciding whether to connect to public Wi-Fi and
that mobile data RPHT significantly prompts user decision to use public Wi-Fi, the
latter evidence was drawn from both user stated and revealed preference. Third,
the thesis provides novel evidence from the UK and Japan that user decisions to
adopt a VPN app are affected by certain attributes of the app. Finally, the thesis
proposes the RPHT security decision model (Fig. 7.1 in Chapter 7) based on
the accumulated findings from the studies in this thesis. The model conceptualises
the role of RPHT on security decisions and aims to help research communities to
understand this factor better.
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Figure 8.1: A summary of findings from this thesis

8.4. Recommendations
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Methodological contributions

Overall, the thesis demonstrates the use of an interdisciplinary research methodology to advance knowledge in security decisions. The Wi-Fi honeypot studies
(Chapter 3) and the user decision to user public Wi-Fi studies (Chapter 4) show
how an interdisciplinary research methodology better shed light on the current state
and the root causes of the problems with public Wi-Fi risks. The user decision to
user public Wi-Fi in the wild study (Chapter 5) also provides a unique contribution;
the use of My Wi-Fi Choice, an Android app designed specifically for investigating
how resource constraints influences the use of public Wi-Fi, has not been done before. Finally, the user decision to adopt a VPN app studies (Chapter 6) demonstrate
the benefits of using discrete choice experiments (DCEs) in the study of security
decisions. Although DCE is widely used in various fields of study, it is rare in the
study of security decisions; and until now, has not been used in the study of a VPN
app adoption.

8.4

Recommendations

Knowledge gained from this thesis suggests several recommendations that would
benefit the cyber security ecosystem. Chapter 7 discussed these recommendations
at great length. Therefore, in this chapter, it is sufficient to provide a summarised
high-level overview of these recommendations (Fig. 8.2).

8.5

Limitations of research

Each study in this thesis has its limitations. A summary of these limitations are discussed in this section. A detailed explanation is in the respective chapter dedicated
to each study.
First, the Wi-Fi honeypot studies (Chapter 3) were based on data collected
in the UK and Japan only. Their residents have fairly high income which means
that many people can afford mobile data and rely less on public Wi-Fi. In other
economic settings e.g. developing economies, their residents may need to rely more
on public Wi-Fi and so there could be more leaked sensitive data. In addition, there
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Figure 8.2: A summarised high-level overview of recommendations
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may be more privacy leak from data transmitting through the Wi-Fi honeypots but
the keywords used to filter data during the analysis may not cater for it. However,
the author of this thesis considered the findings sufficiently provide evidence that
the risks of public Wi-Fi in Japan and the UK still existed today.
The user decision to use public Wi-Fi studies (Chapter 4) have two main limitations. First, the studies examined stated preference — what participants think
they would do in hypothetical scenarios. It may not truly reflect what participants
would actually do in real life. This is common in any studies examining stated preference. However, the pilot tests and fatigue tests were designed to mitigate such
risks. Second, evidence was drawn from the UK and Japan, both of which are developed economies. The observed RPHT may not be truly universal; it could be
very different in developing economies where the gap between the prices of mobile
data plans and the citizen’s purchasing power is large.
The user decision to use public Wi-Fi in the wild study (Chapter 5) was designed to address the limitations of examining stated preference. It examined revealed preference — what participants actually do in real life environment. However, the study also has its own limitations. First, participants installing the My
Wi-Fi Choice app used in the study may be more wary of using public Wi-Fi and
may not use it as often as they would normally do. However, the author of this thesis
considered the 3-month study period reasonably stabilise their behaviour. The app
also ran in the background, hence, hastening the stabilisation period. Second, some
of the participants did not connect to open public Wi-Fi at all during the experiment
period. However, a conservation approach was applied to data analysis by including
and excluding these participants which mitigated potential biases in the data sets.
Finally, the user decision to adopt a VPN app studies (Chapter 6) also has
limitations. First, the discrete choice experiment is a method for examining stated
preference; hence, facing a similar limitation as discussed earlier. However, a wide
adoption of this method in various disciplines and the engaging design of the experiment, together with pilot testing, gave confidence in data quality. Second, the study
drew evidence from the UK and Japan where both have developed economies with
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good Internet infrastructure. Their residents also have a relatively high purchasing
power. Therefore, preferences for some attributes of a VPN app (e.g. Internet speed
and price) are likely to be different to data from developing economies.
In all studies, the results from statistical tests may reflect influences from underlying or unobserved variables.

8.6

Future research

Economic drivers are one of the fundamental factors influencing security decisions.
Understanding them helps to shed light on why many people do not, or do not
always, choose to behave securely. This is an important first step in identifying
workable solutions to help people become more secure online. However, there is
still a large gap in the literature that future research could explore to further advance
the knowledge of economic drivers in security decisions.

8.6.1
8.6.1.1

Horizontal research
Further investigate the RPHT in security decisions

1) Contexts of security : Investigating RPHT in other contexts of security presents
research opportunity. This thesis focuses narrowly on the context of public Wi-Fi.
Previous studies in the literature also have, to a certain extent, investigated the RPHT
in the context of software updates ( [107, 157]). There are other contexts which have
not been examined; backing up data is one example. Apple and Google provide
cloud service for users to back up data for a certain amount for free. Examining how
the desire to preserve this free allocated amount, space RPHT, affects the decisions
to back up data would be insightful.
2) Types of resources : Examining other types of resources which could prompt
RPHT or affect the decisions to take and mitigate security risks would also be insightful. Time is an ideal candidate. Most of us face time constraints in various
situations. Understanding how individuals value time, specifically how it prompts
or deters security decisions, would fill in the gap in literature. Such insight may
sound intuitive but there is little empirical evidence to support it. Understanding the
desire to preserve time, time RPHT, would help to promote more workable security
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interventions. For example, it could shed light on the optimal loading time for a
security app which could promote its uses.
3) User context : The effect of RPHT in an organisational context can be very different from the individual context examined in this thesis. Organisations implement
various security systems and policies to protect their data. However, employees’
non-compliant actions are not entirely unexpected and the RPHT could be one of
the contributing factors, but this calls for empirical evidence. Understanding the
RPHT in an organisational context would enable organisations to understand the
root cause of non-compliant actions better and address them more effectively.

8.6.1.2

Further investigate the herding effect in security decisions

Literature on the herding effect on security decisions is limited. Further investigation would help to deepen and broaden the understanding of its roles, especially
the long-term effect on changes to security behaviour. Three aspects of the herding
effect are ideal candidates for future studies: contexts of security, degree of separation, and user context.
1) Contexts of security : The security research community would benefit from
investigating the herding effect in other contexts of security. This thesis provides
empirical evidence of the effect but only in the context of VPN app adoption. A
few other previous studies also examined the herding effect in other contexts. For
example, Acquisti et al. [68] observed the herding effect on individuals’ decisions
to disclose sensitive information, and Das et al. [70] observed the herding effect on
the adoption of Facebook security features. However, there are likely to be other
contexts in which the herding effect plays a role on security decisions, greater in
some contexts than others or none.
2) Degree of separation : Examining the degree of separation on the herding effect
would help to understand individuals’ behaviour in security decisions better. It
may be tempting to intuitively assume that the closer an individual is to someone or
some groups, the greater the herding effect would be. However, there is no empirical
evidence to support such a claim in the context of security decisions. The insight can
help to identify the most influential actor which, in turn, helps security app/product
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providers and public policy makers to design marketing strategies and awareness
campaigns more effectively.
3) User context : Studies of the herding effect in an organisational context is another prime candidate for investigation. The insight gained would be useful not
only for the security research community but also for organisations seeking to understand security culture and to identify suitable security interventions. It would
be particularly interesting to evaluate the herding effect in different organisational
settings such as SMEs vs. large organisations, or flat vs. hierarchical, etc. Understanding the differences will help to design a nudging strategy more effectively. For
example, the herding effect may be more prevalent in a hierarchical than a flat organisation; hence, security policies or security awareness programme utilising the
herding effect may not be equally effective in both types of organisation.

8.6.2
8.6.2.1

Vertical research
On validating security interventions

This thesis suggests several recommendations. The next useful step would be to
empirically validate the effectiveness of these recommendations prior to fully implementing them. For example, implementing a prototype of a VPN app with
attributes identified in the studies as desirable and validating whether it actually
encourages uptake. Another candidate is to validate whether users would prefer
resource-preserving over non-resource-preserving security products in real life. A
simple experimental design could be implementing two security products with the
exact same features. However, one consumes more resources (e.g. loading or CPU
time) than another. The experiment would allow the researcher to validate the effectiveness of resource-preserving security apps in real life.

8.6.2.2

On public Wi-Fi risks

The uses of public Wi-Fi are likely to continue into the foreseeable future. Therefore, the security and privacy risks from using public Wi-Fi are likely here to stay
for many years. A study investigating incentives for the public Wi-Fi providers
to implement secure Wi-Fi access points is a promising area. Arguably, a regula-
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tion to force the Wi-Fi providers to do so could be the only way. However, this also
needs its own investigation. A study evaluating the costs and benefits of introducing
this regulation would be an interesting research proposal that regulators and policy
makers in many countries would be keen to keep an eye on.
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Appendix A

Chapter 3: Wi-Fi honeypot studies
A.1

UK Study

A.1.1

Locations where the Wi-Fi honeypot was set up
1. Waterloo Train Station

8. Victoria - Bus Station

2. King Cross Train Station

9. Fulham Broadway Centre

3. Leicester Square

10. South Kensington

4. South Bank

11. Piccadilly Circus

5. Tower of London

12. Hyde Park

6. St. James Park

13. Regent Park

7. British Library

14. UCL Campus

Table A.1: Locations where the Wi-Fi honeypot was set up (UK)

A.2

Japan Study

A.2.1

Locations where the Wi-Fi honeypot was set up

1. Kintetsu Nara Train Station

7. Konishi Sakura Dori Shopping St.

2. JR Nara Train Station

8. Kohfukuji Temple

3. On a train from Yamato Saidaiji Station to Kintetsu

9. Gangoji Temple

Nara Station
4. Nara Tourist Information Centre

10. Nara National Museum (outside)

5. Higashimuki Shopping St.

11. Sarusawa-Ike pond

6. Sanjodori Shopping St.

Table A.2: Locations where the Wi-Fi honeypot was set up (Japan)
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A.2.2

Appendix A. Chapter 3: Wi-Fi honeypot studies

Sensitive data captured from the Wi-Fi honeypot

Figure A.1: Wi-Fi traffic of an image from one online dating app

Figure A.2: An example of Wi-Fi traffic containing product search history

Figure A.3: Email messages reconstructed from traffic captured

A.2. Japan Study
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Figure A.4: Attached documents among the email messages captured

Figure A.5: A password of an encrypted document sent via an email

Figure A.6: A pair of credentials embedded in the HTTP header

Figure A.7: A pair of username and password from a web-based stock checking system
being transmitted in clear text via HTTP

Appendix B

Chapter 4: User decision to use
public Wi-Fi studies
B.0.1

Guided interview questions (UK Study)

Figure B.1: Guided interview questions (UK Study)
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Figure B.2: Guided interview questions (UK Study) - Continued
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B.0.2

Demographics of participants in the interviews - UK
Main category

Sub category

n

Gender

Male

7

Female

7

18-24

5

25-34

3

35-44

2

45-54

1

55-64

1

65-74

1

Prefer not to say

1

High School

3

Diploma Training

1

Bachelor Degree

5

Postgraduate Degree

5

Always

3

Nearly daily

3

More than a few (2-3) times/week

2

Less than a few (2-3) times/week

6

Age

Education

Usage of Internet via public Wi-Fi

Table B.1: Demographics of participants in the interviews (UK Study)
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B.0.3

A coding matrix for the analysis of the interviews

Figure B.3: A coding matrix for the analysis of the interviews
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B.0.4

Demographics of participants in the questionnaire (UK)
Main category

Sub category

n

Gender

Male

42

Female

60

18-24

16

25-34

31

35-44

26

45-54

17

55-64

10

Age

Education

Employment status

65-74

2

High School

31

Diploma Training

12

Bachelor Degree

43

Postgraduate Degree

16

Unemployed

8

Full-time education

15

Full-time employment

50

Part-time employment

15

Retired

5

Doing something else

9

Table B.2: Demographics of participants in the questionnaire (UK Study)
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B.0.5

Scenarios-based questionnaires (UK Study)

Figure B.4: Scenario-based questionnaire (UK Study)
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Figure B.5: Scenario-based questionnaire (UK Study) - Continued [1]
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Figure B.6: Scenario-based questionnaire (UK Study) - Continued [2]
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Figure B.7: Scenario-based questionnaire (UK Study) - Continued [3]
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Figure B.8: Scenario-based questionnaire (UK Study) - Continued [4]
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Figure B.9: Scenario-based questionnaire (UK Study) - Continued [5]
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Figure B.10: Scenario-based questionnaire (UK Study) - Continued [6]
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B.0.6

Variables used to calculate expected utility

Figure B.11: Diagram illustrating variables used to calculate expected utility
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B.0.7

Mapping of interview results and participants

Figure B.12: Mapping of interview results and participants P1-P8
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Figure B.13: Mapping of interview results and participants P9-P14
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B.0.8

Descriptive statistics (The UK study)

Figure B.14: Descriptive statistics for variables used to calculate expected utility
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B.0.9

Demographics of participants in the questionnaires (JP)
Age

Annual Income

n

%

Mean

42.54

<¥2,000,000

5

5

Median

40.00

>2,000,000 but 6¥4,000,000

22

21

Mode

35.00

>¥4,000,000 but 6¥6,000,000

19

18

S.D.

12.46

>¥6,000,000 but 6¥8,000,000

16

16

Min

20.00

>¥8,000,000 but 6¥10,000,000

12

12

Max

75.00

>¥10,000,000 but 6¥12,000,000

4

4

>¥12,000,000 but 6¥15,000,000

3

3

Gender

n

%

>¥15,000,000 but 6¥20,000,000

4

4

Male

58

56

>¥20,000,000

2

2

Female

45

44

Do not know

9

9

Total

103

100

No Answer

7

7

103

100

Total
Education

n

%

High school graduate

23

22

Current Region of Resident

n

%

Diploma/Vocational training

34

33

Tokyo

13

13

Bachelor degree

38

37

Kanto (but not Tokyo)

23

22

Postgraduate

8

8

Chubu

18

17

103

100

Kansai

21

20

Kyushu

9

9

Employment Status

n

%

Shikoku

5

5

Not working - Full time student

2

2

Chugoku

5

5

Not working - Sick/Disabled

2

2

Tohoku

3

3

Not working - Retired

3

3

Hokkaido

6

6

Not working - Others

17

17

Total

103

100

Working - Part time

15

15

Working - Full time

61

59

Working - Other

3

3

103

100

Total

Total

Table B.3: Demographics of participants in the questionnaires (Japan Study)
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Scenarios-based questionnaires (Japan Study)

Figure B.15: Scenario-based questionnaire (JP Study)
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Figure B.16: Scenario-based questionnaire (JP Study) - Continued [1]
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Figure B.17: Scenario-based questionnaire (JP Study) - Continued [2]
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Figure B.18: Scenario-based questionnaire (JP Study) - Continued [3]
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Figure B.19: Scenario-based questionnaire (JP Study) - Continued [4]
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Figure B.20: Scenario-based questionnaire (JP Study) - Continued [5]
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Figure B.21: Scenario-based questionnaire (JP Study) - Continued [6]
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Figure B.22: Scenario-based questionnaire (JP Study) - Continued [7]
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Figure B.23: Scenario-based questionnaire (JP Study) - Continued [8]
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Figure B.24: Scenario-based questionnaire (JP Study) - Continued [9]
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Descriptive statistics (Japan study)

Figure B.25: Descriptive statistics of participant’s perceived likelihood that data can be
compromised via mobile data and public Wi-Fi

Appendix C

Chapter 5: User decision to use
public Wi-Fi in the wild study
C.1

Survey Questions

1. What is your gender?
• Male
• Female
• Prefer not to say
2. What is your age group?
• Under 18
• 18-25
• 26-35
• 36-65
• 65+
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3. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
• Some high school
• High school graduate
• Diploma/Vocation training
• Bachelor’s degree
• Postgraduate’s degree
4. What is your current employment status?
• Full time students
• In part-time employments
• In full-time employments
• Not working
• Retired
5. What is your income level? Please choose one UK income tax rate that best
describes it.
• Personal allowance (0%): Less than £11,000
• Basic rate (20%): £11,000 to £43,000
• Higher rate (40%): £43,001 to £150,000
6. In the past year, have you or any person close to you ever fallen victim of onlinerelated fraud (e.g. accounts hacked or data breached)?
• Yes
• No
• Not sure

C.2. Demographic of participants
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7. From your perspective, what is the likelihood that security could be compromised
when using mobile data plan to connect to the Internet?

8. From your perspective, what is the likelihood that security could be compromised
when using free public Wi-Fi to connect to the Internet?

C.2

Demographic of participants

Table C.1: Demograpics of participants
Gender

n

%

Female

42

59.15

Male

29

40.85

Total

71

100.00

Income Level (by Income Tax Rate)

n

%

Personal allowance (0%): Less than £11,000

31

43.66

Basic rate (20%): £11,000 to £43,000

31

43.66

9

12.68

71

100.00

n

%

Higher rate (40%): £43,001 to £150,000
Total

Age

Employment

n

%

18-25

34

47.89

Full time students

30

42.25

26-35

25

35.21

In full-time employments

28

39.44

36-65

12

16.90

In part-time employments

7

9.86

Total

71

100.00

Not working (but not on retirement)

4

5.63

Retired

2

2.82

71

100.00

n

%

Total
Education Level

n

Some high school

3

4.23

Yes

48

67.61

High school graduate

9

12.68

No

15

21.13

Diploma/Vocation training

6

8.45

8

11.27

Bachelor’s degree

29

40.85

71

100.00

Postgraduate’s degree

24

33.80

Total

71

100.00

%

Victims of online fraud

Not sure
Total
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Chapter 6: User decision to adopt a
VPN app studies
D.1

Methodology

D.1.1

Guided interview questions (UK study)

Figure D.1: Guided interview questions (UK study)
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Figure D.2: Guided interview questions (UK study) - Continued

D.1. Methodology

Figure D.3: Guided interview questions (UK study) - Continued
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D.1.2

Guided interview questions (Japan study)

Figure D.4: Guided interview questions (Japan study)

D.1. Methodology

Figure D.5: Guided interview questions (Japan study) - Continued
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Figure D.6: Guided interview questions (Japan study) - Continued

D.1. Methodology

D.1.3
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Demographic of participants in user interviews
Country

Demographic

UK

Japan

Gender

n

%

n

%

Female

8

53

3

18

Male

7

47

14

82

Total

15

100

17

100

Education

n

%

n

%

A Level or vocational training

4

27

1

6

Bachelor’s degree

5

33

10

59

Postgraduate’s degree

6

40

6

35

Total

15

100

17

100

Age

n

%

n

%

18-25

8

53

9

53

26-35

3

20

4

24

36-45

3

20

2

12

56-65

1

7

2

12

Total

15

100

17

100

Table D.1: Demographic of participants in the interviews for the DCE

D.1.4

Frequency of attributes identified in user interviews

Figure D.7: Frequency of attributes identified in user interviews
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D.1.5

Demographic of participants in DCEs
Country

Demographic

UK

Japan

Gender

n

%

n

%

Female

80

54

9

10

Male

67

45

83

88

Prefer not to say

2

1

2

2

Total

149

100

94

100

Education

n

%

n

%

GCSE Level (or equivalent)

13

9

nil

nil

A Level (or equivalent)

34

23

5

5

Diploma/vocational training

22

15

1

1

Bachelor’s degree

60

40

44

47

Postgraduate’s degree

20

13

44

47

Total

149

100

94

100

Age

n

%

n

%

18-25

41

28

65

69

26-35

50

34

18

19

36-45

37

25

8

9

46-55

14

9

3

3

56-65

6

4

nil

nil

66+

1

1

nil

nil

Total

149

100

94

100

Employment

n

%

n

%

Not working - Fulltime students

19

13

49

52

Not working - others

16

11

2

2

Not working - permanently sick/disable

6

4

nil

nil

Working - full time

82

55

25

27

Working - part time

19

13

18

19

Total

149

100

94

100

Income

n

%

n

%

Up to £12,500

87

58

nil

nil

£12,501 to £50,000

12

8

nil

nil

£50,001 to £150,000

50

34

nil

nil

Under ¥1,950,000

nil

nil

66

70

¥1,950,000 to ¥3,300,000

nil

nil

5

5

¥3,300,000 to ¥6,950,000

nil

nil

16

17

¥6,950,000 to ¥9,000,000

nil

nil

4

4

¥9,000,000 to ¥18,000,000

nil

nil

3

3

Total

149

100

94

100

Table D.2: Demographic of participants in the DCE

D.2. Results

D.2

Results

D.2.1

Descriptive statistics of parameter estimates

Figure D.8: Descriptive statistics of the parameter estimates of attribute levels
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D.2.2

Logworths of the main effects
[a] Main effect – UK

[b] Main effect – Japan

Figure D.9: Logworth of the main effect on the uptake of a VPN app

[a] Main effect – UK

[b] Main effect – Japan

Figure D.10: Logworth of the main effect on the actual uses of a VPN app

Glossary
CIA Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability. 32
distal factor Factor affecting decision-making from a greater distance rather than
in immediate situations. 34, 43
expected utility A predicted utility value for one of several options, calculated as
the sum of the utility of every possible outcome each multiplied by the probability of its occurrence. 5, 9, 20, 21, 35, 44, 67, 68, 168, 180
homo economicus An ideal agent who is perfectly rational, has all the information
about the decisions s/he makes, and is completely self-interested. 9, 21, 163,
168, 180
individual One single human being. 9
malicious actor A person or a group of persons launching an attack which undermine the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data. 31, 32, 33
MTM Man-in-the-Middle. 31, 174
O/S Operating system. 171, 173, 174
participant an individual participating in a study. 9
people A generic term for a collective of human being. 9
proximal factor Factor affecting decision-making in immediate situations. 34, 43
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Glossary

RPHT Resource preservation heuristic tendency. An inclination to conserve limited resource. 7, 16, 8, 9, 10, 67, 86, 88, 89, 90, 94, 95, 96, 100, 101, 102,
105, 106, 115, 116, 118, 123, 126, 127, 129, 149, 151, 153, 154, 158, 161,
164, 165, 166, 167, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 180, 181, 185, 186,
187
security decisions Decisions decision made by an individual in a ‘personal’ context of security and privacy. ‘Personal’ context in this definition excludes
decisions made in ‘organisation’ context.. 14, 6, 15, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 35, 37, 38, 126, 154, 158, 161, 163
user An individual using a security or non-security technology or system. 9

